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Foreword

disaster strikes, numerous and diverse emergency service
workers arrive on the scene almost irmnediately. They rescue the

red, treat the wounded and support the bereaved. But what
caregivers themselves need? How can they best be sup-

what is often gruesome, unexpected, and exhausting work?
onograph was developed to focus attention on emergency

worker needs, specifically to (1) increase understanding of the
problems faced by emergency wcziters and the likely heal:h and
mental health impact on the workers; (2) encourage emergency
organizations to address these needs before, during, and after a
disaster; and (3) provide a model tratiing package for teaching
emergency organizations and their workers how to prevent, ame-
liorate, and treat mental health problems arising out of emergency
work.

Until quite recently not only were there no programs to meet
the emotional needs of emergency service workers, but such needs
were scarcely recognized. That situation has beam to change. In
major. Presidentially declared disasters, States may now request
Federal funds from the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
to provide special mental health services for disaster victims. In
some recent disasters local mental health professionals have be-
come aware of the needs of emelgency workers and have included
them among the victims for whom services were provided. Po li-
cymakers are also increasingly aware of the needs of disaster
workers. For example. the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), together with WIMH, sponsored a workshop in December
19E4 to consider the problem of role stress and conflict among
emergency workers. This workshop was the first step in a new
research initiative sponsored jointly by the two agencies to ex-
amine this issue. NIMH also encourages and funds research that
addresses more broadly the mental health implications of disaster

Widle most of the concepts in the monograph apply to people
esponding to small-scale events, such as auto or bus accidents and
ousehold fires, the focus of the monograph is on the worker paid

or volunteer, who responds to major disasters. This includes but is
not limited to frontline Ike and rescue workers including fire-
fighters and paramedics; police and security personnel, especially
those who misht be involved in body recovery operations; morti-
cians and Myers; emergency medical and nursing personnel; prc



arkii vmtcer staff members of disaster relief agencies;
berg - the clergy who have significant contacts with a

-r-Artink:tsopulation.
,I'resented here should be of use to both public and

pi-ivate U ensaged in disaster relief operations; to regional,
Stat'.1. lcctil emergency planners; and to private charitable
orge,lh '-tvolved in disaster relief. The monograph should also
sem' ak reikaurce to mental health service providers planning a
c.ornpPtheeltr6 mental health response to disasters.

Pan; t of this monovaph was developed Don Hartsough of
Purdue tk.riversity and part 11 by Diane Garuventa Myers of Marin
,,',14B4Mtiligliy Mental Health Services, Marin County, California. The

are complementary, and considerable collaboration and
of ideas occurred during their preparation. Part I discusses

deliall different sources of stress for disaster workers and their
potential effects. Preventive and treatment strategies are out-

Part 11 presents a detailed course designed for mental health
trilliners to use in helping emergency workers both anticipate stress
OW prevent it as well as learn how to get help once they experi-
once stress-related problem. Suggestions are also offered for
developins collaborative relationships between emergency orga-
nizations and mental health agencies. The course includes didactic
material, k.%ctMties, and recommended supplementary audiovisual
and prixited materials.

Disaster Work can be an extremely gratifying occupatiore sa
lives and providing tangible goods to people in distress is obviously
a highly important activity. But disaster work also presents sig-
nificant emotional and physical challenges as well as risks to the
worker. Expostme to distressing sights and sounds coupled with
difficult working conditions may lead to physical illness or emo-
tional problems. It can also lead to "burnout," with the worker
unhappy and unable to perform successfully. Disaster survivors may
be hurt instead of helped by the efforts of such a distressed
worker. But when workers axe given appropriate support in a work
situation designed to accomplish organizational goal., while at the
same time addressing human nee(ls, they usually find their lives
enriched by this work, and they are able to maintain a sensitive and
caring attitude toward victims.

It Is hoped that disaster workers, supervisors, and mental health
providers will use the information presented here to attend to
workers' emotional needs, both for the protection of the worker
and for the optimal care of victims.

Jean Garrison, Ph.D.
Deputy Chief, Center for Mental

Health Studies of Emergencies
National Institute of Mental Health
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Disasters are sudden, unexpected events that cause extensive
desttuction death, or injury and produce widespread community
disruption and individual trauma. Emergency workers rush in to
rescue, treat, help and comfort the victims. Many researchers
have hivestigated the impact of these calamities on the victims .
but few have studied the effect on the worker.

Some of the research on victims is relevant to disar'eer workers .
but most is not because workers are different in several respects.
They are protected by extensive traiang making it easier for them
to cope effectively. They usually do not suffer personal loss in the
disaster, and no personal adaptation, such as relocation is us
require& On the other han& emergency workers face some dif-
ficult situatiorx that victfins can avoid. For example, workers may
have to collect bodies and pieces of bodies strewn across hundreds
of yards of a peaceful neighborhood destroyed by an airline crash.
They are often forced to make lffe-and-death decisions and carry
the responsibility for the outcome. Studies of persons exposed to
similar experiences have shown varying degrees of negative emo-
tional and physical sequelae as a result of those experiences.

Part I attempts to describe the problgms faced by these coura-
geous people and the methods available to help them deal with the
emotional aftereffects of their work. Most of the information
presented here on disaster workers has been extrapolated from
relevant findiims about other populations. Three major disasters
the collapse of a walkway in a crowded hotel, a life-threa
flood in a populated area, and the crash of a jetlinerare --
cussed in detail to illustrate the diversity of problems emergency
workers face.

The monograph is organized around stress theory, which states
that certain external events (stressors) can put extra demands on
the individual (stress) that can lead to physical and/or emotional
wear and tear (strain). Emergency workera are mbject to a variety
of stressors some arising out of the disaster itself, such as con-
frontinz death arid others arising from different aspects of the job,
such as thne pressures or conflicts. These stressors fall into *Tee
general categories: event occppational, and organizational. A
ohmic disaster may produce any or ail of them.



Only a few reseachoN have examined the erncrational impact of
event stressors on emergency workers. Report0 from the field,
however, , and espetielly personal and media rerorts on worker
reactions to such Major incidents FtS fatal evaabe....=s of large corn-,
mercial jetliners, tern highlighted the potential impact of these
disaster&

Studies on the victims of disasters show inixecl%wictim reactions.
In some disasters, Victims seem to fare well witlia=Lout long4asting
problems n other disasters, they safer major-1r mental health
problem_s both immediately and for several ware Afarter the disaster.
Variables that have teen proposed to account for such widely :

vergent findings include the extent and type of lossem among vietims;
the scope and duration of the event,- the extent 611-7- horrific or ter
rifying experierices, and the resilience of the corlerninunity as re,'
flected Ln preexisting resources.

Occupational "atressers have received consielrable attention
from researchers sittongh disaster workers per seste have not been
studied.: Time pressures, work overload, hazardottrmes work environ-

, rnents, and conflicts or uncertafrities in the vrce:r.k situation can,
generate stress reactions. Occupational stress raa,7 lead to lourn-
ont," a kind of Mental and emotional exhaustion ir that both filter-
feres with Work arid lends to frustration and depreAlon.

Organizational stresers arise from conflicts or =certainties in
the worker's role or frorn'organizational conflictA at- the worksita.
They- can lead to frustration, anger, depressioh, ; and mental ex- -

haustion:
: These three' sotXces et dress may frateract,, iner-reasing the like-,

Mood of such syMptoms as sleep problems, loss-Oar ability to con-
centrate , irritabilitv, nausea, and tension. Stredr:mn may, show, as
physical ,- behavioral, social, or emotional prOblen. These effects .

described here in detail, along with their prevention and'
eatment.



Chavter 2

Event Stressors

Most disaster workers arc aware that the montential emotional
impact on them depends on the typo of event (I-Brown 1983). Riv-
erine floods, for example, are typically less ph.rsically and emo-
ionally hazardous for the disaster worker than afrliner crashes or

major earthquakes. At least three distinct eVnt stressors have
been identified: personal loss or injury. traun=satic stimuli, and
mission failure or human error. The presence ot= my one of these
increases the workers' susceptibiliV to negative 7.t.ress reactiow.

Personal Loss or Injury

ople lose loved on or moan1nul thinsags, they generally
ce grief reaction& whiel may include depression or ex-'

treme sadness and despafr. Tha extent of the readmeaction is related to
the significance of the loss. Although disaster workers are not

victims, those who do lose family members.
are st high rid for stress restions.

hat leads to less of function may litz-nerate a psycho-
eaction sirnilLr to the loss of possessions A worker injured
ecovery work may, be vniverable to stren reactions espe-
en the injury occurs in conjanction witMh other stressors

Dohrenwend 1981). h-duries may came from roamny sources, some
ociated with the event and some with ineiciMental background

conditions. Disaster workers have sometimes resmnarked that "ca-
tastrophes always happen in the worst weather.' Workers may be
xposed to toxic substances Of required to hel, victfins In col-

or unstable suuctures. Victims themselvamcs may represent
to their rescuer&

Severe fatigue can also lead to temporary los of function, and
physical OXIMUSti011 senis to "corm with the teritory" in disaster
work. Emergency situations often require high 1-,vels of sustained
and strenuous physical activity. Sometlinez thesc:= occm after long
periods of inactivity, 'making preparation for thew= difficult. Long
hours are characteristic of disaster Work, and m--=ven workers who
function effectivebr for extended periods on tt job may suffer
extreme exhaustion when the task is tinished.



Traumatic Stimuli

Severe threats to basic beliefs about the meaning of life can
generate stress. Painful deaths, gross violations of physical integ-
rity, or the apparent injustice and capriciousness of life are exam-
ples of such traumatic stimuli. Others include contact with bodies.
especially those in mutilated or unnatural conditions and partic-
ularly tragic situations such as the deaths of chMdren.

If workers are in extremely dangerous surroundiAgs, especially
for ions periods, they risk later emotional reactions. In general,
situations that are life threatening, or demonstrate the po ential
vulnerability of the worker, are likely to be traumatic.

Workers in prolonged and emotional contact with survivors who
have been severely traumatized by disaster may experience the
trauma vicariously_ 'Ills is especially true when the worker iden-
tifies the rurvivor with a loved one, such as a son or daughter_
Workers responsible for life-and-death decisions for example in
triage situations. are also subject to this type of pain. When
workers must deny extensive medical care to nearly dead patients
in favo? of victims with a better prosnosis, emotional problems can
be anticipated.

Not all people react to traumatic events in the same way.
Workers who deal with "guts and gore" on a daily basis are likely to
have developed protective strategies through training and experi-
ence (Palmer 1983). Reactions to traumatic stimuli are always
bidividualized that is, interpreted through the worker's frame of
mind and feelings at the time of the event. Even tl .- most experi-
enced worker will likely find some events difficult to deal with.

Mission Failure or Human Error

Disaster workers are highly motivated to perform competently
and complete theLr missiorm successfully_ These high expectations .
when they cannot be met, may lead to beliefs and feelings about
the disaster or the worker's role in the relief effort that cause
emotional distress.

One of the attractions of disaster work is the personal satis-
faction derived from saving lives, and many workers have a strong
need for this type of reinforcement (Graham 1981a. 1981b). When
they become highly involved in a rescue effort that ends badly,
workers may experience not only disappointment but major per-
sonal failure as well, including feelings of unworthiness, even
though no rational basis exists for this belief.

Frustrated expectations for success are also illustrated by the
mission that requires prolonged expenditures of energy and atten-
tion, appears to be going well, but ends in disappointment. Related
to this are deaths that occur inadvertently due to some action of

6
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the rescue personnel While long-time disaster workers know that
ineidents of this nature may occur, they represent the antithesis of
worker motivations and efforts.

Another major stressor is the rescue or relief effort that re-
ceives intense media coverage as when a rescue is broadcast live
over television. Workers may feel that only a perfect performance
is acceptable and that no mistakes will be tolerated.

Finally, in manmade disasters, both victims and workers are
often outraged that the event was allowed to occur, and this high
degree of anger may interfere with the emotional recovery proc-
ess. Mission failure or human error may generate a strong sense of
powerlessness and helplessness.

Skywalk Collapse

in a given disaster, a worker may experience none of the disaster
stressors, or may experience all of them. The skywaLk collapse at a
major Kansas City hotel provides an example of a disaster in which
all threepersonal loss or injury, traumatic stimuli, and mission
failure or human error--were present, generatIng potentially
significant stress reactions in rescue personnel.

Ln the summer of 1981, the hotel was host to a series of Friday
evening tea dances featuring live music from the swing era. shortly
after 7:00 p.m. on July 17th, the floor was crowded with some
1,500 people, mansi of them middle-aged suburbanites winding
down the week and beginning the weekend (Anderson 1981). In
addition to the band, the dancers, and the lobby bar patronz, the
midsummer event had attracted media attentiona television news
team was there to tape some scenes for a later broadcast.
Ironically, the team members had affeed that this was one
afterhours assignment they didn't mind because the event they
were covering was so pleasant (Miles 1983).

The dance was held in the hotel's arrthitecturally dramatic
atrium, which formed the hotel lobby and main entrance (McGrath
1981). The west-facing entrance wall was glass and let in the late
afternoon sun. Directly opposite the entrance was the main desk
and, above it, a second-story restaurant that looked out over the
lobby below. A second restaurant, various meeting rooms, and
hallways to the guest rooms were located on the other two sides of
the lobby at the second-story level and above. Transversing the
front of the lobby entrance were three 145-foot skywalks, each
suspended at a different level; these stnictures allowed guests to
observe the lobby below as they crossed from one side of the hotel
to the other. The middle skywalk was 15 feet further inward from
the front wall than the other two bridges, which were hung one
directly above the other. The combination of atrium lobby, sus-
pended walkways, and exposed glass-sided elevators was a trade-
mark of the hotel chain throughout the country (Facts on File 1981).

7
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The orchestra had just begun playing Duke Ellington's "Satin
Doll" when the fourth-story skywalk separated from its supports in
the middle of the walkway (Anderson 1981). Witnesses later re-
called that the first "small snapping sound" was followed by mount-
ing noise as concrete, metal, and glass bombwded the second-story

alk and they both carne thtmdering down to the lobby floor,
crushing and killing scores of people below (Falder 1982). The con-
trast could not have been more pronouncedin an instant, the
sounds in the hotel were transformed from the sillthless of classic
jazz to the grating harsImess of concrete tearLng away from walls,
glass panes exploding and tinkling to the floor, people shoutins in
surprise as they fell with the walkways. and metal tearing off as

pes broke and support structures bent and twisted. The music
stopped. For a moment an awful silence filled the place. Then
people began screaming, calling for loved ones they couldn't see,
and shouting for help.

At times of such irmnense shock, people tend to do what they
have been trained to do_ Some hotel employees tried to help and
comfort guests, whMe others called for rescue and ambulance as-
sistance. A television reporter dashed to the nearest phone to call
his station for additional news coverage (Miles et al. 1983). But it
was difficult to describe the full magnitude and nature of the ca-
tastrophe. The ftpatcher who took the emergency calls couldn't
quite grasp what a skywalk was, nor could others make the concept
or the conoequences of the collapse very clear (Falder 1982). A
ffrefighter who would be in command temporarily at the scene

ed that the assistance call from the hotel was for a minor
problem similar to one handled there a week earlier. On his way to
the hotel he heard the radio monitor transmit a call for 10 ambu-
lances and knew a major disaster was in progress (Milder 1982).

The first rescuers, who arrived within 3 minutes of dispatch,
faced a nearly impossible rescue situation (Falder 1982). Tons of
concrete, steel, and rigid sheet metal lay on the floor of the lobby
and across the entrance. Glass from the front wall had been turned
into dangerous projectiles that seemed to be evenjrwhere. Tables
and chairs were overturned, and a fine, white dust covered every-
thing. Water was pom-ing from broken pipes; it would eventually
reach a 2-inch depth in some places before the system drained, as
there was no way to turn it off_ Blood mixed with water had per-
meated the carpet. Cries could be heard from mansled bodies and
people trapped under the rubble. In the gathering darkncmthe
electricity had been turned offwitnesses would later recall a
surrealistic scene. "like a horrible nightmare" or "heaven turned to
hell" (-Wilkinson 1983).

By prior agreement the Kansas City Fire Department was in
command whenever an accident involved extrication, since the
department possessed the necessary skills axid tools (Fader 1982).
When the department's chief arrived, he established a cormnand
post to coordthate the rescue and crowd control operations of fire.
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medical, hotel, and Red Cross staff; police; architects; and others
at the scene. A triage area was set up in a connecting room at the
rear of the lobby and emergency medical technicians (EMTs).
physicians, and volunteer nurses from the Red Cross (and others
who came ou their own) began filling it with the iiktured the dying.
and the dead. The uninjured and many of the ambulatory Wired
had already been helped to get outside the hotel.

A number of problems plagued the rescue operation; the pre-
eminent difficulty was summed up tersely in an emergency medical
services report: "Rescue efforts were greatly hampered by one
overriding problem access to victims" (Hyatt Disaster Medical
Assessment 1981, p. 2). Of great concern were those trapped under
the edges of the walkways. They could be seen, but they couldn't
be remove& and many of them had sustained life-threatening In-

es. Many of these imfortunate people would die, but a signif-
icant number would be saved by adherence to the triage philoso-
phy of separation of camalties into categories (Hyatt Disaster
Medical Assessment 1981).

A command officer recalled that in his emotionality and extreme
concentration on early rescue he did not comprehend the magni-
tude of what was happening until an officer requested more space
for the triage operation. Looldng in the already filled triage area.
he counted 70 injured or dead people, and more were being brought
in from the lobby (Felder 1982). A 17-year old EMT. still a high
school student, had gone to the hotel with his father, also an EMT.
and later described the triage room: "It was like a small hospital
shrouded with cries of pain, fear, and death. Rescuers were
sweating over bloodsoaked sheets" (GEMS Trailblazer 1982).

The triage was moved outside the hotel at the front. Traffic was
wildly congested as vehicles entered and left from every direction.
Police officers quickly instituted a mandatory traffic control pat-
tern and eliminated the chaos. Ambulances were then able to move
quickly and smoothly through the area, enterins the hotel's circular
driveway, loading victims designated by the triage team, and ex-
iting at the other end of the drive. Later, the triage area had to be
moved yet a third 'erne, back friside, when severe weather threat-
ened the Kansas City area.

The paroxysm of pain and suffering in the lobby was Lntensified
for the rescuers because of anguished decisions too often required
of them. The presumed dead and the near-dying had to be ignored
in order to aid those with a chance to live. Extreme measures were
sometimes required:

One man was entrapped under the lower walkway by his leg.
He had to be removed because he had very little blood left in
his body. Doctors were doing all they could to keep fluid in his -
body, but their efforts were to no avail.

The leg had to be amputated, but the angle which the cut had
to be made could only be accomplished with a chain saw . . .

9



other attempts were per ormed this way later in the ev
As grotesque as it may sound it had to be donethere were

no alternatives (GEHS Trailblazer 1982),

Victims imprisoned by the slabs. vfhether visible to rescuers or
not, could not be removed and sometimes even the minimum of
emergency care was not possible until the huge objects could be
lifted or broken up. This problem occupied rescuers inside the hotel
throughout the long night.

The fire department used its "Flan Bulldozer" to brins in equip-
merit necessary to the rescue operation. including a backhoe and
two large cranes. The lobby was cleared of all extraneous person-
nel, and heavy construction equipment was brought to the front of
the hotel for a desperate attempt to move the massive walkways,
Rescuers used the backhoe to tear down the external glass-and-
steel entryway at the front entrance of the hotel to gain access,
and then used it in a vain attempt to pry up the slab. The backhoe
was far too light and the concrete would not budge. This effort was
complicated by maw thinss, including the fact that the upper slab
was still leaning precariously at one end (McGrath 1981).

Flan Bulldozer brought not only equipment to the hotel, but men
with the sldlls to operate itironworkers and crane operators. They
drove the huge projecting arms of the cranes through the upper
front wall of the atrium and lowered cables to the floor below. The
task of stabilizing and liftins the uppermost of the pancaked
walkways was hazardous, not only to rescuers, but especially to
those few victims still alive in the rubble.

Then rescuers discovered that the lower walkway could not be
lifted without endangering the 10 people trapped beneath it. To
reach these victims, the fire department had to rely on another
group of hastily recruited disaster volunteersstreet construction
workers who were worl6ns in the area that Friday evening. They
brought jackhammers and beg= the "delicate" work of breaking up
the concrete to free those underneath. The fire department's
practicLng philosophy with all of the skilled workers was to "stand
back and let them do their job without interference." and then to
reaune command when the job was done (Felder 1982).

Ffrefighters and medical personnel worked to keep air flowing to
the victims and maintained voice contact with them to reduce
arndety and fear; at times they crawled under irmecurely buttressed
sections of the walkway to treat or free a victim. But for the most
part the extrication task that remained along the lower walkway
belonged to the jackhammer operators_

Operating a jackhammer is physically punishing work especially
for the upper arms shoulders, and back. The construction workers
had come to the Hyatt after putting in a full day's work, and as
they proceeded with break:frig up the lower slab, the combLnation of
their long day, the physical strain of the work, and the tension of
their present task produced extreme fatigue . One highly skilled
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jackhammer operator, a big, powerful man Imown simply as Coun-
try Bill, personified the spirit of the hotel rescue when he told his
helpers that he would be "happy to keep working the hammier if
someone would just pick it up" for him and put it in his hands, but
he was "lust too tired" to pick it up himself (Falder 1982).

It was a long, tedious, tiresome job and whenever a victim was at
last brought out of the rubble, the frustration and tension of the
long night were temporarily broken, and the watching crowd of
rescuers broke into spontaneous cheers and applause (Anderson
1981). A life saved at this pahlt was a symbolic victory over the
death and devastation that confronted rescuers all night.

The rescue operation was winding down, the last victim was
freed by the jackhammers, and the emergency workers were at last
starthlg to relax, when cranes lifted the fmal slab. One final
painful, devastatins shock remained: Where workers had expected
to find only a few dead, they discovered 31 bodies (McGrath 1981).

The last of the victims was extricated about 6:00 a.m. Saturday.
nearly 12 hours after the collapse. The rescue wc.:k was finished,
but other disaster workers were identifying bodies and assisting
relatives at the temporary morgues that had been set up through-
out the night. The long process of recovery and assessment was
about to begin.

The final death toll for the hotel disaster was 114; over 200
people were injured, including some of the rescue workers who
were cut on glass and sharp metal (Fader 1982). It was estimated
that 1,000 people -professionals and volunteershad taken some
part in the rescue (Gist 1983). Rescue workers had fotrnd them-
selves confronted with a disaster situation far beyond their urusal
training and equipment; and the bizarre event had forced ordinary
peopleironworkers, construction workers passers-by, and hotel
employeesto perform extraordinary tasks.

Discussion

This disaster encompassed in a dramatic manner the event
stressors discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Shattered
glass, twisted metal and broken concrete and furniture created a
dangerous rubble. Eictreme physical exertion was required to re-
move rubble, carry out bodies and survivors, and bring equipment
into the lobby. The bulk and weight of the slabs were significant
hazards because they defied removal with equipment that was
routinely carried by the responding units. The slabs were finally
removed, but many hours elapsed before this could be accom-
plished. A number uf workers were injured, and virtually all were
severely fatigued. Although it was not a major factor the weather
represented another stressor when the possibility of a severe storm
required the movement of the triage area from outside the hotel to
an inside location.
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Firefighters at the scene were aware that a senior departmental
officer was thought to have attended the dance and had not been
located among the survivors. Finding his body represented a special
source of anguish for members of this unit (Falder 1982).

The condition of the bodies was greatly disturbing to disaster
workers. The collapsing skywalks badly mangled and crushed the
victims, creating a grisly scene (Falder 1982; GEFIS Trailblazer
1982; Miles 1983; WilkLnson 1983). Other traumatic stimuli were
the sights, sounds, and odors of the disaster scene. Blood became
mixed with water and dust, creating both a physical hazard for
workers and an assault on their sensibilities. The final 1,rrly re-
covery task proved shocking when the last slab was lifted a ile
body comt was much higher than anticipated. Workers in -le
morgue who assisted relatives in body identification were faced
with extended contact with bodies and with grieving relatives .
although the police practice of using photographs for body iden-
tification helped to allay stress levels at the morgue (Eisenburg
1983; Jacobs 1983). The need to perform crude amputations in
order to preserve life was also disturbing.

Medical personnel at the hotel faced a special problem in the
decLsions required by a triage philosophy. At times they had to cut
through people who were already dead in order to reach the living
(GEHS Trailblazer 1982). The inability to save all the injured may
well have induced feelings of failure and a sense of powerlessness
and helplessness among some rescue personel. The fact that this
was a manmade disasterpresumably caused by someone's neg-
ligencegenerated feelings a anger and rage in many workers.
Such rage may inhibit effective coping. especially if it is not dealt
with in a direct manner that allows it to be released and directed
at an appropriate target. In this disaster, one researcher found that
anger and resentment actually increased over time rather than
being dissipated (Miles 1983; Morgan 1983). A buildup of such
frustration may reflect a lingering sense of powerlessness or
helplessness about the disaster_

Summary

Certain types of event characteristics, either together or sepa-
rately, have the potential for creating emotional distress in dis-
aster workers: personal loss or injury, traumatic stimuli, and mis-
sion failure or human error. When all three of these characteristics
are present as they were at the hotel disaster, the potential exists
for particularly intense stress reactions. Such effects while debil-
itating, represent very normal reactions to quite abnormal
situations.
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Chapter 3

Occupational Stressors

Disaster occupations are likely to be stressful because of the
types of work required. Heavy work loads, long hours, and the
pressure to accomplish difficult tasks quickly are inherent in
emergency and disa-ster work. Further, periods of low activity and
little prcssure may be interrupted suddenly by incidents that de-
mand great concentration and physical exertion. The stimulation
and excitement generated by a large-scale disaster may also lead
to stress. During these times workers are highly motivated to
perform theft, work and may unwittingly subject themselves to
occupational stressors as a result' of their great desire to "get the
job done." Thus, a major source of stress for disaster persormel
arises from the natta-e of the work require& This chapter discusses
three occupational stressors: the worldng envfronment, time pres-
sures, and work loa& A case study of response to a natural disaster
is presented it is intended to acquaint the reader with one of the
most commonly occurring disasters (a riverine flood). the
stregs in these fricidents, and ho, -4 stress is managed.

Working Environment

Adverse environments are common to disaster work, causing
physical discomfort for the workers. Noise alone is likely to bestressful especially with extended exposure (Glass and Singer
1972). Physical conditions frequently make equipment inoperable.
in some cases, it is impossible to bring equipment near enough to
be helpful. Equipment failure or inaccessibility may constitute a
significant source of stress for workers.

The presence of bystanders especially in large numbers, can
become an unwelcome factor in the workers' attempts to manage
an incident. Well-meaning but ill-equipped, tmtrained members of
the general public may attempt to assist workers directly, and
sometimes become victims themselves.

Time Pressures

Deadlines are a familiar source of stress for workers in many
fields. Rescue workers however face special problems related to
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time. Medical emergency protocols may specify strict time Iiirdts
between injury and the start of surgery, Lncluding time to extract
the victirn, onsite stabilization,- and transportation to the hospital
and through the emergency room to surgery_ 'Me knowledge that
there exists an optimum time wthdow for the victhn's chance of
surviving a severe accident, after which probabilities drop rapidly,
is a major source of stress for the rescue worker.

A time stressor is also created by large-scale disasters, which
may cause changes in daily or weekly work routines for an ex-
tended period. Nonst=dard working hours are expected by per-
sonnel when disasters occur, but they can become seriously upset-
ting. Holt (1982) shows that evening or night work may cause
disturbances in daily body rhythms (of sleep, body temperature,
gasthoLntestinal function, etc.) as well as ftturbances Ln daily
patterns of social livimg, leading to undesirable mood changes and
interpersonal conflicts in the family.

Work Load

Disaster workers are familiw with work overload, a third major
category of organizational stressors. Kahn (1980) divides work load
into quantitative and qualitative types. Quanitative work load
refers to the amount of work to be completed Ln the available
time, while qualitative work load refers to the difficulty or ease of
accomplishins the worker's task. Because of the urgencies of task
completion in disasters, both types of work overload seem quite
probable although no research has directly addressed the issue. At
the other extreme, work underload see= less likely, but might be
found In long-term recovery operation% where monotony or tedium
might set in (Quinn 1975; Pines 1981).

A related concept Is that of responsibility overload (Cobb 1973).
Durirtg disasters, supervisory workers in particular may be tempo-
rarily overwhelmed by several tasks that seem to requLre simul-
tsmeous accomplishment: assessing damages and victirn needs,
mobilizins adequate resource% establishins a command post, co-
ordinating the work of several types of units, assessLng new hazards
as they occur, and giving information to the media for comrmmica-
tion to the general public. Incident commanders have reported that
setting up a command post nearby but somewhat removed from the
immediate disaster scene has helped establish priorities wnong
responsibilities and thus avoid excessive overload (Felder 1982;
Naysmith 1982).

The majority of incidents requiring disaster personnel do not
involve such tragic circumstances as the skywalk collapse. It would
be a mistake to think that they do not cause stress, however. As
the following case illustrates, there are different sorts of work
pressures in these more "routine" disasters.
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Flooding in the Deep South

Riverine floods, that is, flooding caused by excess precipitation
over large land areas or by melting snow or both, are the most
commonly occurring natural disasters in the United States (Edelen
1981). In April 1983, a riverine flood of unusual severity struck the
southeast corner of Louisiana and southwest Mississippi causing
several deaths and costing millions of dollars hi property damage,
lost work, and destruction of natural resources. Heavy rains of up
to 20 friches drenched the region during the first part of April,
sometimes at more than 1 inch an hour. Experts called the flooding
the worst in 20 years in that part of the nation, as 30.000 people
were forced from thefr homes. over 25,000 of them in Louisiana
(Time 1983).

The flooded parishes (counties) of Louisiana lay east of Baton
Rouge north of New Orleans, and across the Mississippi border at
the Pearl River. Parts of New Orleans were flooded as were sul:
urban areas around the border community of Slidell. The flooded
region was primarily agricultural, whereas Baton Rouge and New
Orleans were major industrial ports along the Mississippi River,
with well-developed petroleum transportation, and recreation
industries.

Many of the residents had previous flood experience and they
sandbagged their homes removed household goods, or elevated
furniture. Most people underestimated the height of the flood-
waters, however, or simply could not keep the deluge away from
thefr home% vehicles or belongings. Many fought the water as long
as they could, finally leaving by motorboat or canoe (McCormick
1983).

Although the flood victims did most of the work and bore much
of the expense themselves, they were also aided by several disaster
relief organizations principally the American Red Cross (ARC) and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). ARC is a
congressionally mandated but privately supported organization,
whereas FEMA is part of the Federal Government and determines
its disaster preparedness and mitigation policies. FEMA also guides
the government's response to Presidentially declared disasters.

In major catastrophes, a disaster relief program is mounted by
ARC's national office. Within a matter of hours planning is begun
so that personnel and supplies can be sent to the scene a few days
later.

Three types of Red Cross personnel are used on large-scale dis-
asters. Red Cross professional staff work out of local chapters or
regional offices, usually in a nondisaster capacity. After receiving
the organization's disaster training they may be assigned tempo-
rarily to a relief project, usually in their own geographic region.
one of three Red Cross regions nationwide. Staff from the national
ARC office may also be assigned disaster duty.
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The Red Cross may call up experienced disaster workers on
reserve status. Like the regular staff workers those on reserve are
paid for their disaster work, but unlike the regular staff reserve
workers can choose whether to accept a particular assignment.
Reserve workers perform both frontline and s-upervisory duties and
have received specialized training_

The third type of disaster worker is the Red Cross volunteer,
who is compensated for transportation and living expenses but is
otherwise unpaid. Volunteers may be recruited from the loce dis-
aster area or brought Ln from other chapters within the region_
They may do frontline work with victhrm or occupy positions of
administrative responsibility. Of the 200 Red Cross personnel who
worked in Louisiana during the floods, 78 were volunteers, a typical
ratio of volunteers to total staff (about one-third) (Brown 1983).

Most assignments for Red Cross persormelstaff, reserve or
volunteers--arc completed in a few weeks, although some may be
asked to remain on a disaster project for a more extended period,
sometLmes up to 3 months. Some Red Cross persormel may work on
two or more ffisaster projects during a yearmost by their own
choiceconsequently not only becoming valued workers but also
forrang close relationships with coworkers.

Important as the foregoing disthictions are among personnel for
administrative reasons, the differencos tend to become blurred
under actual working conditions. Networks of Red Cross disaster
personnel are formed naturally by people who have worked to-
gether before. In the Lou Lsiana-Mississippi floods, for example one
group had been assigned to Faris. Texas the previous year on a
tornado project. Also, the commitment to a common goal tends to
create a unified spirit and an atmosphere of acceptance for new-
comers on a disaster project Many of the new workers have had
their own personal encomter with a disaster. Several volunteers
came to Baton Rouge from Fort Wayne. Indiana, where they had
become seasoned disaster workers diving the 1982 floods.

In any major disaster relief operation. a Red Cross headquarters
is established as the organization's command post It is opened soon
after the first professional staff arriv% and it becomes the focal
point for adminbtration and the deployment of supplies_

The headquarters in Baton Rouge served the dual function of
both local and regional command. It was located in an wipai
tioned section on the second floor of a modern office build
except for a few smaller offices the space was open from one
outside wall to the other. Filling the space were the essentisils of a
disaster relief projectstaff workers office fmniture, stacks of
paper attd supplies, telephone% duplicaang equipment message

es, conference tables, coffee and snacks and a seemingly end-
less stream of vLsitors, local officials, and Red Cross field workers.

The desks were arranged in rudimentary clusters along the wal
to provide a small working area for ga-oups of workers asszigne4 to
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one of the dozen or so fuictions required for the project: Public
Affairs, Admtnistration, Tiass Care, Building Inspection, Labor,
Personnel, Accounting, ipplies, Duplication, and Training and
Volunteers. Most of the clusters had their own telephones, and each
had a hand-printed sign proclaiming its telephone number and du-
ties. Two small offices adjacent to the main area had similar ar-
rangements for Disaster Health Services and Family Services.

During the first crucial days of the Mississippi-Louisiana flood
project when each division was organizing its work and coordi-
nating with others, the large room was often noisy and chaotic.
Telephones jangled constantly, and office machines clacked and
whirred; small groups of workers vigorously debated priorities and
strategy; and when new workers arrived at headquarters, they were
greeted enthusiastically by old friends. Accomplishing a task re-
quired diligent concentration and an attempt to screen out the din.

The need for mass evacuation shelters in the Baton Rouge area
diminished after the first weekend, and they were closed. Most
victims who could not return to their homes found temporary
housing with friends or relatives. Red Cross workers shifted their
focus to helping victims get back into their ordinary routine, which
meant assistance with the basicsfood, clothing, medicine, and the
materials needed for cleanup. To accomplish these objectives, the
organization opened several emergency relief centers in churches
and schools located in or near the areas of most severe flooding.

Family Service workers generally sat at tables in the relief
centers to interview families, one after the other, sometimes for
as long as 10 hours a day. Their task was to assess the extent and
nature of the damage and to write the necessary vouchers. Al-
though the people varied from one interview to the next, the sto-
ries were often similar. Workers tried to make judgments that were
fair to both the family and the Red Cross, often with bsufficient
Information.

Vouchers were written for food for 1 week, a change of clothing
and a pair of shoes per family member, essential medicine, essen-
tial work tools, and mattresses or box springs. When the supply of
prepackaged cleanup kits was exhausted, vouchers were also writ-
ten for cleanup materials.

At times, unusual requests had to be considered, for example, to
replace flood-damaged air filter equipment needed by a 5-year-old
boy with cerebral palsy. A new bathtub was requested by a man
who woke up in his mobile home to find not anly 3 inches of water
covering his floor, but a cottonmouth moccasin in his tub lie shot
the snake with a shotgun, also nicilline his bathtub! (Both requests
were approved.)

By Sunday, April 17, a week after the worst of the flooding and 4
days after the relief centers had opened, the chief supervisor for
Family Services estimated that 3,600 cases (families) had been
processed through the centers in Louisiana. (Mississippi had a sep-
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arate Red Cross operation.) Appro3dmate1y 1.400 more cases were
expecte& for an estimated final case load of 5,000.

The most active relief center by far was in Denham Springs, the
largest community in Livingstone Parish. The center processed
over 700 cases during the first 4 days; when it opened for Lnter-
views at 1.00 p.m. Surida.y, people from 40 families were waiting to
be regl-stered. The center was badly understaffed during the first
week, and workers were overwhelmed. When it became apparent
that the early surge of requests for assistance would continue,
more personnel and more experienced staff were sent to the center.

In addition to the work beLng done in the relief centers, thou-
sands of meals were prepared in central locations and delivered by
Mass Care van crews three times a day to stricken neighborhoods.
Other Family Service and Health Service workers -,egan visitLng
families in their homes when the floodwaters had receded. One of
the most difficult parts of this task was locating the area to visit,
particularly when the destination was in a remote section of the

Home visits allowed for more direct assessment of damages and
provided smother opportunity to give information and emergency
aid to the victims. Workers generally found the flooded families
quite receptive and coping relatively well with their situations
drying carpets outdoors on the lawn or evm on rooftops, throwing
away damaged furniture, removing dampened insulation, and mop-
ping or scrubbfrig Lnteriors repeatedly. Some people were frustrated
and discouraged to the point of defeat but others were hopeful &nd
expected life to get back to normal in time.

After approldmately 2 weeks in the field, many of the Red Cross
personnel returned home; others stayed to represent ARC Uz the
FEMA centers that were created when the flood was officially
declared a national disaster by President Reagan. Some volunteers
would not work in another disaster, but for other Red Cross work-
ers, this calami was just one of many.

Discussion

Disaster workers in Louisiana did not encounter the aura of
tragedy that permeates a disaster scene where many people have
been kIlle& There had been no focal point of destruction nor
fateful time or place where many people had lost their lives. Even
if workers and victims were aware of the officisd death toll (three
people, one a 6-year-old boy), few talked about it during the
interviews.

Nevertheless, workers in the Louisiana flood relief project were
exposed to all three kinds of occupational stressors. The centers
were noisy, crowde& and filled with distractions. In this stressful
working envfromment workers had to concentrate on hearing vic-
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tims' stories and making quick decisions and judgments that bal-
anced the needs of the victLms and the relief organizations.

All the workers felt time pressure stress, particularly in the first
few days when they were getting organized as well as helping vic-
tims. They were constantly aware of the marw people waiting to be
interviewed and their immediate need for essentialsfood,
clothing, medichies, shelter.

Work load stress is almost a given in disaster work. The Red
Cross workers in Louisiana put in long hours, day after day. Those
in Denham Springs were particularly overworked before their staff
was augmented.

In short, while the working environment was not hazardous, it
constituted a stressful situation for workers assigned to it on a
full-time basis.
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Chapter 4

Organizational Stressors

It ay seem paradoxical to describe the worker's organization as
a significant source of stress in disasters. Indeed, rescue, relic'
and security units assign high priorities to protecting personnel and
enabling them to accomplish tasks successfully. That they are also
a major source of stress for the worker stems from the intimate
relationship between the worker and the organization, especially at
a time of prolonsed contact and heightened emotion. The worker-
organization relationship which in calmer times may be able to
tolerate lapses in performance or problems Ln comn,unication or
administration, is more keenly affected by these deficits during a
disaster. Also during disasters, workers spend more time on the Job
and become highly identified with the goals of the organization (for
example, to save lives or control a dangerous environment). At
these times, organizational deficits may affect the worker in a
more immediate and personal manner than during the normal work
routine.

During extreme catastrophes, workers may spend many hours cut
off from ordinary sources of support; their world temporarily be-
comes solely defined by the job to be done. Thus, organizational
problems come to have a potent impact on the worker much more
so than during ordinary times.

Organizational stressors in a disaster are closely linked to the
type of event that has occurred. For example, a slow-rising.
riverine flood produces physical hazards that are qualitatively dif-
ferent from a tornado or the explosion of a chemical manufactur-
ing plant. Disaster organizations strive to create response proto-
cols that are easily adapted to many different types of emergency
situations. Efficiency and speed of response are linked to prepa-
ration and training so that organizations attempt to anticipate the
most 1Lke ly events they will face. When a catastrophe is either
qualitatively different from what is anticipated (e.g., Three Mile
Island nuclear reactor accident) or is of such magnitude as to over-
whelm the response system, then it seems reasonable to hypothe-
size that the potential for organizational stress would be &rester.

The following detailed account of potential stressors in an or-
ganization is given to provide a framework for assessLng Lndividual
disaster organizations. It is believed that each factor described
here is to some extent modifiable and that constructive changes in
the work setting can lead to reduced stress levels.
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Organizational Conflict

Conflict within organizations has been viewed as a natural con-
sequence of growth and change (Katz and Kshm 1966). Organa-
dons are not static but undergo constant adjustment and develop-
ment as dynamic systems, even though the verbal label describing
the orgwdzation remains unchanged. Conflict can have both fimc-
ional and dysfunctional consequences. For example, a shift in

power may increase the morale of one unit but have the opposite
effect elsewhere in the organization.

There is an inevitable lira between conflict in organizations and
pressure for change (Katz et al. 1980). Conflict occurs when two or
more parties do not agree either on the desirability or the direction
of organizational changes. When change is resisted (which is often
the case), either the change occurs despite the pressure or stability
is maintained. The desirability of either outcome depends upon
one's position in the system. Conflict over decisions can also occur
hi an individual who has difficulty malthis a choice (March and
Simon 1958).

Organizational conflict and change are perthient to organiza-
tions that respond to disasters, because both standard procedures
and the ability to adapt to unususrl circumstances axe critical for
the success of their operations. Pressure for change may be ezpe-
cially strong when the organization is faced with an event that lies
beyond the scope of standard operating procedures. A worker with
command responsibilities would find organizational conflict during
a disaster highly distressing ff i! interfered with rescue operations.

Organizational conflict can be expected when people or organi-
zations work together for the first tLme. Since each urdt is accus-
tomed to its own ways of reacting, a period of uncertakity is likely
as each adjusts to differences, leading to conflict if the adjust-
ments cannot be made smooddy. Such factors are a source of
stress for individual workers, whether the conflict occurs during an
emergency with serious time constrahits, or during a recovery
operation where the differences may exist for longer periods with-
out being resolved.

Low Rewards

Low rewards in the form of low pay or lack of tangible evidence
of prestige are loyjcal sources of stress (Holt 1982). Many of the
occupations involved in emergency and disaster work are not par-
ticularly well payins, despite the fact that they may at times be
life thxeatening and that they involve decisiorunaking on which
people's lives depend. Such disparity between responsibility and pay
can lead to anger, dissatisfaction, and stress.
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Role Conflict

Ali people have multiple ro es in their lives and, at times, these
roles conflict. Such role cordlicts are frequently reported by dis-
aster workers.

Role conflict occurs when a worker is confronted with competing
or contradictory demands by oilier personnel with interdependent
Jobs (Kahn et al. 1964). Such conflicts can occur among coworkers,
between worker and supervisor, and between workers and disaster
survivors or the general public. Some workers may feel conflict
between their roles as supervisor and colleague.

Role conflicts may eso emerge when appropriate professional
behavior is different from an individual's expectations for personal
behavior. For example, disaster workers are expected to remain
calm and unruffled despite provocations by irate victLms. As in-
dividuals they would like to defend themselves from attack or to
counterattack. Media personnel report conflict between their oc-
cupational role of reporting the disaster and their personal desire
to assist.

Health and mental health workers present some special role
conflict problems. These people often feel as much or more loyalty
to their professions as to their employers. In a disaster situation
where both professional and organizational behavior is disrupted
and workers feel frustrated, the professional role may take over.
For example, a physician may resist the directive to continue tri-
age when he or she feels a greater obligation as a physician to
continue treating a specific patient.

A particular conflict occurs when the disaster victims include a
worker's family: Work and home responsibilities may be in direct
opposition to each other (Laube 1975). Some workers report con-
flict between their roles as disaster worker's and family members
when they have to be sepwated from their families for an extended
period of time.

Role conflict extiacts emotional costs in the form of tension,
dissatisfaction, and lowered self-esteem. The impact of role con-
flict goes beyond distressing emotiorx, however, to efect inter-
personal communication and trust between workers (Kahn et al.
1964).

Role Ambiguity

Role ambiguity refers to confusion and uncertainty about the
nature of one's job. its purpose, and its responsibilities. From the
worker's viewpont. role ambiguity arises when the information
provided about the work role doesn't correspond to what is required
for adequate performance. Amb4uity about roles has been found to
produce negative feelinv such as tension and job dissatisfaction
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(Katz et al_ 1980). while its oriposite, role clarity. is thought to be
an important influence to success on the job (Holt 1982).

Under ordthary circumstances workers may not wish to "rock the
boat" by verbalizing their frustrations or tensions about either role
conflict or ambiguity. In fact, the worker may realize that a cer-
tain amount of subjective discomfort accompanies any occupa-
tional role and thus may choose to disregard these feelthgs. With
the occurrence of a major disaster, however, emotions are
heightened and feelings of distress that are usually dismissed may
become much stronger. In addition, there is an urgent need to talk
about feelings after a disaster. The result can be an outpouring of
negative emotion not just about the disaster experience but about
organizational issues as well.

Role Discomfort

In many emergency situations, individuals are called upon to
perform tasks outside their usual roles. For example, administra-
tors may be required to become practitioners and vice versa. This
role change may not only create tremendous arodety but may also
decrease self-esteem and increase self-doubt if the worker's per-
formance fails to meet expectations. Ironically positive perform-
ance in an imfarnilfar task may boost self-esteem and provide some
positive experiences that may be helpful later in coping with the
emotional aftermath of disaster_

Commercial Airliner Crash

The crash of a commercial air iner and the ensuins rescue oper-
ation illustrate some of the potential organizational stressors to
which disaster workers may be subject_

The weather conditions in Washington, DC. on January 13, 1982.
were in contrast to the usual mild weather. A fried mass of arctic
air huns over the eastern United States, plunging temperatures to
record lows in a score of cities. Swirling winds, bone-chilling cold.
and heavy snowfall struck the area during the morning and early
afternoon. Hundreds of thousands of office workers, school chil-
dren and professional employees had been released early because
of the adverse conditions, and streets were clogged with stalled
and sliding vehicles (Hampton 1982).

Air traffic at Washington National Airport, across the Potomac
River from the nation's capital and adjacent to the suburban cities
of Arlthgton and Alexandria, Virginia, was also backed up because
of the cold and snow. Flight 90, bound for Tampa. Florida, was
scheduled for departure at 2:15 p.m. but did not take off until 3:59
p.m., having been de-iced twice while awaiting clearance. The
Boeing 737 had 74 passengers and a crew of 5 (Facts on File 1982a).
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Thirty seconds after lifting off, the aircraft faltered, and when it
should have been hundreds of feet in the air, it struck a bridge with
its tail section and plunged into the river.

Several vehicles on the bridge were demolished, killing four
people; the impact of the main fuselage on the water was suffi-
cient to cause nonsurvivable injuries to nearly everyone trapped
withLn it (Dixon 1982). Only those in the tail section had any
chance to survive, and the rescue effort focused on these few
individuals.

Later, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) would
attribute the crash to ice and snow on the wings and engines, plus
incorrect gauge readLngs Ln the cockpit caused by the accumulated
ice and snow (Facts on File 1982b). The false cockpit readings
caused the pilot to take off with less than full throttle, according
to the report, so that the plane "pitched up" and started to stall.
Whatever the cause, the crash was traec and unexpected.

The actual rescue effort lasted less than 30 minutes, and al-
though it was ultimately successful and at times marked by her-
ism there was much confusion and frustration (Esch 1982; Hamp-
ton 1982). The aircraft went down on a boundary between several
jurisdictions--Washington. National Airport. and Arlingtonand it
was unclear which one had priority. It is customary for airport
rescue squads to be first responders to any crash on the runways.
and the crash occurred within a mile of the end of the runway
(Esch 1982). Roles were ambiguous until a chain of command could
be established and jurisdictional differences settled.

As a resiat, several units from Virginia and Washington re-
ed; as more calls for help were broadcast from a number of

different sources the response multiplied. What might have started
out as an underrnarmed situation soon became overmanned. One
incident commander estknated that more than 400 rescue person-
nel responded to dispatch or alert calls (the latter should have been
standby only), and their vehicles jammed the accident scene while
their radio transmissions monopolized the airwaves (Hampton
1982). The pilot of a National Park Services helicopter one of the
fkst rescuers to arrive. said, "There were too many people, too
many agencies, too many false reports that nobody was cutting off"
(Baltimore Sun 1982).

The 30° water became more threatening to the survivors with
each passing minute. The available marine equipment either could
not get through the ice or would not start because of the extreme
cold (Hampton 1982); ambulances and other rescue equipment had
difficulty getting to thz site past the stalled street traffic, de-
laying help for the victims on the bridge. A further hazard was the
large quantity of highly volatile jet fuel spreading across the water
and ice. Survivors clung to debris or while they could, the floating
tail section.

Finally, a pilot &nd his paramedic crew maneuvered a Park Po-
lice helicopter, which was not really intended for water rescue,
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through repeated passes with a life rins to bring five people to
shore. At one point the paramedic rode a Skid that dipped into the
water as he struggled to pull a survivor to safety (McGrath 1982).
Other acts of courage and self-sacrifice took place during the brief
rescue and will no doubt be well remembered because they were
witnessed on national television. A bystander and a firefighter dove
into the water to rescue a woman who had lost her &rip on the life
ring. One of the survivors in the water repeatedly passed the ring
to others so they could be rescued, but succumbed to the elements
before his turn for rescue came (Rosenblatt 1982).

Rescue operations were suspended at 7:00 p.m., and it became
clear that the remaining tasks would revolve around recovery of
the bodies in the fuselage and salvage of the aircraft. Investigators
were especially arudous to recover the flight data recorder and the
cockpit recorder In order to better understand the causes of the
disaster. The subzero weather continued for nearly a week as loca
police and Federal investigators, together with military divers and
salvage crews, completed their work. By January 21, with the
discovery after days of futile searching of the "black box" flight
recorders, the operation was considered "over the hump" (Hampton
1982).

The airline disaster was unique in that it happened in the heart
of the nation's capital, within 2 miles of the White House. As a
result of location (and the full media coverage devoted to it), the
rescue end savage operation was closely monitored by an unusual
number of governmental entities. For disaster personnel, the
tragedy had entailed exposure to the elements, frustratim a sense
of futility and helplessness, and finally, beins Ln the watchful eye
of a host of supervisors.

Discussion

The rescue operations following the cr ,of Flight 90 contained
a number of organizational stressors. Thc orgard.at1ons themselves
were, first, uncertain about who should be in charge, and finally, in
conflict about their leadership roles. Two independent sources
reported that workers felt that the situation was oversupervised
during the body recovery operation (Johnson and Deitz 1982;
Mitchell 1982a). For instance, the atypical assignment of officers
from the internal Affairs Division of the Metro Police Department
to ansite supervision of body recovery personnel was interpreted by
some workers as a lack of trust in theh professionalism (Johnson
and Deitz 1982). The presence of officials with leadership roles in
national emergency and disaster work was also noted by the
workers.

Several workers were exposed to role conflict, role ambiguity,
and role discomfort. A firefighter became a swimmer. A Park
Police helicopter pilot became art instant expert on water rescue
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operations. Many, many active, energetic, and we ed res
cuers had to stand by and watch, or worse yet, get stalled in traffic
and wait.

A major organization stressor can reasonably be attributed to
the location of this disaster hl the nation's capital. On the one
hand, the crash location gave local units more backup than would
be true of almost anywhere else in the nation. On the other hand, it
may have added to the number of people who felt pressared to
become part of the rescue and recovery operation.

Ln addition to the pressure on workers performing the
rescue and recovery operations, the presence of the media and the
extended national newsworthhiess of the disaster story may have
escalated the tendency for anxious oversupervision. Under these
conditions, it was likely that conflicts within the whole emergency
system would emerge, organizational norms and expectationz would
be violated, and organizational stress would appear (Kahn et al.
1964).
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Chapter 5

Effects of Stress on Disaster Workers

In the preceding chapters, common experiences and conditions of
disaster work that may be experienced as stressful were identified.
One source of stress is the acute experience of an event and its
aftermathpersonal loss or injurj; traumatic stimuli; and mission
failure or human error. Other stressors arise from the ongoing
occupational situation of the worker before. during, and after
disastrous events. It is now time to examine the potential impact
of such experiences and conditions on the worker.

In general, severe acute or chronic stress may be manifested in
three ways: physical behavioral and social and emotional prob-
lems. Each of these is discussed separately.

Physical Problems

The hnmediate physical consequences of exposure to a stressful
event include heightened preparedness for taking action arid re-
sponding to an external threat. Heart rate blood pressure and
muscle tension increase, producthg speeded-up metabolism added
energy expenditure and heightened concentration. Given small
enough doses and some measure of individual control over thefr
timing and elevation these physiological changes give additional
strength, produce highly focused behavior. =el generally assist in
task performance. If the physiological changes are extended for too
long, occur too frequently or become too intense, however. ph -
ical discomfort can become severe. Gastrointestinal tension ("knot
in the stomach"), nausea, muscle tremors or cramps heart palpi-
tationa, ringing In the ears muffled hearing or profuse sweatins
may all be experienced. On the other hand workers may be highly
energized by physiological changes and want to work to the point
of exhaustion, somptimes refusing relief breaks even from arduous
or stressful activities.

Following an event perceived as highly stressful, physical ill-
nesses or symptoms, especially nausea and gastrointestthal dis-
orders are fairly cominon. For example, within 2 days following
the coliseum disaster in Cinchmati, which occurred December 3.
1979, two-thirds of the mental health team members who responded
by helping families in the morgue became physically ill. Although
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their symptoms were transitory, the incident shows that even ex-
perienced mental health personnel are not immune to postdisaster
illness (Umbenhauer and Winget unpublished manuscript). Emo-
tional stress may be weatly thcreased If physical symptoms fol-
lowing disaster work are perceived as a possible consequence of the
disaster itself (e.g., exposure to radiation, to3do substances, or
contagious disease).

One study of rescue and morgue workers from the hotel disaster
found that 20 percent of the sample reported new or exacerbated
musculoskeletal problems during the postdisaster phase, another 13
percent indicated that respiratory and gastrointestinal problems
had increased, snd 11 percent complained of neurological problems
(Miles et al. 1983).

Some workers involved in the airline disaster were still experi-
encins physical symptoms 8 weeks after the event. Headaches.
nausea, decreased appetite, and constant fatigue were common,
although the overt physica symptoms were reported to be gradu-
ally decreasing over time (Mitchell 1982a).

Both acute stressors, such as those chwacteristic of a disaster
event, and chronic stressors. such as difficult working conditions,
have been linked in research studies to various kinds of severe
illness includins peptic ulcer, colitis, heart disea.se, hypertension,
and even cancer and infectious diseases. Such studies do not indi-
cate that stress "causes" disease, but do suggest that stress may be
a risk factor even though the mechanisms thvolved are not =der-
stood. For example it is well established that a heavy cigarette
smoker is at increased risk for having a heart attack, even though
the reason for that increased risk has yet to be established (Elliott
and Eisdorfer 1982, p. 257).

To say that stress is a risk factor for many types of disease
simply means that it increases the chances for illness. Other fac-
tors such as genetic or biological predisposition or exposure to a
virus may be necessary in addition to severe stress for disease to
occur. The stress involved in disaster work, then, may help to pre-
cipitate both short-term and Ion-term illness.

Behavioral and Social Problems

Severe stress may lead to various undesirable behavioral imd
social problems, ranghig from short-term and self-limitins to long-
term and serious.

Withdrawal from family and friends often accompanies severe
stress. Some emergency workers withdraw because they believe
their families cannot understand what they are going through;
others withdraw because they want to protect a beloved family
member from the terrible aspects of the job. Such withdrawal .
however, often leads to alienation of family members from one
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another and tension and strzdn in the fanily. When work hours are
long and irregular, such family problems may be intensified.

Increased alcohol and drug use (both licit and illicit) may also be
associated with stress. In Corpus Christi following the destruction
caused by Hurricane Allen in 1980, liquor wholesalers rupplying the
hotels occupied by disaster workers reported a noticeable rise in
sales. Increased use of alcohol as a way of dealing with stress can
lead to its own set of serious physical and behavioral problems.

Emotional Problems

Stress reactions to acute events, such as working in a major
traumatic disaster, tend to be dramatic and to have discernible
causes, whereas stress reactions to more mundane chronic situ-
ations may be less severe in intensity but more intractable. These
are discussed separately.

Emotional Reactions to Event Stressors

Clinical interviews with workers during or shortly after disast
nrnents show evidence of both affective and cognitive prob-

ems. The most frequently observed immediate reactions are anx-
iety (Mitchell 1983b), fatigue (Frederick 1981; Taylor 1983), frus-
tration, anger, irritability (Mitchell 1983b), hopelessness and
moments of melancholy (Mitchell 1983b; Taylor 1983).

Workers have reported onsite disturbances in work performance .
which are exhibited as short-term memory loss, inability to use
logic to solve problems, and difficulty in understanding or commu-
nicating with coworkers (Mitchell 1983b). These symptoms are
often accompanied by feelims of being overwhelmed by the chal-
lenges of the task. Longer term problems may include some of
these symptoms plus depression.

Litton (1967) was one of the first investigators to note psycho-
logical impairment in rescue workers, having observed long-last
emotional reactions such as "psychic numbhig." "death imprint.
and survivor guilt among those who assisted victims of the Hiro-
shima atomic bombing. More recently general depression, a sense
of loss and grief and guilt were noted durin.g a stress management
program for rescue workers held 8 weeks after the crash of Flight
90. Some of these workers also reported sleep disturbances, night-
mares, and decreased sexual interest (Mitchell 1982a).

Researchers who, at 3 different times, evaluated 97 workers who
had handled body recovery and identification in the 1979 Antarc-
tica DC-10 air crash found that 42 percent of the sample were
hi,ghly distressed during at least 1 of the evaluation periods. As
long as 20 months following the air crash. 23 percent of the sub-
jects were experiencing "high stress" (Taylor and Frazer 1982).
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Psycholoecal reactions to a major tratanatic stressor have been
described as typically consisting of two alternating phases: intru-
sive and avoidance or denial. In the intrusive phase, tmwelcome
thoughts are frequent. persistent, and unavoidable, and sleep dis-
turbances are common. The individual may be overwhelmed with
arudety and thoughts about the experience often accompanied by
vivid invasive sights, sounds, and smells_ Since these intrusive
experiences are uninvited the mafferer may struggle to control
them or to drive them from consciousness.

Behavior in the intrusive phase may take many forms. A person
may suddenly beght to cry "for no reason." Thinv that were emo-
tionally neutrg before the trauma will suddergy take on new sig-
nificance; for example, barbequed meat may become a strong
retarder of burned flesh. This pairing of a previously neutral stim-
ulus with the trauma is particularly disturbLng to individuals by
virtue of both the unwelcome recollection and the surprise of the

trusion.
ne nature of such sthnuli are very difficult to identify and

anticipate because they are highly idiosyncratic and may involve
the entire range of sensory receptors (visual auditory, olfactory .
tactile, and taste). These stimuli may be very specific (e.g., the
sound of metal on metal or glass breaking) or very broad (e.g.,
night or rain).

Stimuli that trigger a recall of the experiencesuch as seeng
other participantswill also trigger a partial reliving of the emo-
tions associated with it. When nornial defensive conrxols are re-
laxed, as in sleep, the painful experience may also recur_ Night-
mares and involuntary pies of intrmion-

Alternating with the intrusion phase may be periods of emotional
nrrnbness. The emotional quiescence enced during this phase
is not true peace and calm, but instead successful avoidance of the
pain associated with the upsetting experience. The general a.f-
fective level of people in this phase is quite flat and may be easily
mistaken Thr calm and contentment. During this phase one con-
sciously attempts to stop thinking about the event, avoid remind-
er% and overcontrol feelings, so that even talk about the -
ence is flat and devoid of affect. A person reacthrg to a traumatic
stressor may experience many repetitions of both the intrusive and
avoidance phases. The alternation of these phases or periodic in-
dependent occurrences is quite normal and may represent the emo-
tional equivalent of biting off small pieces of the traumatic ex-
perience and protectLng from overload as a mechanism for even-

coping with and managing the experience (Horowitz 1976;
Horowitz et al. 1979; Horowitz et al. 1980).

In its most severe form, the emotional reaction to trawnatic
stress may be classified as a mental disorder, posttraurnatic stress
disorder (PTSD). PTSD is characterized by a multiplicity of phys-
iological and psychological disturbances such as hyperalertness, an
exaggerated startle response, sleep disturbance, memory impair-
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ment, recurrent dreams, feeling of estrangement from others, and
survivor guilt. Readers should be cautioned against the frequent or
premature use of PTSD as a label. People who have been involved
in disasters may experience several of the disturbances noted
above without meeting the specific diagnostic criteria for PTSD as
described hi The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis--
orders, third edition (American Psychiatric Association 1980). Only
well-trained mental health clinicians are qualified to make such a
diagnosis.

The Kansas City hotel disaster workers experienced a variety of
emotional problems following their rescue and relief efforts. The
overwhelmirtg first response of relief efforts upon enteririg the
lobby or triage areas was stunned, total shock (GEHS Trailblazer
1982; Miles 1983). The sudden assault to sensibilities produced an
array of symptoms, most notably cognitive disturbance and emo-
tional numbing or the opposite reaction exaggerated emotionality.
Cognitive disturbances included an inability to grasp the scope of
the disaster and ^not seeing^ what was there (Miles 1981). For
exaix ple. one incident commander reported that be did not com-
prehend the enormity of the disaster until his triage area became
overcrowded ;Felder 1982).

Extremes of emotion were experiencedterror fear, horror .
revulsion, and agony (Miles 1983). Some workers, both professional
and volunteer, were so overwhelmed by their own powerful reac-
tions that they left the lobby in spite of their desire to stay and
help (Felder 1982).

Since the initial response to such an overwhelming experience is
likely to be profound shock, other reactions may not emerge right
away, nor in fact for several weeks. One worker reported that he
went home the morning after the disaster and sat, staring out the
back window for nearly the whole day (Miles 1983). Other later
symptoms of workers included heighten&:1 irritability, nervousness,
difficulty concentrating sleep disturbances, and hypervignance for
disaster cues sirens, faces of people seen in the hotel--and
avoidance of balconies, overhead bridge% and large buildings (Miles
1983; Morgan 1983; Willdnson 1983).

Willdnson (1983) mirveyed 102 disaster participants hicluding 48
rescuers and offsite workers. He found that approximately 90 per-
cent of the total sample suffered repeated recall of the event, and
in 20 percent of these the recall was severe, interfering with daily
functioning. About 50 percent complained of fatigue, amdety, or
depression. Half the subjects reported sleep disturbances, and
almost one-quarter had nightmares about frightening events.
Slightly less than half reported exaggerated startle responses
(sometimes with embarrassing overreactions) and difficulty con-
centrating at work. About 45 percent reported guilt related to the
disaster. The feeling of having wanted to do more to relieve pain
and suffering or to prevent death was reported among all subjects,
but was more frequent among rescuers. Many of the guilt feelings
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were associated with a specific situatiorran injured person who
could not be kept alive1 or a rescue effort that was performed too
late to be effective. Fifty-five percent of the workers expressed
anger; 20 percent of these had generalized anger, winle the re-
mainder were angry at specific targets connected to the disaster.

/mother study also found anger to be a common reaction to this
disaster (Miles 1983; Morgan 1983). Anger was often accompanied
by a strong desire to f x blame for the incident. In fact, anger and
resentment actually increased in intensity over time rather than
decreased. In this regard, the incident was consistent with other
manmade disasters, where resentment toward the presumed cause
has been significantly evident among survivors (Erason 1976;
Frederick 1981).

There were individual differences among workers in regard to
the level of dtress experienced and the ability to work through it
successfully (Jacobs 1983; Miles 1983; Wilkinson 1983). The source
of these differences was probably a complex interaction of vari-
ables such as work assignment (lobby vs. morgue), duration of time
onsite, amount of contact with the dying or injured, extent of
traLning or preparation for the tasks performed, and personality
differences.

One EMT, for whom denial served as the primary means of
coping with the experiences, reported on videotape,

Seeing people dead and -Wiredit hurtsbut at the time you
block it out, you're there for one reason. . . . The only
could do was stay away from itblock it out (after the
incident). I tried to forget it. block it out, not to read about
(it), not watch it on TV . . there was no such thing . . I just
wanted to be left alone. If I dictret thirdt about it, then it never
happened . . . . I felt if I talked about it, then I would be
extending the suffering witi pain and agony to someone else
(Miles 1983).

Even though the hiterview was recorded over a year after the
incident, this worker stated that he was only beginning to work out
his emotional response to the tragedy.

The hotel disaster generated relatively high levels of emotional
problems, no doubt the result of the severe, potent, and numerous
stressors that characterized the event. Onsite workers had to en-
dure the frustration of being unable to complete the rescue oper-
ation but also beLng unable to leave a scene of unspeakable death,
injury, and pain.

Emotional Reactions to Occupational Stressors

Reactions to traumatic events are frequently so dramatic thai
the worker has no difficulty associating them with a specific dls
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aster experience. In contrast, reactions to occupational factors are
more insidious. Stressors such as work overload and role amb4tuity
are subtle, so that theh- effects increase gradually, perhaps going
unrecognized but eventually leading to the physical, emotional, and
mental exhaustion popularly labeled burnout. Burnout is thought to
occur frequently among a wide variety of human service workers
(Cherness 1980; Edelwich and Brodsky 1980; Pines and Aronson
1981).

There are many signs and symptoms of burnout, and these vary in
intensity from mild to very severe_ Burnout may first appear as
work avoidance or diminished enthusiasm for work_ Depression,
helplessness, hopelessness, and feeling trapped in an unsatisfactory
work situation may follow. Another sign is diminished control olrer
emotions, such as uncontrollable crying. Physical fatigue, gastro-
intestinal symptoms, frequent headaches, and other evidence of
somatic tension may also occur. If the burnout symptoms reach
such intensity that the workces distress is frequent and overt .
serious health problems may occur_

Burnout often shows in changed attitudes of the worker toward
self, work clientele (e.g., victims), and family. Lower self-esteem
and self-confidence may appear. Also, "burned out" workers some-
times see victims as the cause of their own problems ("blaming the
victim"), and relate to survivors only as members of a group rather
than individuals (stereoLy,ed perceptions). In short, burnout causes
a feeling of dehumanizationa decreased awareness of the human
attributes of others and a loss of humanity in interpersonal inter-
actions (Pines and Aronson 1981).

Burned out workers typically describe their work as unrewarding
and see the organization as Imsupportive and unappreciative. Low
morale, tardiness, absenteeism (sometimes alcohol related), and
high job turnover are longer term remilts.

The consequences of burnout spread to the worker's family and
to the victims being served. Some victims feel embarrassed, self-
conscious or guilty for needing help, and interacting with a burned
out worker is likely to increase these feelings rather than ease
them. The result for survivors is a double dose of disturbing in-
teractionsone with the disaster agent and the other with a
distressed disaster worker.

Stress in one area of a person's life usually has some type of
destabilizing effect upon other areas. Thus occupational stress
affects disaster workers' relationships with their families. At-
tempts to compartmentalize lffe to avoid these "spill-over" effects
axe typically unsuccessful. The interrelationship between a person's
occupational functions and family functions is among the least
explored and least mderstood areas in the mental health field.
They are intimately related and this relationslilp can be the source
of either greater stress or compensation when things go poorly in
one of them.



interactions of Stress Reactions

Emotional reactions to event and occupational stressors have
been presented separately but hi some circumstances it may be
very difficult to distinguish between them. Reactions to such
stimuli are probably additive in producing observable negative
outcomes_ Since experiencthg either type of stressor lowers a
worker's psychological defenses it seems reasonable to expect that
suffering from both sources of stress in the same disaster would be
very damaging to the woricer's health and well-being. The inter-
action of the two stress patterns, in other words, may enhance the
effects of each, so that a worker already at risk from one is higlay
vulnerable if exposed to the other.
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Chapter 6

Mental Health Services for Disaster Workers

Disaster workers are often trained in responding sensitively to
victims, in treating them with dignity and concern for their emo-
tional and physical needs. More rarely are they taught about their'
own emotional needs, despite the fact that emergency disaster
work Ls by definition difficult and demanding. It is important to
note here that, just as with disaster victuns, the emergence of
disturbing and sometimes dramatic emotional problems in workers
is a natural remit of the obliteration of normality that disasters
represent. Disaster workers who experience these problems should
not be viewed or dealt with as if they suffered from mental illness.
They are responding normally to very abnormal situatiorw.

The previous chapters suggest elements for a strategy aimed at
enhancing the health and coping mechanisms of disaster workers.
Ideally, such a strategy should consist of three parts: prevention,
early intervention, and followup and treatment, each of which is
discussed below.

Prevention

PreventIon refers to active attention by the organization to the
planning and organizing of work to maximize worker mental health.
It also Includes recognition of and pluming for the potential impact
of repeated exposixre to single repetitive, dramatically stressful
events.

The first step must be analyzing, with the workers' participation,
the organization's structure and working environment, paying
careful attention to the organizational factors that increase stress.
The next step would be to include both preservice and irmervice
training and preparedness activities for workers. The objective of
such programs would be to help workers become less vulnerable to
the harmful effects of stress, by learning more about stress and by
learning ways to cope with traumatic events. Such training should
be an integral and ongoing part of regular training programs. The
specialized training should fit naturally into the ongoing training of
individuals who are used to learning new technologies and learning
how to protect their own safety. Protecting emotional safety
just as important as protecting physical safety.

The training should begin with an appraisal of the stressors
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are likely to occur in emergency work and the stress reactio= that
typically follow. Alternatives for copins with likely stressors can
be reviewed and evaluated_ An important factor in this evaluation
is the linking of copins strateees with the situations to which they
apply. In some situations a problem-solving or action stratev may
be the most effective approach, but in others it may be tmworkable
and only produce more frustration on the worker's part_

Workers may then be helped to acquire techniques and skills for
copins with stress. These may include cognitive techniques such as
positive self-statements that help to stabilize and reinforce the
worker ("you're doing finekeep on track, but don't get rushed") or
redefining unsavory sights to make them less threaterthis. For
example. Taylor and Frazer (1982) famid that in order to cope
better with the stressful tasks of body recovery, workers created
images of the bodies as some kind of objectfrozen or roasted
meat, airplane cargo, products of waxworks, or scientific
specimens-

Teaching ways to recognize one's own signs of stress and to
minimize harsh self-criticism should also be included in the
trainirig. Practice in defining or expressing one's feelings and
sharing these with coworkers may help workers to be more sensi-
tive to their own stress levels and more willing to seek help and
provide assistance to coworkers.

Physical conditioning for stress prevention should also be ad-
dressed in the training program. The importance of exercise, diet,
relaxation and recreation, and the maintenance of supportive in-
terpersonal relationships all help to strengthen the individual
against stressful experiences. Some nonproductive copiniz behav-
iors such as excessive use of alcohol or other drugs, could be dis-
cussed In this context.

The organization should also formulate a plan to assist workers
in dealins with participation in a major tncident. Such a plan should
include an active affiliation between the organization and the
mental health resources to which it has access. The plan will
probably not work if it eldsts only on paper. A close relationship
with a known and trusted mental health resource can be a signif-
icant aid in either preventing or mitigathis worker stress when a
major incident occurs. Such a relationship could be developed
through the followins activities:

Mutually compatible service goals, such as huervice tratrans
activities, can be platmed as a way for each organization
(disaster and mental health) to learn about the needs and ob-
jectives of the other so that perspectives may be shared, pos-
sible problem areas anticipated, and a working relationship
established.

As opportunities are presented, mental health personnel could
be incorporated into nondisaster emergency work, for ex-
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ample. by providing ansite consultation for victims and s
as a referral source for workers.

Resources may be developed within each structure to relate to
the interests and needs of the otheri.e., a disaster planning
committee within the mental health organization and a mental
health preparedness committee within the disaster organiza-
tion. The utilization of mental health resources within the
emergency orgwization (e.g., police department psychologist)
should not be overlooked.

Early Intervention

Early intervention refers to activities both at the scene and
immediately after an incident that are designed to assist workers
in coping with the event. The goal of the intervention is to biter-
rupt negative processes or minimize their hdluence. Intervention
with workers at the scene of the disaster may include actions by an
incident commander and crisis counseling by a mental health
worker, while hitervention shortly after the disaster, when workers
are still actively coping with emotional effects, is best done by a
trained mental health worker.

Onsite Intervention

Services performed at the disaster scene may consist of either
prevention or crisis counseling. Incident commanders may be able
to prevent prolonged exposure to stressors or provide some mess-
lire of protection to workers through support and relief actions. For
ex&nple, the commander could enswe that workers are provided
adequate rest periods and could rotate workers so that exposure to
the most gruesome scenes is minimized for any one Lndividual.

Cri-sis counseling by a trained mental health practitioner can aid
the worker who has become distressed in the performmce of duties
at the scene. A rapid assessment of the situation, onsite consul-
tation with the distressed worker, and a dUposition appropriate to
the condition of the worker emd the needs of the incident com-
mander are all appropriate roles of the mental health provider.
Crisis intervention principles should be followed, such as isolaang
the immediate problem and focusing on it, and encouraging the
ventilation of feet r14?A and the use of positive rather than negative
self-statements. :,nformation obtained through worker contacts
might be useful in determinhig whether workers should go back to
the Job, be transferred to less distressing tasks or be released from
work_ A preferred goal might be the immediate return to full
duties at the scene, because this restores the normal working pat-
tern for both the worker and the organization. Alternatively, there
may be reassignment to less distressing types of work or temporary
release from duties at the disaster scene.
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Onsite intervention might also be useful in management deci-
sions, especially during extended rescue or relief operations. Con-
sultants may be requested to review operations for time pressure,
work overload, organizational or interpersonal conflict, ambiguity
or conflict in worker roles, and the presence or absence of support

It is important to note here that any intervention by a mental
health consultant who Ls not part of the responding organization
must have the sanction of the incident commander. Interventions
that are not acknowledged and approved by the incident com-
mander will only interfere with work in progress and may create
added stress for workers. It is highly desirable that goals for onsite
intervention be met through an agreement that exists prior to the
time of the incident.

Early Postineident Intervention

The major goal of services to workers immediately followtng
involverhent in a disaster is to minimize the severity and duration
of emotional trauma by helping workers to understand and cope
more effectively* with their own and each other's reactions. The
mental health consultant's goal is to help those who have been
involved with the disaster deal with their emotions by allowing
expression of those emotions, and helping workers understand that
having such feelLngs is not only normal but also a part of the
healing process. Workers who have not begun the emotional rec-
onciliation process can be helped to anticipate the psycholoecal
effects they may experience in the ensuing weeks.

A structured debriefing program on either a group or individual
basis within 2 weeks following the end of the incident is recom-
mended. Everyone who participated in the event includimg workers
from services other than the sponsoring organization, should be
included in debriefing programs. Other perspectives may add to the
riclmess of the debriefing process, especially in a group setting.

Jeffrey Mitchell, of the Emergency Health Senices Program in
Baltimore, Maryland, has published guidelines for stress debriefing
(1983a, 1983b). Mitchell, who uses the term critical incident stress
debriefing (CISD), applies his procedures to both routine emergency
work and disasters. Mitchell describes two forms of CISD: an initial
debriefing immediately after the Lncident and a more formal CISD
24 to 48 hours postincident. The initial session may occur -
taneousb* durtng cleanup procedures and is most often led by com-
mand officers. For maxinaun positive effect, the atmosphere for
this session should be positive, supportive, and based on care and
concern for the team members. Everyone should be allowed free
expression of feelings, which should be greeted with acceptance,
support, and understanding. A mandatory team meeting as soon as
possible after the conclusion of the incident appears to be the best
format.

A formal CISD typically is led by a mental health professional
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experienced in crisis counseling and emergency work and/or fa-
miliar with rescue and relief procedures (Mitchell 1983a, 1983b).
Professional preparation is considered necessary for the role as
facilitator because of the intense emotions released during the
sessions. The facilitator should be skilled in group communication
and dynamics and able to assess quickly and to assume leadership in
stressful circumstances.

The content of Mitchell's program is as follows:

An &titter phase for introducing the facilitator, outl
fidentiality. and explaLnthg the purpose of the sessi

The fact phase for eliciting from members of the group what
activities they performed at the incident and what they heard,
saw, smelled, and did as they worked at the scene

The feeling phase wherein the facilitator encourages members
to share with others the feelings they had at the scene and are
havLng now, and whether they have ever had these before

The symptom phase where the facilitator focuses on the psy-
chological and physical aftereffects that the workers have
experienced since the incident

A teaching phase in which workers are reminded that the
symptoms they have experienced are normal responses to
extsaordinary circumstances and the rationale for a stress-
response syndrome is explained

A reentry phase to conclude the group's activities, answer
questions, and allow the group to develop a plan of action ff it
wishes

The CISD is quite distinct from an incident critique session. It
focuses on the psychological and emotional aspects of disaster and
emergency work and should not be used for critically revie
emergency or routine procedures or flriding fault with what oc-
curTed duririg the incident. The spirit of the meeang should be kept
as positive and gupportive as possible in order to encourage workers
to accept their own distressing feelings and to support one another.
This provides an implicit permission to expose the human, vulner-
able side of one's self without the danger that one may be criti-
cized at the same time on actions taken at the scene. The incident
critique should be held separately from the CISD_

Debriefing offers many advantages for emergency and disaster
organizations. It is a specific, focused intervention procedure for
releasthg pent-up emotions when the intensity of guch feelings is
likely to be qiAte high. Further, the debriefing process cm' aid
distressed workers by teaching them how to use specific skills for
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coping with stress and providing support for each other. Finally, it
is an opportunity for workers to request further professional help if
they feel it would be useful.

Followup and Treatment

It is now recognized that the normal adjustment process fol-
lowing exponwe to an intense and distressing experience may take
many weeks and not all people can adjust satisfactorily without
some assistance. Thus, some means of monitoring the adjustment
of individual workers who have been involved should be established.
This may be done through routine supervisory or medical checks or
special training or interview sessions. Such activities aid in as-
sessment, provide another opportunity for workers to express their
feelings and be reassured about their normality, and make mental
health services available for those who need longer term profes-
sional attention.

Therapeutic interventions for distressed workers should be short
term and should emphasize an active directive approach (vfitcheU
1983b). Most workers become impatient with a client-centered
approach but tend to respond favorably to behavioral mmlagement
techniques targeted at symptom reduction. Since workers who
become highly stressed may have adopted faulty stress reduction
techniques (e.g.. high alcohol consumption), the mental health
worker may have to teach removal of old strategies before new
ones will be successful.

Fthally. it must be pointed out once again that a well-established
working relationship between a disaster organization and a mental
health resource operates to the advmtage of both parties. Working
together on a conthmous basis increases trust, broadens the per-
spectives and knowledge of both sides, and makes for greater ef-
ficiency when mental health services are required.

Conclusions

Disaster workers are at risk for harmful health and mental
health effects following disasters and should be considered as
groups for whom services may be needed and should be designed.
Strategies for mental health services are focused upon prevention .
early thtervention, and followup and treatment approaches. Pre-
ventive approaches involve both educational and organizational
design intervention. Educational approaches are most effective as
part of a preservice or htservice trainhig program. A strategy of
early intervention can be implemented while a disaster Is occurring
or shortly thereafter. Consultants who are conducting a critical
incident stress debriefing should be knowledgeable about disaster
work and cleared through the command structure. The debriefing Is
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an effective means for ventilating feelings, giving emotional sup
port, teaching healthy coping, and giving the worker opportunities
for further services if required. Fo llowup and referral are best
performed in the context of an ongoing relationship between men-
tal health and disaster agency organizations.

The conclusions reached through part I of this monograph take
note of two critical aspects of the psychology of disaster work. On
the one hand, the performance of duties during disaster rescue and
relief operations carries tagh emotional risk and exposes the
worker to situations that may produce harmful stress for the
worker, the worker's family and loved ones, and disaster victims.
On the other hand, those who have chosen to respond to disasters
are usually highly trained and highly motivated to ease the sa-
faring of survivors, to perform thefr work well, and to support each
other in the course of their jobs. On the basis of these two dynamic
qualities, intervening in the emotional aftermath of disaster seems
both realistic and necessary.
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Introduction

Part I of this monograph is designed to focus attention on the
deeds of emergency service and disaster workers; increase under-
stanang of the problems they face; describe the likely health and
mental health impact of disaster work on the workers; and en-
cowage emergency and mental health organizations to develop
plans to address worker needs before, during, and after a disaster.
The present part of the monograph is designed as a training manual
to help agencies meet these worker needs.

The manual is intended primarily for trainers who are mental
health professionals with training responsibilities related to local
disaster plans and persormel. These professionals could be employed
by local mental health agencies employee assistance programs, or
emergency service organizations. Proposed trainees include any
professional or volunteer workers who are responsible for disaster
response or recovery operations and who have significant contact
with disaster victims. These workers hiclude but are not limited to
fire department personnel; emergency medical services staff
(paramedics, emergency medical technicians, emergency room
nursing and medical staff); police and security personnel; search
and rescue personnel (divers, climbers, heavy equipment operators.
and the Ince); coroners and morticians; staff of ftaster relief
agencies; clergy; and health and human services and mental health
staff themselves. This material may also be useful to agency per-
sonnel at the plarming or admLnistrative level who are concerned
with the functioning and health of emergency workers. The con-
cepts apply equally to workers who respond to major disasters and
those who handle small-scale events such as automobile accidents,
fires or emergency medical calls_ The manual can be used to de-
velop prevention and intervention programs to address the stresses
inherent in emergency services in both disaster and nondisaster
times.

Each section of the manual consists of didactic material, which
may be presented in lecture form or distributed for class reading .
plus lists of supplementary materials and classroom learning exer-
cLses at the end of each section. While the entire manual repre-
sents a comprehensive training program, trainers with less time
allotted will want to adapt the material to suit their needs and the
needs of the particular group of trainees.
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Section 1

Be ore the Training Begins: Collaboration
Between Mental Health and

Emergency Services

Why Collaboration?

An extensive review of the literature on the psychological as-
pects of disaster reveals a wealth of 'knowledge about the effects
of disaster on disaster victims: individuals, families, and com-
munities. Hundreds of articles address emotional and psychological
recovery as well. as mental health approaches, interventions and
services for these victims.

Recently increasing attention has been given to the mental
health needs of disaster and emergency service workers. Such
workers face unprecedented personal demands in meeting the needs
of victims under stressful and chaotic conditions with fatigue,
stress reactions, and burnout sometimes resulting.

Historically..collaboration between mental health and emergency
services professionals has occurred infrequently. Emergency serv-
ice organizations, such as police and fire departments, and human
service organizations such as mental health agencies have been on
different tracks, with little overlap in worker roles responsibil-
ities, or training. Recently mental health/emergency service col-
laboration has developed around adult and child protective serv-
ices, criminal Justice diversion programs, emergency medical
services, services to crime victims and disaster relief services.
Mental health professionals have become increasingly involved In
serving victims of emergencies and disasters, while both mental
health and emergency services have increased their sopMstication
and skill in sal aspects of disaster response and recovery. Thus, out
of disaster has come a fertile field for cooperation and mutual
assistance among these organizations.

From an emergency services point of view, the potential benefits
of collaboration with mental health agencies include the following

Workers can receive training to improve their skills and con-
fidence in dealing with the emotional needs of victims of
emergencies.
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Workers and supervisors can learn to recognize the stresses
inherent in their work and to develop preventive strategies for
mitigating those stresses.

a Workers and supervisors can learn to recognize signs and
symptoms of stress when they occur and develop approaches
and tools for managing such stress.

Emerg ncy workers can learn about resources available to
them in dealing with disaster-related stress (debriefing coun-
seling. etc.).

The use of both preventIon and treatment _trate es can po-
tentially decrease or eliminate negative effects of stress such
as decline in Job performance, burnout, high turnover rate,
health problems, and family problems for workers.

From a mental health point of view, collaboration with emer-
gency services provides the following potential benefits:

Mental health staff can increase their access to victims of
disaster, at the scene or afterward, and provide information,
referral, and early intervention.

By providing training and consultation to emergency workers
about emotional needs of victims mental health staff can be
assured of emergency workers' early identification and ap-
propriate referral of victims in need of service.

Mental health staff can assist emergency workers in prevent-
ing, identifying, and dealing with the stresses inherent in their
high-risk occupations.

Such collaboration is an opportunity to destigrnatize mental
health intervention.

Barriers to Collaboration

Despite the potential benefi s of mental health and emergency
services collaboration barriers to such collaboration still exist.
From an emergency services point of view, workers' use of mental
health resources may be inhibited by the following:

Lack of knowledge about the field and practice of mental
health

Negative mytholo about mental he
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Association with mental health: fe
tization in using mental health services

High professional standards and high self-expectations as
rescuers and helpers

Reluctance or discomfort in discussing feelings, especially
those that might connote weakness or reflect doubt about
one's performance

The need to deny and suppress feelings during emergency
operations in order to function; discomfort in discussing these
feelings when they later emerge

The "macho" ethic

The need to be in control in dangerous or fright _

Concerns about confidentiality

Concerns that use of mental health services will reflect neg-
atively on job performance evaluations, qpportunities for
promotion. etc.

Mental health staff collaboration with emergency services may
be hampered by the following:

Lack of training in emergency medicine, first aid, etc.

Intimidation by emergency service uniforms, protective
clothtng, and special equipment such as vehicles sirens, and
radios.

Uncertafrity about their newly emerging roles and responsi-
bilities during or after emergency or disaster operations

Dtscomfort in approaching emergency organization-s with their
well-defined command structures, officers, technical vocabu-
lary. and the like

Concerns about initiating contact or offering assistance to an
organization that is skeptical about mental health services

Lack of support from their administrative or service struc-
tures, due to the newness of such roles for mental health
agencies and/or pressure to provide billable services

It is important for both mental health and emergency service
professionals to examine and work through these barriers. sepa-
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rately and together. in order to reap the benefits of collaboration.
Discmc-lon. along with education and cross-training about each
others' roles, can help to demystify the unknown and open doors of
communication and cooperation.

Developing Collaboration

Ideally, worldng relationships between mental health agencies
and emergency services should be established predisaster. Such
collaboration should clearly exist between organizations, not be-
tween specific individuals. The administrations as well as advisory
boards or councils should be involved in supporting and directing
the collaboration. Working relationships and related policies and
procedures should be documented in writing whenever possible_
Agreements should be made by individuals at comparable levels in
the organization (e.g., between the mental health director and the
chief of police).

When such preplanning has not occurred, however, it is still
possible and highly desirable for organizations to work together
during or following a disaster to address the needs of both victims
and workers. This section suggests some approaches to building
these collaborative relationships before, durir141, and after a
disaster.

Predisaster

Mental health professionals may initiate collaboration by using
the followimg approaches:

Initiate a general discussion with the emergency or disaster
agency regarding areas of mutual interest and concern. Dis-
cussion should take place between staff at comparable orga-
nizational levels and topics may revolve around daily re-
sponsibilitiés and operations or may focus on disaster_

Mutually review mental health and emergency service disaster
plans to ensure that policies and procedures do not conflict
and that mutual expectations are clear and appropriate.

Review and augment the mental health aspects of emergency
organizations' disaster plans.

Provide case-oriented congultations regarding victim needs.

Provide program-oriented consultation regarding systems
being developed to meet victims' needs (e.g., protocol or pro-
cedure regarding approaches to victims of rape, crime, dis-
aster, or fires).
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Provide training on how to work with people with emotional
problems, such as disaster victim-commurdcation, com-
munity and mental health resources, etc.

Provide training about the mental health aspects of various
emergencies such as dealing with trauma victims and their
families needs, dealing with the suicidal person family vio-
lence and child abuse, and alcohol and drug abuse.

Provide training on the mental health aspects of disaster re-
sponse and recovery including such topics as the emotional
and psychological reactions of victims, phases of disaster
recovery, approaches that can be helpful in working- with vic-
tims, and referral of victims to appropriate resources.

instruct disaster workers in the range of their responses to
disaster.

Teach mental health agency protocols, operating procedures,
and disaster plans. (Such training may include on-the-job ex-
perience such as police officers working a shift at the mental
health crisis unit in order to understand policies and
procedures.)

participate in all disaster drills and critiques as an integral
part of the multidisciplinary, multiagency response.

Emergency services may initiate collaboration by using the fol-
lowing approaches:

Initiate a general discussion with the local mental health
agency regarding areas of mutual interest and concern.

Review and augment mental health employee safety pia
guch events as fire, hurricane, and tornado.

Provide consultation to mental health staff on mitigation of
structural or nonstructural hazards within their offices.

Review the mental health dis*.i-er response plan to ensure that
policies and procedures do conflict with those of emer-
gency services and that n _ expectations are clear and
appro ate.

Teach the emergency agency's protocols, operating proce-
dures, and disaster plans. (Such training may include on-the-
job experience such as making ambulance runs with paramed-
ics or makiiig home visits to fire victims with Red Cross
caseworkers).
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Invite mental health participation in disaster drills.

Have appropriate agencies trahi mental health staff in _-_____-
gency skills.

- Red Cross or Emergency Medical Services staff c
first aid or CPR training.

- Police departments can offer self-defense classes.

- Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) staff can
teach about disaster aid programs available to victims.

- Red Cross can provide training in shelter management or
emergency assistance to families to give mental health staff
specific disaster roles that will provide access to victims in
time of disaster.

During Disaster

The type of disaster and the nature of the emergency response
affect collaboration of mental health and emergency services if no
plan is establLshed predisaster. For example, in a mass casualty
situation, with multiple injuries, hazardous situations lindted entry
to the area, etc., it would be difficult and usually inappropriate for
mental health staff to attempt to assist unless requested to do so
by one of the responding organizations. Onsite intervention by a
mental health consultant who is not part of the responding orga-
nization must have the sanction of the incident commander or it
will interfere with the work in progress and will in all likelihood
increase the stress experienced by workers.

Mental health agencies may initiate collaboration by using the
following approaches:

Contact the incident commander (prediswter training will
have taught mental health staff how to identify the incident
commander; in the absence of pretraining ask who is in charge
at the scene). Identify self and role. Ask or =most ways to be
of assistance to victims and workers. Follow orders and stay
out of hazardous situations.

Locate the Red Cross, which may be providing food. clothing .
or shelter to displaced victims or coffee and food to victims
and emergency workers.

Introduce self to Red Cross worker in charge a
services vehicle, canteen truck, or shelter.
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Offer identification. Clearly and simply state how you can be
of assistance and how your skills can be drawn upon if needed.
For example, suggest that the worker in charge point out any
victims whose emotional reactions are cause for concern.

Assist in whatever work needs to be done in the setting, max-
imizing contact with victims and workers. For example, reg-
ister victims as they enter the shelter serve coffee, assist
with child care or recreation activities, cfrculate with an
comfort victims.

offer support and coraultation to managers and workers re-
garding their own reactions, fatigue levels and the 1Dce.

Identify victims and workers who may need followup.

Emergency service or disaster organizations maY
laboration by ming the following approaches:

te col-

contact the local mental health director_ Make requests for
assistance as clear as possible: assistance with distraught
victims, support for families identffyfrig bodies at the morgue.
etc.

Have an emergency services worker meet arriving mental
health workers and brief them on the situation and the prob-
lems needing thefr help. Provide brief orientation on the sce-
nario, command structure, hazardous situations, and so forth.

Postdisaster

Frequently, mental health and emergency or disaster relief
agencies begin to work together in the days or week-s following a
disaster. Such collaboration usually begins with the focus on pro-
viding mental health assistance for victims and may later evolve
into consultation and tntervention for workers.

Mental health agencies may initiate collaboration by using the
following approaches:

Contact all agencies working th victims: Red Cross, FEMA.
relief agencies operatinz In disaster assistance centers (tem-
porary housing, unemployment, small business association, and
so forth), fire departments police departments public works .
utility companies, voltmtary organizations, etc.

Explaht how mental health staff may assist in working with
victims. Be aware of negative stereotypes of mental health
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and focus on stress, crisis intervention, and assisting victims
with problems of readjustment and recovery.

Use the terms "crisis counselor" or "crisis worker," which may
be more acceptable and less threatening than "mental health
worker" or "psychologist."

Provide workers with information and handouts about normal
stress reactions in victims and interventions that can be
helpful.

Ask workers if they are particularly concerned about indi-
vidual victims or citizens, and offer consultation, support, or
assistance.

Offer to make home visits or meet with cUent
workers in assessments and interventions.

Provide information and consultation on when and how to refer
someone to mental health. Provide information on how mental
health staff will work with a person once a referral is made.
Provide information on fees and confidentiality.

Discuss with emergency staff how things are going for the
workers: stresses, coping, health, and fatigue.

Provide information and consultation on common worker s
reactions and approaches that can be helpful.

Suggest to workers the importance of debriefings in reiievii
stress and preventing long-term problems, and offer to coi
duct debrielLngs for workers.

As role models, pay attention to own stress reactions, needs,
and interventiom such as debriefing.

Emergency services may initiate collaboration by using the fol-
lowing approaches:

Contact the local mental health director and request assist-
ance. Suggest a meeting between key mental health and
emergency or disaster relief personnel to map out a plan of
action.

a Outline specific assistance that would be helpful, e.g., training
for disaster workers on victim response to disaster; brochures
on reactions to disaster and things that can be helpful; mental
health assistance in making home visits and assessing victims;
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ker responses to de-

Provide cross-training to mental health workers regarding the
emergency service organization's policies and procedures so
that they can collaborate effectively.

To ensure the most effective disaster resporme, collaboration
between mental health and emergency service organizations should
be initiated predisaster- However the above suggestions may help
these organLzations initiate a working relationship during or after a
disaster wid develop an excellent ongoing, effective collaboration_
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Section 2

Understanding Stress in Disaster Work

Introduction

This section provides an overview of stress, focusing specifically
on disaster-related stresses for workers. More detailed information
on stress management techniques and ways that workers can pre-
vent and eliminate stress are discussed later in the manual. [In a
course setting, introductions and "mood setting" are desirable at
this point. See Activities 2-1 and 2-2 at the end of this section.]

The Stress Response

Stress, stressor, and strain are often used interchangeably_ In
this text, however, each has a particular meaning. The stressor is
the actual event that produces a demand (stress) on the person. The
resulting wear and tear on the person is called strain as dia-
grammed here (Mitchell and Resnik 1981).

Stresaor (event) > Stress > suain
c all for Psychological and Wear and tear
adaptation physiological person

response of the
person

Stresso

Stressors may fall into some of the foUowing categories
(Charlesworth and Nathan 1984). Note that some stressors are
positive events.

Cognitive stressors: how you interpret events; what you "say
to yourself' about them

Social stressors: interactions with other people, such
for a date, expressing anger

Family stressors: marriage, birth of a cbiid, divorce
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Work stressors: hours. respOnE0 dtIs, commte

Transitional stressors: leaving oving, starting a new
job or relationship

Environmental stre ors: CCQC5aVO cnioke, heat, cold. noise,
rain, sun

Chemical stressors: caffeine. lcho1, nicotine, food additives,
tecdc fumes

Physical stressors: poor diet. physical overextendin. disease.
pain, conditions such as pregearmy

Positive Effects of Stress

Some stressors are generally considered to be positive events, so
that the effects of stress are not all had, The positive effects af
stress include:

change
progress
creativity, invention
growth
survival
increased encr and endurance

Selye's General Adaptation Syndrarale

In the late 1930s. Hans Selye perfesrecd research in the field of
stress that led to the current knowleele of phYsiolegical and PsY-
chologInal stress reactions. These reactions are simtlar for b.11
forms of animal life. The physiolatleal reactions are the same
whether the stressor produces fear, ersger, or arudety (Mitchell and
Resnik 1981). For this reason, these reactions are called the Gen-
eral Adaptation Syndrome. It prepkres the body for 'fight or
flight." [See Activities 2-3 and 2_4..]

Long-Term Effects of Sires

Selye pointed out that it stresso ddd not diminish over a certain
period of time, the organism would roe from a state of alarm
into a state of exhaustion. In this situation, the strain wear, and
tear on the person could have the following health effects (Mitchell
and Resnik 1981; Davis et al. 1982; Chatriesworth and Nathan 1984):

Decrease in the effectivenesS at the body's immune system,
with an increase in colds, flu, and ether communicable diseases
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High blood pressure

Headaches

Gastrointestinal upsets, diarrhea, ulcers, colitis

Muscle tension, straira, backaches, and back

Increa.sed problems with allergies. skin conditions, asthma

Arthritis

Possibly increased vulnerability to heart disease, diabetes.cancer

Weight loss or gain

Sleep problems

Increase in use of alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs

Psychological difficulties: depression, withdrawal. apa
anger, irritability, hyperexcitability

Relationship probleriu

Sexual problems

Work problems

Burnout is an effect of long-term stress. It shows up most com-monly in an individual's work performance. Farberow and Gordon
(NIMH 1978) define burnout as a state of exhaustior. irritability,and fatigue which rnarkecily decreases an individual's effectiveness
and capability. [See Activity 2-5.]

Factors Affecting Stress Among Disaster Workers

Various factors may influence a disaster worker's response to
disaster. These factors may strengthen and support the worker,serving to mitigate or soften the emotional consequences of dis-
aster, or they may put the worker at risk for stress reactions.
A. Factors related to the individual

1. Health. Poor health may place one at risk.

2. Preexisting stresses. Recent job change, move, funny prob-
lems, divorce, etc., may place an individual at risk.
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evious tywfn4tE wriences. Successul outcomes may
ave helped ndwicsi % dcolop coping aract_ survival skills and

LinsUCC-Asfu1 outcomes or emotio=onal reactions that
ive not been worliceterl through may leave incividuals vlalnerable

o strong ernotienaa:i ractlQflL

4. Coping skills. A xertoIrc of effective coping skills
reduce risk.

5. Prior disaster expigperieene CumWative et.rns from prior res-
cues may leave orzzrie at rlsk if feelingX hang--e not been worked
tiutugh. On the poSitive side, cumtdatire experience may
won workers sarad-li ciesealtize them to tranzmnatic stimuli.

6. Identity wld selfeicPedations. High self--expectations as a
helper and resCuea au put workers at s'sk for a sense of
failure :aid leviered self-esteem if recue efforts are
Unsuccessful.

7. Perception gild inittzte eetation of the evere.t. A worker's per-
ception that an irt,aseicietit could have been evented, for ex-
envie, will Mel,' resultin strong feeling of anger er bit-
terness in the lovorer.

B. Irzterpersoriol factor==

1. Strength of social ,jpj,cvt surtem. Family, friends, coworkers,
and others constitttzuste supprt that can affecvlt worker risk.

2. Preexisting stresS wzr-es to relationships. Maita1 problems
family difficulties irrilruaY piece an individual al= risk.

Jcpectations and .-.-. needs of others. Family-- members nee
cart such as chserren At home alone or s'latives with health
problems or dlsAb1LE tjes. my add to a workemer's stress.

4. Status of family rewlerntert in disaster. If f-trrally members are
Repented at th e t."-toe of disuter and the worker is urLsure of
toir aerLDr U the family falls vici=lna to the disaster .
the worker suffers Additional stress and role conflict

C. Comnuszltp faetors

1. ze of comnunejt utv.. in small communities where victims and
workers know esich cater, workers may experience higher
self-expectationz amabout their helping. Publin expectations may
also be higher, Witzith ebbs wanting specl consideration or
treatment, thuS lie-rette:Ing stress and coalli=t for workers.



2. Previous deg7ee Of Octal Sol1arity. Communities that were
cohesive and spxtW e t= members predisaster recover
more quickly anq lt worker e.rperience less stress than corn-
natudties with a hiAt Nee Of sc=*cial conilict.

3. Prior diSaster exhetlenee. C.crrnrnunities that have been
through a sirrillax typffience omften adapt and ftmction more
quickly, With wOrlatto und corro=nurdty members working more
easily and Coopavolytogethe=r than the first time.

4. Amount of social dtgption duell to disaster. The greater the
damage to roadSt, ocouinieatic=ms hospitals, public utilities,
suPPly linen, and itorruti eouArnity services the more stress
exists for victinIS exbdworkers alke

D. General aSPests cf thidisoster type of event

1. Warning, With slifikitaturarnint, individuals can prepare for a
situation both Pity'stcally aorl p=sychologically and traumaticeffects can be airHji1Izcd. A -.disaster that strikes withoutwarning produces tba rnaltirrs=rn social and psychological
disruption.

2. Contrast of scale. A disaster occurring suddenly, without
warning can cause asobrupt chvinge of reality that is difncult
to comprehend fc3r klaraPle, a ci.r jumping the curb and mow-
Inff down Pedeztrian% OP a ere= that was quiet and peaceful.
The sharp and Web:lett Outran etrat-skes the disaster all the more
horrifying.

3. Type of disasteas. lechriologicsmi disasters are often more
stressful for victipA sa worlte=es than natural disasters be-
cause of the fealtnit that they should have been prevented.
Feeangs Of augetr osd blarne -are often difficult to work
through ari4 may ibarege rather 1-=--zan decrease over time.

4. Nature of the ciestructlue agent. If the cause of the disaster Ls
clearly perceived asul wall Islay/mi. (such as a. river that floods
every year). it iS Icart Kchologl=ally disturbLng than an agent
that is irwisible sed dose effcts are tmknown or delayed
(such as chemicals or /adttion),

5. Degree of uncertei , Those cliasters with a high degree of
uncertainty regar45X recurren=e, additional damages, or
outcome of resetia ptspts aro nmaore traumatic than disasters
with fairly predictOte outcomes.

6. Time of accurrenoe. Closters os-,curring at night are reported
to be more psycholthslcally clisurbing than those occurring
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durhig the day. This may be due to the inability to orient one-
self to the scope and daAlger of the situation in the darkness.

7. Duration of disaster or continued threat. If the duration of the
disaster is short. psychological reactiorm tend to be less in-
tense and briefer than if individuals are subjected to prolonged
or intermittent str

8. Scope of disaster. The more injuries, deaths, and damage, the
greater the intensity of psychological impact. Also, the
broader the scope of the disaster, the greater the likelihood
that it will involve both work and family, thus increashvg the
level of stress for the workers involved.

9. Location of disaster. If the disaster affects the worker's home
commurdty or neighborhood, the potential stress over the
status of fmnity and friends is great. If, on the other hand, a
worker is sent to a disaster in a distant conmundty (as with
Red Cross or FEMA workers), the worker experiences the
stress of separation from family and support systems.

Sources of Stress for Disaster Workers

Disaster workers are subject to three main sources of stress in
their work one arising out of the disaster event itself, such as
gruesome sights, one from different aspects of the job such as
time pressures, and the third from organizational pressures.

Event Stressor

At least three
identified:

Personal loss or Wiry
Trawnatic stimuli
Mission f: ure or human error

of event stressors have been

The following list of characteristics and stressors of disaster are
weighty contributol-s to the stress reactions of individuals and
concern the worker's particulw experience in the event.

A. Personal loss or injury

A worker is exposed to toxic substances on the job.

A team member is injured or dies
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B. Traumatic stimuli

The rescuer identifies strongly with the victim,
of the death of a child the same age as one's own.

e case

Loss of life follows extraordinary and prolonged expendituresof energy in the rescue effort.

A baby, child, or someone with "everything to live for" dies.

The worker knows the victim or family members.

Circumstances are unusual or sights, sounds, or activities are
distressing such as recovery efforts following an airplane
crash where there are no survivors and body parts must be
collected.

A situation presents serious physical or psychological threats
to a worker, such as a hostage situation.

C. Mission failure or human error
A situation seernin ly could have been prevented.

A civilian is injured or dies from emergency service opera-
tins, such as hi a collision with an emergency vehicle.

No opportunity exists for effective action, such as an incident
where there are no survivors.

A situation attracts an unusual amount of attention from the
news media; audio recordings and videotapes of disaster or;
erations are subject to the scrutiny of public officials as well
as the general public and workers may feel they are portrayed
unfairly as heroes or as failures. [See Activity 2-6.]

Occupational Stressors

The followhig outline prese
nature of ensaster work.

_ ose stressors

A. Pressures. Disaster work involves weighty professional re-
sponsibilities in which the stakes are high, often involving life
or death. Public as well as self-expectations for workers arehigh. The emergency response is immediate, continuous and
often without letup. Pressures may include:

1. Time pressures. Especially in rescue and emergency medical
situations in which a thne limit mdsts on the victim's chance
for survival, time pressures may be great.
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2. Work overload. Overload may involve both the quantity and
difficulty of tasks to be accomplished.

3. Responsibility overload. Especially for those with supervisory
or command responsibility, a multitude of tasks all with high
priority may need to be done simultaneously with no one to
whom they can be delegated.

B. Demantb on workers

1. Physical 4emonds. Work may
strength, 'Arnim. and endurance
work conuouons adverse.

e physical exertion.
where hours are long and

2. Mental d-nnands. Work requires good judgment, clarity of
*lg. and the ability to make accurate calculations, set
es, and make decisions in chaotic situations.

3. Emotional demands. Workers are exposed to traumatic stimuli
and victims under stress. They must keep their emotiorm under
control in order to function. They must make painful, Itfe-or-
death decisions and work in the presence of anger or fear.

C. Physical properties of the work environment

1. Work area. This can be low-pressure. such as a staging area.
versus high-pressure, such as a triage area Or morgue.

2_ Amount of contact with victims, injurea dea4 and dying

3. Weather. Workers may be exposed to heat. sunburn, cold,
frostbite, rain, and other cypes of environmental stresses.

4. Hazards. Workers may be exposed to wounds and burns; toxic
chemicals and fmnes; tweet, animal, and snake bites; skin
irritations such as poison ivy or poison oak; communicable
diseases; and accidents.

5. Work conditions. Cramped work quarters, noise, zuld lack of
privacy may affront workers.

6. Living conditions. In some situations. workers may have un-
comfortable living qua_r-ters, poor sleeping accommodations.
poor food, lack of water for bathing and sardtation, and lack of
privacy.

7. Human resources. Human resources may be lacking. Con-
versely, problems of coordination and deployment may result
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from an oversupply of well-meaning but untrained volunteers
and/or an overresponse of rescue units and equipment

8. Frustrations. Supplies and equipment may be lacldng or over-
supplied. Transportation problems may result in immobiliza-
tion and bolation. Equipment may break down or be nonftmc-
tional without electricity. Communication systems may break
down or be overloaded.

9. Bystwiders. The presence of bystanders, especially in lar e
numbers, can be an unwelo:noe factor in the worker's attempt
to manage an incident.

Organizational Stressors

The following list enumerates those st
nature of the emergency organization.

A. Professional vs. volunteer organization. In some volunteer
organizations, such as fire departments, less regular training
and fewer drills may take place compared to professional
departments. Workers may not be as regularly exposed to
certain types of incidents and may not be as emotionally
desensitized- In rural communities, which usually rely on
voltutteer ffre and resew units, workers frequently know their
victims and families. In addition little anonymity exists:
Everyone knows the worker and details of the incident.

E. Day-to-zlay vs. disaster responsibilities. Some organizations,
mich as police fire departments, and the Red Cross, have
emergency tasks as part of thefr ongoing organizational re-
sponsibilities. Certain expectations about emergency behavior
are built into their roles, and they have sidli and experience in
setting priorities and screening nonessential activities. Other
groups such as human service organizations, are required to
take on emergency responsibilities only in times of disaster.
These responsibilities may not be clearly triderstood by staff
and may result in anxiety and stress during a disaster.

Even within emergency organizations, changing roles during
disasters can cause discomfort or stress for worker& For ex-
ample in nonemergency times, 80-90 percent of police work is
spent in "helping" roles, as opposed to those of "enforcement"
(Bard 1976). In times of disaster, police tasks usually entail
those that symbolize authority, such as traffic and crowd con-
trol, protection of life and property and warning and evacua-
tion (Kennedy 1970). In one police department debriefing
followLng a disaster, officers reported their most difficult job
to be maintaining roadblocks, at which victims presented
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heartrending, legitimate reasom for wan frig to get throu
the obstacles. Despite their confidence in the necessity for
mathtaining the roadblocks, these officers were highly stressed
at being the "bad guys" in the eyes of the public with whom
they usually enjoyed a very positive relationship (Garaventa
1984).

Some organizations struggle to maintain their boundaries in
disaster agahlst the expectation or demands of community
officials and other disaster organizations. For example, fire
officials generaliy resist long-term involvement in nori-fire-
related disasters in order to keep their organizations intact and
ready to meet those demands associated with their regular
functioning (Warheit 1970).

C. Role clarity and role co ict: The factors discussed above
affect role clarity, Role ambiguity and role discomfort will
likely be experienced by workers who are unsure of their
sponsibilities or uncomfortable with their tasks in time of
disaster. For example, administrators may be required to
become practitioners and vice versa. Clear job descriptions,
disaster plans, trainLng, and frequent drills will increase role
clarity and role comfort for workers.

Role conflict occurs when a worker must face competing or
contradictory demands from personnel, the public, or himself.
For example, firefighters may have to damage a victim's
personal property, over the protests of the victim, in order to
control the fire. Media personnel report conflict between their
occupational role of reporting the disaster and wanting to
assist. Personnel report conflict between their roles as su-
pervisors and colleagues. Workers often report feelings of
conflict between their work and family respon.sibilities. Emer-
gency workers do, in fact perform their required duties with-
out apparent negative consequences of role conflict. Later,
however, they often report feeling "torn" between conflicting
loyalties and demands of job, family, and cornmunIty, with
resulting feelings of guilt, inadequacy, or failure (Garaventa
1984).

D. Size of the organization: Size of the personnel pool available
will affect the amount of stress workers feel. In times of
emergency, some tasks become irrelevant, thus freetng man-
power for priority activities. However, the work load may
increase dramatically. Volunteers may become available but
may need to be trained, thus increasing organization tasks.
Workers may simply have more to do than they lumnanly cm,
leading to tremendous feelings of cordlict and guilt when
workers need a break or time off from the operation (Gm-aventa
1984).
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E. Rank of the individno1 in the organization: The higher the rata
of the individual in the organization, the greater the possibility
for role conflict and stress due to larger task systems and an
inabUity to delegate responsibilities (Kahn et al. 1964; Schein
1965).

F. Chain of command: "Wl-io's in charge. here?" is a frequently
listed source of stress for workers. A multitude of response
agencies some of whom have never worked together before.
may cause confusion as to who is the incident commander or
overall supervisor. Layers of authority occur as response es-
calates from the local to State to Federal level. An influx of
officers and s-upervisors may result not only in confusion but
also in a feeling of oversupervision. The stress is accentuated
when, after the fact, supervisors scrutinize and critique vid-
eotapes of the fricident.

G. Organizational conflict: Cord lict may occur within the orga-
nization. For example organizations may be requised to op-
erste according to standard procedures, while at the same time
being faced with the need to adapt to unusual circumstances.
Conflict may also occur between organizations as in the case
of groups who have never worked together who need to
negotiate roles and respormibilities. Conflict between or-
ganizations may occur over allocation of resources, authority,
rcspstbility, or blame.

H. Rewards: Low rewards in the form of low pay, lqw prestige, orlack of recognition are sources of stress for workers. ManY
emergency response organizatiorm are not particularly well-
paythg, despite work that may be at times life threatening and
respons1bliites that may entail life-and-death decisions.

Positive rewards include recognition, commendations, and a
feeling of gratification in having saved lives or provided tan-
gible goods to people in need. The organization can support its
workers by providing ongoing training and education, certi-
fication, and promotion. Psychological and emotional supportsinclude effective supervision, thbriefing followhig critical
incidents, and followup services such as counseling.

Supplementary Materials

Audiovisual Materials

The following videotape is recommended for further under-
standing of the stress process (guidelines for-use and discussion are
included in the endix): "Managing Stress. Part I: The Time Bomb
Within."
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Recommended Readings

Charleswo E.A., and Nathan, R.G. Learning about stress and
your life. In: Stress Management: A Comprehensive Guide to Well-
ness. New York: Atheneum, 1984.

Cohen, R.E., and Ahearn, F.L., Jr. Handbook for the Mental
Health Care of Disaster Victims. Baltimore and London The Johns
Hopkirm University Press, 1980.

Mitchell. J.T., and Resnik, H.L.P. Understanding crisis. Im
Emergency Response to Crisis. Bowie, MD: Robert J. Brady Co..
1981.

Activities

Activity 2-1

Time required: 10-20 minutes, depending on size of group.

Have participants introduce themselves to the group, statLng
their current jobs and, briefly, their experience in disaster. A pm--
ticipant's experience may have been as a victim, a member of a
community that was struck by a disaster, or as a worker. Keep
these introductions brief: there will be opportunity for more dis-
cussion later.

Ac ivity 2-2

Time required: variable, depending on length of' audiovisual
presentation.
Materials required: film. slides, or videotape; projection equipment.

Explain to the class that a film (or slides or video) will now be
shown to set the mood and to make disaster become more real. Ask
participants to allow themselves to identify with victims or
workers in the film and to imagine themselves being there. Let
participants know that this activity will evoke both thoughts and
feelings in them, and that there will be ample time for discussion
after the film.

Show the Red Cross film. "Disaster Sights and Sounds." If this
film is not available, obtain a film videotape, or slides from your
local Red Cross chapter, Office of Emergency Services, or police
or fire department. The film should have footage of actual dis-
asters showing both victims and disaster workers. It is not recom-
mended that you use segments of' commercial feature films on
disaster, as such films often contain inaccurate portrayals of hu-
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man behavior in disasters. Such disaster films often perpetuate
commonly held mkconceptions or myths about human behavior in
disasters.

Follow the suggestions listed in the appendix for use of the film
Dbaster Sights and Sounds." The discussion questions can be used

for any audiovisual tool you use.

Activity 2-3

Time required: 10 minutes.
Materials required: newsprint and felt-tipped pens. or blackboard
and chalk.

Write the following physiological reactions on newsprint or on
the blackboard. Ask participants to describe the adaptive purpose
of each of the physiological respormes (i.e., why they occur).

Blood pressure and pulse rates increase

[Sample response: respirations increase and deepen to increase
oxygen Ln the blood and force it to the areas of the body
needing it]

Blood sugar level Increases

[Provides energy, strength, endurance for necessary
activity]

Blood drains from extremities
muscles

Uncross

Muscle tone

[Prepares for action]

Pupils dilate

[Improves vision]

Blood clotting is enhanced

[Decreases blood loss if njur occurs]

Perspiration increases

[Cools body durins strenuous activity]
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Act vity 2-4

Time required: 5 minutes.

Have participants share some of their own reactions to stress
that are general adaptation responses. Exaznples might include:

Heart poundimg. breathins hard. trying to catch your breath

Cold hands and feet

Tremors and shaking

Muscle soreness or stiff neck after ficult day

Sweaty hands; need to use more deodorant on a stressful day

Surprising endurance in an emergency

Activity 2-5

Time required: 5 minutes.
Materials required: newsprint and felt-tippe
and chalk.

or blackboard

Have participants name symptoms of burnout familiar to them.
Write them on newsprint or blackboard. Symptoms might include
the following (NBAH 1978; Cohen and Ahearn 1980; Mitchell and
Resnik 1981):

Changed feelings about oneself: lowered self-c d c
self-esteem

Boredem with the job

Feeling overwhelmed

Decreased sense of purpose. acco plishrn
the job; low morale

Tardiness, absenteeism

Impatience with clients or victims

Ambivalence about seeing another clIent or victim

Constant tensi
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Constant fatigue; exhaustion

Apathy, depression

Vague anxiety

Excessive irritability; outbursts of

Overreaction to emotional stimuli

Withdrawal from social contact

Accident proneness

Suicidal thoughts

ActivIty 2-6

Time required: 5 to 10 minutes.

UsLng their own experience, have participants add to the list of
event stressors affecting emergency workers' emotional responseto disaster.
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Section 3

Effects of Stress on DIsaster Workers

Introduction

This section discusses the effects of stress on disaster workers.
It covers connnon stress reactions, when these reactions may oc-
cur, how they may manifest themselves, and how a worker can
assess if they are normal or excessive.

To place disaster stress reactions in the proper framework and
perspective, it is hnportant to emphasize two concepts.

1. NO ONE WHO SEES A DISYLSTER IS UNTOUCHED BY ry.

A disaster is an awesome event. Simply seeing massive de-
struction and terrible sights evokes deep feelings. Often, residents
a disaster-stricken communities report disturbing feelings of
grief, sadness, anxieW, and anger, even when they are not them-
selves victims of the disaster. Such strong reactions confuse them
when, after all, they were spared any personal loss. These indi-
viduals are comforted and reassured when they are told that their
reactions are normal in every way; everyone who sees a disaster is,
in some sense, a victim. This is true for workers as well as com-
munity residents_

When individuals sustain tragic losses, it is not unusual for
neighbors and workers alike to identify with what they are going
through, to imagine themselves in the victim's place. The loss of a
home, for example, may also represent the loss of life savings
family history, and a place of safety and security.

The emotional impact of disaster is especially strong if contact
with victims is prolonged. The intensity of the emotional clhnate
of disaster demands that the worker continually confront and man-
age all ldnds of painful enressions of emotion (Cohen and Ahearn
1980). Both the subtlety and intensity of workers' reactions is
reflected in sociologist Kai Erikson's (1977) reaction to Buffalo
Creek when he first entered the community a year after a major,
devastathag flood:

I felt for a moment as though I were in the company of people
so wounded in spirit that they almost constituted a different
culture . . . the sense of being in the presence of deep and
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numbing pain remained an important part of the emotional
climate in which this study was done. I was driving down
Buffalo Creek late that night when the storm that had been
threatening all day finally broke with mountain vengeance. I
pulled over to the side of the road near one of the several
trailer camps on the creek and stayed there as half the lights
in the camp flashed on children began to cry, and small groups
of men-trudged out into the darkness to begin a wet vigil over
the stream. Something of the mood of that camp reached
across the creek to where I was parke& and I had to fight off a
compelling urge to drive away, to escape. I had been in the
hollow for only twelve hours

Seek% homes. community, and the physical enviromnent de-
stroyed by a disaster leaves a tremendous sense of vulnerability.
Such sights can profoundly affect one's sense of control security .
safety, and well-being. Charles Kurault (1982), in reporting the
effects of the massive mudslides that destroyed homes and caused
miAtiple deaths in Santa Cruz County. California, aunmarized it
this way:

Once you have seen this, something changes inside- Once you
have absorbed what nature and the forest can do; once you
have seen the majestic, glorious redwoods turned into bludg-
eons and the good earth stirred into soup; once yon have seen
the forest kill itself and the people in this way; once you have
seen all this you will never walk in the forest the same way
again-

Disaster and emergency workers are affected by traumatic
events irrespective of rank or years of experience. From the line
worker to the highest ranking officer; at the local, State. or Fed-
eral level; newly trained or with years on the jol:rall experience
very human reactions to human events.

This is not to say that workers are overcome with grief or stress
in every disaster in which they work. Workers become seasoned,
experience& an& to some extent, desensitized. However after any
disaster, when asked "What affected you most?", a worker will
usually have a deeply moving answer.

2. 13ISASTER STRESS REACTIONS ARE A NORMAL
SPONSE TO AN ABNORMAL SITUATION

Disaster workers are normal persons who generally function
quite well under the responsibilities hazards, and stresses of their
jobs. At times when workers have been subjected to severe or
prolonged stress in a disaster or traumatic situation, they may
show signs of emotional and psychological strain. These reactions
are normal reactions to extraordinary and abnormal situations and
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are to be expected wider the cirdurnstances. They can be experi-
enced by victims, other community residents, and workers alike.
These reactions are usually transitory hi natwe and rarely imply a
serious mental distwbance or mental illness. Relief from stress and
the passage of time usually lead to the reestablishment of e
librium but information about normal reactions, education about
ways to handle them, and early attention to symptoms can speed
recovery and prevent long-term problems.

Disaster Worker Phases

Emergency and disaster workers go through a series of emotional
phases related to the nature of their jobs (Graham. unpublished
paper). Victims also go through thek own set of phases_ At times,
workers may feel "out of sync" with the emotional reactions of
victims. For example victims may be starting to feel prier, sad-
ness, and loss, while workers are still energetically and heroically
working at their jobs. Or disaster workers may closely identify with
the victims and experience their emotions vicariously. Sometimes,
of cowse, disaster workers are themselves victims. While it is thus
impossible to specily exactly what a given worker will experience
at any one point in time, the normal worker phases are as follows.

Alarm Phase. Thi. s phase involves c3mprehendlng and adjusting to
the news of the di-sastercollecting and maidng sense of what-
ever facts and inforination are available. Workers, like victims,
may initially feel shocked and stunned. Workers newly enterins a
dbaster area can be briefed via radio communications or on the
scene to help them prepare for and adjust to what they will find.
[See Activity 3-1.]

Mobilization Riase. Workers quickly recover from their initial
shock and start developing and coordinating plans_ Supplies .
equipment, and manpower are quickly inventoried. Mutual assist-
ance may be requested. Staff move into action.

Action Phase. Workers actively and constructively work at
necessary tasks. A high level of activity and often a high level of
stress occur. Numerous frustrations may also occur due to adverse
conditions lack of equipment communication breakdowns, and the
like. Nevertheless, workers proceed diligently and often heroically,
frequently ignoring their own fatigue and injuries. On disaster
operations of long duration, worker burnout can occur if needs for
breaks, food, and sleep are ignored. [See Activities 3-2 and 3-3.]

Letdown Phase. This phase involves the transition from the dis-
aster operation back into the normal routine of work and family
life. It is often the most intense period of emotion for workers. The
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feelings that ware repressed, denied, or put on hold during the
action phase now surface. In addition, workers may experience
feelings of loss as they move out of the disaster mode of work. For
many, a return to business as usiial with work piled up and theoffice in disarray can indeed be a letdown. [See Activities 3-4
and 3-5.1

Stress Responses During Disasters

In describing the common stress reactions experienced by
workers during a disaster or critical incident the word symptom is
used here to refer to specific stress reactions. In medical termi-
nology, symptom refers to an abnormal condition, usually indicat-
ing disease, but in this text, it is used synonymously with reaction
or response and does not imply abnormality or disease. In the same
vein the word disorder is avoided in describing these stress re-
sponses. Disorder implies inness and pathology but this discussion
concerns normal reactions. These reactions become problematic
only if they interfere with workers' ability to perform thek jobs or
other normal functioning.

Alarm and Mobilization Phases

ring these phases, workers react to the alarm, adjust to
formation about the event, and gear up to respond. In a warning
period in which workers are waiting to see whether an event will
materiFtlize (a tornado watch, for example), they may experience
vague feelings of anxiety restlessness, and irritability. With no
warning period, workers often report strong physiological reactions
to the alarm. especially W startled out of a state of relaxation or
sleep. The following reactions are frequently reported by workers
in these phases:

A. Physiological:
stress response; increased pulse. respirations, blood pressure.perspiration, etc.

or flight," General Adaptation Syndrome

B. Co _ive: disorientation, difficulty in making sense of the
information corning in, trouble comprehending the scope of theevent

C. Psychological and emotional: feeling stunned ar shocked. es-
pecia]ly 31 in a large-scale event or critical incident; anxiety or
fear about what will be found at the scene

D. Behavioral: Difficulty communicating, putting thoughts Lnto
words; increased levels of activity decreased efficiency
("running in circles")
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Action Phase

This phase may vary in length from several hours to several days
or weeks. Some symptoms, such as physiological stress reactions or
difficulty thinking clearly, may occur immediately. Other sYmp-
toms, such as sleep problems decreased resistance to disease,
depression, and withdrawal from others may occur after days or
weeks on the job and may indicate ffadual burnout. The symptom
lists that follow are complete and comprehensive. They are pro-
vided here to (1) inform participants about what symptoms com-
monly occur and (2) assist participants in determLning if they or
their personnel are experiencing potentially dangerous stress levelr.

No clearcut guide mists for how and when to Imow if workers
are experiencing excessively high stress levels. One fact is clear:
workers are usually not the best judges of their own performance,
as they tend to become intensely involved and invested in being
part of the operation and do not want to leave the scene or be
relieved for a break. A buddy system, where coworkers monitor
each others' reactions, may be very helpful.

of great importance that supervisors or command officers
be sensitive to workers' stress response and level of functioning.
Mental health consultation at the scene can help command officers
make such assessments. Mental health staff must be well trained in
emergency operations, however, to differentiate normal worker
stress levels from those that are excessive. Early recognition of
severe stress reactions is important. If emergency workers are
given short breaks before symptoms become severe, they can often
return to action and function quite effectively. If excessive stress
reactions continue unabated workers soon use up most of their
energy: they can reach a state of severe exhaustion and no longer
be able to cope adequately, so that continued activity at the scene
is not likely to be effective. In fact, such workers may become a
hazard to themselves, their coworkers, or the people they are
trying to help (Mitchell and Resnik 1981).

The following are general guidelines for assessing whether a
worker is experiencing potentially excessive stress levels:

Experiencing a few of the listed symptoms generally does not
constitute a problem.

Several symptoms in each catego
worker's functioning is diminishing.

dicate that the

The supervisor should closely assess the worker's pe formance.
paying special attention to Judgment, efficiency and
effectiveness.

The supervisor should pay attention to ins inct and gut reac-
tions. Intuition is often fine-tuned to stress reactions that are
excessive or problematic.
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The following symptoms may occur during the action phase of
disaster operations (MIMH 1978; Horowitz et al. 1980; Mitchell and
Resnik 1981; Mitchell 1983b; Graham, unpublished paper):

A. Physical: Physical symptoms are often the first to occur in
acute stress reactions. In more chronic stress situatiorm such
as burnout, they may be the last symptoms to appear (Mitchell
1983b).

1. Increased heartbeat. resp ation, blood pressure

2. Trouble getting breath (have checked at hospital If acco
panied by chest pain)

3. Nausea, upset stomach, diarrhea

4. Sweating or chills; hot or cold spells; clanuuy skin

Tremors, cspecially of hands, lips, eyes

MAT led hearing

7. Headaches

8. Visual focusing (narrowed field of vision to encompass only
what worker is working on)

9. Feeling weakness, numbness, or tgling in parts of
heavy feelimg in arms or legs

10. Fee Ibig uncoordinated

11. Soreness in muscles

12. Lower back pain

13. Feeling a "lump in the thxoat"

14. Pains in chest (have checked at hospital)

15. Faintness or dizzLness

16. Exaggerated startle reaction

17. Fatigue

18. Appetite change
B. Cognitive: All cognitive processes usually dilninish under stress

(Mitchell 1983b). These symptoms are often the next to
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appear after physical symptoms in an acute stress situation.

1. Memory problems

2. Difficulty naming objects (an

3. Disorientation

4. Slowness of thinking, difficulty comprehending

5. Mental conf

6. Difficulty calculating

7. Difficulty usirig logic, making udments and de
problem solvirig

B. Loss of ability to conceptnsoiTe alternatives or prioritize
tasks

9. Poor concentration, limited attention spm

10. Loss of objectivity

C. Psychological and emotional:

1. Feeling high, heroic, invulnerable

2. Feelings of gratefulness for be

3. Anxiet. fear

4. Strong identification wi

S. Anger, blaming

6. Irritability. restl

7. Sadness, grief, depression, moodiness

ve, euphoria

8. Recurrent dreams of the event or other traumatic dre
other sleep problems

9. Guilt; wanting to do more to help

10. Feelings of isolation, detachment, es
lost or abandoned

11. Apathy. diminished interest in usual activ
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12. Denial or constriction of feelings; numbness

13. Excessive worry about safety of others

D. Behavioral:

1. Inability to express self verbally or in
comnumicating

2. Hyperactivity

3. Decreased efficiency and effectiveness of activity

4. Outburts of anser; frequent arguments

5. Inability to rest or let down

6. Periods of crying

7. Increased use of alcohol, tobacco, other drugs

8. Social withdrawal, distancing, limiting contacts with others

As the action phase extends over days or weeks, symptoms of
gradual burnout may occur, that is, workers may also experience
changed attitudes about themselves such as lowered self-confi-
dence, self-esteem, and sense of accomplishment; and changed
attitudes about victims, mch as seeing victims as being responsible
for their own problems ("they shouldn't have built a house there in
the first plac or feeling reluctant to face another victim.

Stress Responses After Disasters

Workins in a disaster engages a worker in activities that may be
intermely meaningful as well as traumatic. Workers' experiences

ay be both very positive and very painful. In a disaster of any
length (days or weeks), it is not unusual for workers to feel some
ambivalence about giving up their disaster roles. At the same time,
workers may fixiish an operation in a state of physical and emo-
tional exhaustion. They may feel tremendous relief that it is over.
For many workers, this mixture of relief and sadness can be con-
fusing. It is very helpful for workers to understand the concept of
transition and the transformation it entails.

Transition involves four components (Bridges 1980):

1. An ending, involving loss and letting go

2. A period of confusion and distress
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3. A period of working through and maicing sense of the feelings

4. A new beginning

The first step to understanding what is involved in transition is
for workers to understand both the positive and negative aspects of
their disaster experience. (After an actual ftaster, these should be
covered hri a debriefing.) [Activity 3-6 is suggested.]

Some of the positive and negative aspects of disasters for
workers may include the following:

Positives

Opportunity to use initiative and creati ty

Opportunity to use leadership potential and skills

Profession4 experience. learning. and growth

Opportunity for collaboration and feelimx of teamwork that
may be absent in normal routines

Excitement, stimulation, intensity

New relationships

Sense of community

Sense of importance. identity

Feelizigs of helpfulness, effectiveness, accomplLshment

Feeling of having contributed to something important, some-
thing that really mattered

Appreciation from victims and commmity

Self-conlidence from havLng faced and survived a dangerous
situation

A sense of courage

Negatives

Traumatic stimuli

Identification with victims'

Feelinlx of inadequacy
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Frustrations of the job inadequate supplies. conummicatlonbreakdowns. etc.

Confusion regarding chain of command

Separation from family and friends

Fatigue and exhaustion

Letdown Phase

The reactions Mat workers will be experiencing In the letdown
phase include those feelings related to the ending or transition andthose related to the disaster.

A. Reactions related to the transition might include:

1. Dilfleulty in letting go; resistance to ending the
operation; a desire to keep going in the disaster mode

2. Sadness. depression (related to the losses of some o
positive experiences listed above)

3. A desire to maintain contact with o er dis orkers or
with victims

4. Feelinv of restlessness, Inability to get involved with regul
work responsibilities

5. Feelings of depression and annoyance at routine work that
may have piled up during the disaster

6. Lack of feelins of closure to the disaster experience, espe-
cially if no debriefins is provided

7. Anger if no recognition is given for performance in the dis-
Rater

Feeling of estrangement from peers who were not part of the
disaster operation; feeling that they cannot understand whatit was Wm

9. Conflict with workers at the office or station who were not
part of the operation and who may feel resentment at not
getting the glory, excitement, or overtime while befrig left
with the drudgery of business as usual and an extra work load

10. Feeling of estrangement from family members; feeling that
they carmot understand what the worker experienced
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11. Conflict with family members who may be angry at the
worker's absence during the disaster

B. Reactions related to the disaster might include:

1. A feeling ef numbness or lack of feeling; after an
traumatic disaster, a feeling of shock

2. As shock wears off, feelings of sadness, grief, or anger sw-
facing for the first time

3. Fear of recurrence of the event; hypervigilance for dis
cues

4. Avoidance of activities or places that arouse recollection of
the traumatic event

S. A need to ventilate and repeatedly talk about
or

6. Withdrawal, denial of feelinss,
about the experience

7. Two alternating reactions to a major traumat

eri ce

ess to talk

intrusion, in which memories or =welcome thoughts of
the disaster occur uninvited, and the sufferer may strug-
gle to control them or drive them from his consciousness

avoidance or denial, in which the person is emotionally
numb; this is not true peace and calm, but rather an
avoidance of reminders, thoughts, and feelings about the
event

Timing of Postdisaster Stress Reactions

In review, workers' stress reactions can occur at any time during
the alarm, mobilization, action, or letdown phases. A common
ocorrence after disaster is for workers to experience a period of
extreme fatigue and/or emotional rarnbness. This emotional numb-
ness may be a renmant of workers' coping mechanisms during the
action phase, in which they had to deny or repress their feelimp in
order to cope with the situation. They have not yet taken off theh
suit of armor and let down thek defenses.

Some workers may genuinely experience no strong reactions to a
disaster, especially if it did not Lnclude very traumatic stimuli and
if the workers are seasoned and experience& This is a perfectly
normal experience, and workers should not feel =comfortable If
they are not having a stress reaction.
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Some workers may have no particular reaction to the disaster
until weeks or months later, at which time something may trigger
memories and some of the stress symptoms listed earlier. The main
characteristics of mach a delayed stress reaction include (1) vivid
and disturbing dreams of the event, or intrusive mental images,
often called flashbacks; and (2) strong fears that the event may
occur agaim (Mitchell, =published paper). A debriefbig for workers
can and should be conducted at any time such reactions surface.
Successful debriefings have been conducted as long as 1 or 2 years
after a disaster or incident.

How to Know When Stress Reactions Become a Problem

Usually, stress reactions will dimi_rdsh with the passage of time,
the ability to talk about the event and its meaning, and the support
of family and friends. Somethnes, the event may have been so
traumatic for the worker that the symptoms do not diminish on
their own. The following are some guidelines for dIfferentiatins
normal stress reactions from those that may be problematic:

A. Duration: ne duration of a stress reaction will depend on the
severity of the event, the meanins of the event to the worker,
and the strength of the individual's support system. Stress
reactions may last a few days, a few weeks or a few months.
Generally speaking, symptoms begin to subside bl about 6 weeks
to 2 months. Inter= symptoms lasting longer than about 6
weeks may require professional assistance.

B. Intensity: This is a highly subjective criterion. However, any
symptoms that seem acutely intense, disturbing, or out of
control to the worker may require professional assistance. In
particular visual or auditory hallucinations or suicidal thoughts
should receive mental health assistance.

C. Level of functioning: Any symptoms that seriously interfere
with an individuPl's functioning at work or interfere with
his/her family lUe should be considered for referral to mental
health assistance.

These reactions do not imply that the individual is crazy or
weak. They result from the fact that certain situations can be so
traumatic or painful for an thdividual that professional assistance
from a counselor may be necessary (Mitchell, unpublished paper).

Supplementary Ma crisis

Audiovisual Materials

The following videotape is recommended to au
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mat (guidelines for use are inc
Hyatt Disaster: The Hidden Victim.

Recommended Readings

e ant

Mitchell, J.T.. and Resnik. H.LP. Crisis worker stress and burnout.
In: Emergency Response to Crisis. Bowie, MD: Robert J. Brady Co..
1981.

Acfivities

Activity 3-1

Time re red: 15 minutes.
Materials required: newsprint and pens.

Have workers discuss their own alarm reactions when an emer-
gency call comes in or when they receive news of a major event or
critical incident. Ask such questions as "How did your body re-
spond?" "Witat thoughts went through your mind?" "What emotiorm
did you feel?" "Did your behavior change in any way (cornnumica-
don skills activity level, etc.)?" List symptoms on newsprint and
save for later use.

Ask participants to discuss the implications of these reactions .
both positive and negative. Ask. "What are some thLngs that can
restgt from those reactions?" Answers miA3ht include:

Increased adrenalin and energy for upcoming action phase

Underestimattng (because of difficulty with comprehension) or
overestimating (because of excitement, anxiety) the scope of
response needed

Inaccurate or incomplete comnundcations

Inefficiency in gettfrig organized and mobilized

Ask participants to suggest ways to cope with these stress re-
actions so that they do not interfere with functioning. Record
suggestions on newsprint. Suggestions might include:

Take a deep breath, slow down, and think before making
move or a decision.

Communicate slowly. in concrete, clear terms. Obtain and
eve information that is as specffic as possible.
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Time requi
Material re

Activity 3-2

ed: 15 minutes
quired: newsprint and pens.

Have workers discuss their own reactions to the action phase of
disaster response. Ask them to review the following questions and
record their firidings on newsprint. Save for later use.

What reactions have you experienced in the action phase of an
emergency?

(include physical reactions. thoughts that go through your
head emotions you experience behavior that seems different
from under ordinary ch-cumstances)

What are some of the implications of these reactions? How
can they affect your functi

What are some of your ideas about how to cope wi
reactions so that they do not friterfere with functiorang?

Activity 3-3

Time reaufreth 15-20 minutes

Ask participants the following que

What do you experience as factors contributing to burnout in
your own $313 and/or organization? Answers often include:

-Boredom
-Lack of professional stimulation, training
-Administrative hassles
-Poor conummication within the organization
-Lack of input into decisions affecting workers
-Lack of recognition

What signs of burnout have you experienced in yourse or your
coworkers?

What approaches do you find helpful?

What changes in your work setting might help to reduce the
potentitd for burnout? How might you work toward such
itive changes?
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Activtty

Time reqtdred: 15 minutes.
Materials required: newsprint and pens.

As with the previous phases of disaster. have workers list rn-
plications of stress reactions during the letdown phase, as well as

ggestions for coping with these reactions. Record on ne

Activity 3-

Time required: flexible.

Post the newsprint charts listing participants' suggestions for
coping with stress in the alarm action, and letdown phases of
disaster. Durimg the section on interventions build upon these
charts with additional information and discussion from participan ts.

Activity 3-6

Time requ red: 20-30 minutes.

Ask participants to generate two lists, one being the positive
aspects of disaster experience and one being the negative. Use
newsprint to record them. Ask participants to remember disaster
operations they have been involved in or to imagine themselves in
one. The following questions may be helpful;

What were some of the positive experiences you had as a
worker?

What did you feel goad about?

What skills did you get to use?

What did you contribute to the successes of the operation?

What was most meaningful to you?

What did you miss Oter the event was over?

Was there anytliins positive you took away from the
experience?

What aspects of the experience were you relieved to have
finished?
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What were some of
for you?

ces that were most difficult

What were you glad to leave behind?

Ans-wers to the above will vary, dependins on the type of dis-
asters that workers have experienced. Some disasters generate far
more negatives for workers because of the tragedy and traumatic
stimuli hivolved. Others, where traumatic stimuli were less dra-
patio and workers were involved over long periods of time, may
generate more positives.

Be sure to allow adequate th-ne for this exercise. Often, this
exercise becomes a debriefing for unfinished bushiess of prior
disasters in which workers have been involved
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Section 4

Learning to Manage Stress: What the
Worker Can Do

Introduction

irtually all the literature on stress management emphasizes this
positive message: individuals can learn to manage their stress
adaptively and to enhance their wellness so that life can be en-
joyed as a challenge not seen as a threat (Charlesworth and Na-
than 1984). The same brain centers that trigger the alarm response
can be called upon to slow these processes through the "relaxation
response," which returns the body to a natural balanced state
(Davis et al. 1982).

This section is not a comprehensive compilation of stre man-
agement techniques, which axe myriad and diverse, but it does
address the two most basic areas:

Asse one's own stress, including percept
coping techniques, and social support systems

of' s -e-

Developing a healthy lifestyle, with emphasis on exercise and
nutrition as important components of health and well-being

Learning to manage stress may involve a cbanc of lifestyle urd
new ways of viewing the world (Charlesworth and Nathan 1984).
Such changes can take time; basic mastery of stress management
can take weeks or months. The serious student should augment this
monograph with some of the excellent workbooks and tapes on
stress management listed under this section's "Supplementary
Materials" and in the appendix. Local programs and classes on
stress management are available through adult education programs.
community colleges, physical fitness and wellness centers, hospi-
tals. and clinics.

Assessing One's Own Stress

How an Lndividual responds to stress is determLned in part by
perceptions (or appraisals), coping sldlls and strengths, md ade-
quacy of the support system.
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Perceptions of Stress

Each person's perception of what eve1tir.-7rs are strennil is dif-
ferent Some events, however, are coma; .017.4.011/ recognised ri.s life-
change stxessors. Additional stressors trol, iberease
[See Activities 4-1 and 4-2.]

One aspect of stress appraisal relates teto oughts arac1 1r-beliefs.
People are continvally engaged in a dievegsg with thernsels. This
internal "self-talk" is how people desailtO ealexadi interpret t.t1 world.
If the self-talk is realistic and accuraft,...1-_, the person $neraUy
functions well. If it is irrational or untrtik,...-j., th person wti likely
experience stress and emotional disturbatizice (Davis et 0-1. 1982).
For example the boss may call an enlplieKive Into his effce His
intent may be to compliment the permeteaw work. The 01117mrp1oyee,
however may believe that he is going tO bft asked to ornfrIK late
agahl, and may feel irritated at being rkzucilatied to do ter= much
work. By the start of the rneeting the olltvz3ployee may alfady be
angry and resentful, having specific redlzigino and phyoict=flogical
reactions based on a belief about what 10 gtoollig to haPrion- If the
employee had expected a compliment, tlleane reaction wrolavel have
been differentperhaps even pleasure Or eialternent (Clrbarles-
worth and Nathan 1984).

Negative self-talk is usually connecte/3 - to itrationai beia.s, Ir-
rational ideas are based on misperceptierg Nhis person Ptmirobably
won't like me") or perfectionistic shotilde, eights, and rikausts ("I
should have been able to do more ira that lituation") (Davir et al.
1982). Common irrational beliefs include tie following:

It is absolutely necessary for art adult z- to have love
proval from peers, family, and frienc14,

one must be unfailingly competent allc ;almost perfec
undertaldngs.

A person should feel fear or erode )f stat
unknown, uncertain, or potentially de.ti8rzze4-Ovs.

people are helpless and have no contra-A over what theY
rience or feel.

people are fragile and should never be ihz..ort..

When others disapprove, it mans et Deaberzen is wrong
(Ellis 1971; Farquhar and Lowe 1974; vAvis et al. 1982).

a

at is

bad

Another form of imational thought is to uffellze" (Davis et al.
1982) by tnakIng terrible, catastrophic intrpretations of xperl-
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ences. For example, a person who has been feeling tired lately
thinks he has cancer; a woman's husband works late one night and
she is sure he is having im affair. The emotions that are felt are, in
fact, awful.

Self talk can also be positive and supportive. People can learn
ways to encourage themselves in difficult situations, give them-
selves fratnictions, or "talk through" an event. In many ways.
emergency workers have learned to use positive self-talk as a way
to get through stressful or tragic circumstances. Emergency
workers, however, also have very high self-expectations, a lot of
"shoulds"which at times may be unrealistiabout their per-
formsnce. Workers need to identify both the negative and positive
thoughts and self-talk they engage fit, and begin to look at ways to
change irrational ideas and perceptions. It should also be noted that
individuals need factual information in order to grasp the magni-
tude and meaning of an event, and to relate their stress reactions
to the event. [See Activity 4-3.]

Coping Techniques

Coping has been defined as those things a person does, feels, or
thinks to tolerate or decrease the negative effects of an experi-
ence or to master a threatening situation. Coping may focus out-
ward, toward changing the environment ("problem-focused
coping"), or inward, toward changing the individual's emotional
response to the stressors ("emotion-focused coping") (Folkman and
Lazarus 1980), [See Activity 4-4.] Certain situations are best han-
dled with one type of coping, other situations with the other type.
Workers who can identify their usual coping styles snd str
will better understand their own reactions in a disaster setting
[Activity 4-5]. When a coping mechanism inappropiate to the event
is used a person may remath in a state of disequilibrium or crisis
and may need assistance hi working through the problem. On the
other hand individuals who have successfully worked through past
traumatic events have often developed strengths and coping skills
that can help them and others survive a current disaster.

One of the simplest ways people recognize when they are wilder
stress is body awareness. Such awareness can be of great help in
developing conreious coping strategies. Lowen (1975) has pohited
out that peopit. inevitably tense muscles when anxious and those
with particular styles of dealing with stress tend to tighten specific
muscle groups. For example, a woman who believes it is bad to

ss anger may develop chronic neck tension and pain; a man
o is amdous about his job performance may develop chronic

omach problems (Davis et al. 1982). Many people are unaware of
their body tersion because they focus primarily on the outside
world. Learning to recognize the body's messages is the first step
in learning to manage stress reactions. (See Activity 4-6]



Social Support Systems

"Social support" is the term social scientists use to describe
positive interaction among people. These exchanges may involve
passing along information, offering material help, or providing
emotional support. The health implications of these exchanges are
especially important during periods of stress, life transitions and
crises. More and more evidence demonstrates that people's rela-
tionships with their spouses friends, families colleagues, co-
workers, and neighbors can buffer stress and have a positive effect
on physical and mental health (Calffornia Department of Mental
Health 1981). Because of the high stress inherent in their work.
developing and maintaining good social support networks are of
great importance to disaster workers.

Medical research has shown the following relationships between
health and social supports.

Socially isolated persons have two to three times the overall
risk of dythg compared to people with similar health who

aintain supportive relationships.

Termtha cancer affects divorced individuals of both sexes
more frequently than married people.

Separated, divorce& or widowed persons have 5 to 10 tImes
the rate of mental hospitalizations compared to married
People-

Pregnant women under stress and without supportive, conf d-
ing relationships have three times the number of complications
experienced by women undergoing similar levels of stress but
with supportive personal relationshi

Having a confidant eves significant protection agathst the
development of depression (California Department of Mental
Health 1982).

Research with disaster victims shows the Importance of sod
support systems to their recovery and health education literature
for victims emphasizes the importance of maintaining and
supportive relationships. Supportive relationships are equAlly
portant to emergency service/disaster workers in coping with
tress and maintaining health. Emergency service and disaster work

can, , however, undermine and severely tax personal relationships.
Unusual or irregular work schedules, physical and mental fatigue .
long periods of time away from home, and stress-related problems
all serve to challenge even the best of personal relationships. [See
Activitiei 4-7, 4-8, 4-9, and 4-30 for exercises to help individuals
assess their personal support systems.]
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However, disaster work provides both opportunities for and ob-
stacles to social support. It is vital for 4,vorke.rs to realize the im-
portance of social support to their well-behig; it is also useful for
them to recognize the barriers and interferences that may exist so
that they can work around them.

A. Some of the characteristics of disaster woHc that PROMOTE
supportive relationships include the fallowing.

1. People feel energetic, motivated to work hard together.

2. Usually a clear consensus exists about what needs to be done.
People feel united Ln a common goal and priorities.

3. In the early hours or days of a disaster, organizations
individuals cooperate who never worked together before.

4. A strong sense of team develops.

5. A strong sense of community exists among worke d be-
tween workers and survivors.

6 Under adverse conditions, people dispense with some formal--
ities, getting to know one another more quickly than under
usual social ch-curnstances.

7 In disaster, workers often become like a family-workLng,
eating, and literally living together.

8. Workers quickly develop a sense of group identity, a
"we're in this together." They acquire a common understan
ing, history, language, symbols, humor, and pride. Some groups
memorialize this identity with souvenirs such as disaster T-
shirts ("I survived the Great Flood of 1985").

9. A strong sense of adventure and excitement eadsts, as w
sense of meaning and purpose. The "seductiveness" of dis-

aster draws people to it and to each other; love affairs may
occur.

10. A strong bonding or friendsMp often develops among people
facing liier-death circumstances together.

B. Some of the characteristics of dIsaster work that INTERFERE
with supportive relationships include the following.

1. After the initial cooperative, or "honeymoon," stage, frus-
trations, irritations, and anger may develop among workers
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due to lack of resources, communication breakdowns. equip-
ment failures. or human errors.

2. Workers become fatigued and irritab e. They may begin to "rub
each other the wrong way."

3. As the emergency period consensus on priorities passes, .work-
ars and organizatirus may find themselves in conflict over
1Lnes of authority. allocation of resources, and allocation of
blame.

4. Workers become tired of continual interactions with victims
and may want to isolate themselves Ln their time off.

Workers may become tired of the disaster and prefer not to
talk about it think about it or even associate with coworkers
in their time off.

6. Workers may feel that with so much work to do, they cannot
socialize or play. They may feel guilty taking time off for
relaxation or social interaction.

7. Workers may have strong emotions regarding the disaster, but
may be uncomfortable talldng about them because of the
followhig.

They think workers are supposed to be
their act together."

A traditional "macho" ethic prevails among some rescue and
disaster relief organizations, and workers are expected to be
"stronx."

Others may not be talkhig about their feelings. Few rol
models exist for dealing with the emotions involved in dis-
aster work.

Conflict or estrangement may develop be
their primary support system, the family.

Workers' long hours or

orkers and

the job may place unusual
demands an their families particularly if the families are
also victhns of the disaster.

Families may initially be supportive of workers' roles Ernd
resporLsibilities but frustration and anger may arise the
longer the workers are unavailable to them.

Workers may be unavailable to theft' families
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cally, because of long work hours, and emotionally, because
of psychological involvement in the disaster, fatigue, and so
forth.

Workers may feel their fwnilies simply cannot imerstand
the disaster experience. The families' irritation sompatmds
the problem, and isolation and estrangement may occur.

9. Disaster workers such as Red Cross or FEMA staff may be
sent to disasters geographically distant from their home corn-
mtmities. They are isolated from their family and friends and
may not be familiar with the social and recreational resources
of the community in which they are working.

C. The following suggestions may help disaster wo*ers to DE-
VELOP or AfAmrAIN supporttve relationships .

oh worker should develop a buddy system with another co-
worker. The two should keep an eye on each other on the job,
asking ^how are you dohis"; suggesting breaks when they are
needed; reminding each other to eat; and giving verbal en-
couragement such as "you're doing a great job."

2. A staff meeting or critique should be provided at le
shift for people who work together. Such meetings:

cation and sharing of information and can clear
communications that have occurred

Provide an outlet for people to discuss their fnistrations
with the job, misunderstandings with each other, etc,

Help people air their feeWnzs, especially when
questions such as ffWhat bothered you most?" and
pleased you most on this shift?" are asked

Remind disaster workers about normal responses and feel-
ings. including feelinjgs of guilt in taking time off, as well as
healthy ways to take cwe of self and others, and the im-
portance of social activities and social wipport

ations, a priorilz,7 for workers should be to
sh relationships with new coworkers mid to spend res-

e with them away from the disaster scene.

Take breaks and meals together.

1
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{Vice together. Get away from the disaster scene.
Talk About md things in addition to the disaster o_ e.

hobbies).

' Caws who erjoy similar activities, for example,
Pan on Tr.he staff bulletin board for a jogging partner or

_ br_etball game after work.

Di*ize rbup social activities: go to a movie, go out to
dixr hale a volleyball tournament, havt a party after
%work, tail:kb a hike, or go to z picnic.

4. On 1150z disaster operations away from home, workers should
e 4rvery effort to stay in touch with family and friends

itok hame.

lion packing to Ao to the disaster assignment, taldng a few
aiternentos from home helps the worker keep in touch psy-
Ifologically: pictures of family/friends/pets, sometli

humorous, something cozy (a favorite sweater or slippers).

Once phones are working, workers should call home often
it is ITICZ:.ey well spent Sharing stories and feelings with
gunny and friends and listeling to theirs help prevent the

sense of being str&ngers when workers are reunited with
their families.

Letters, cards, and pictures sent home help to maintain
closeness.

If families can visit the disaster area, they should be -
ented to what has been going on. They can volunteer and
should be introduced to coworkers. This can decrease the
sense of isolation and estrangement that workers and fam-
ilies often feel from one another, and can make rela-
tionships much easier when workers return home.

When a disaster operation is over, a debriefing can provide
workers with peer support in working through the feelings
involved in the work. (Debriefing is described in detail in the
section on "Helpimg the Helpers: Interventiorx.")

Disaster workers should be helped to recognize that some
sadness, loss, and letdown may occur when a disaster operation
is over. Some of this has to do with losing or changing the
nature of the special relationships that have developed. Talk-
ing about these feelings with the people involved, or mal
plans to keep in touch or continue professional collaborat
when the disaster is over, may help to alleviate this sadness.



yell:plug a Healthy Lifestyle

Exercise

Excrcise both enhances health and helps prevent negative effects
of stress. Exercise can strengthen the body's systems hy developing

amine and endurance to help the body cope with demands made
upon it. At the same time, exercUe reduces the physiological

ousal and muscle tension of the stress response syndrome, helping
the body move from a state of alarm back to a state of relaxation.

Emergency services and disaster work can be both psychologi-
cally stressful and physically demanding. Sudden and interse peri-
ods of strenuous activity, often without opportunity for adequate
warmups may occur, as in the case of the firefighter who must
respond to an alarm in the middle of the night. On the other hand
workers may experience lengthy periods of physical inactivity,
often combined with extreme mental stress, as in the hotel disaster
where rescuers were forced to wait for hours while crane operators
removed the heavy debris covering the victims. For these reasons,
exercise and physical fitness are extremely important to emergen-
cy workers.

A. Benefits of exercise:

col benefits of exercise:

e _ed efficiency of the beast and circula o

function

_e and blood pressure

Reduced body fat, better ctintrol of body weight

Increased muscular strength, endurance

Increased immune response

Psychological benefit,. of exercise:

Improved. mood (hormones released in brain and blood
exercise are natural pain killers and mood elevators)

Decreased anxiety and hostility

Better concentration. alertness. co

I-,
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Be ter appearance

Improved self-este

Lack of physical exerce is a major contrmution to (Davis et aL
1982):

Coronary heart disease
Obesity
Johit and spinal disc dis
Fatigue
Muscle tension spasms tics, tremors, backache
Depression

B. Components of physical fitness: The three components of
physical fitness are:

Cardiorespiratory endurance: stamina
Flexibility: suppleness
Macular function: strength

All three components of fitness are important. and all contribute
to stress reduction. Cardiorespiratory endurance, however, is
cortsidered the most important fitness component for adults, and
individuals should be sure that their personal fitness program
includes this component (Charlesworth and Nathan 1984).

C. Types of exercise: (Davis et al. 1982)

1. Low-intensity exercise: to improve muscle strength.
lity, and endurance

Calisthenics: stretching, limbering uP

Isotonics: contracting muscles against a resistant object
with movement, such as w

isomWes: contracting muscles against resis
movement. such as pushing against a wall

Ut

2. Aerobic izlercise: to strengthen cardiovascul
increase stamina

Consists of susta ed, rhythmic activity of large
groups, especially the legs

Includes running,
brisk walkh'IS
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Uses large amounts of oxygen, causing an increased heart
rate, stroke volume, and respiratory rate and relaxation of

all blood vessels

Competitive sports: While primarily aerobic in nature, such
mpetitive sports as tennis, football, and soccer have the

added benefit of being a good outlet for negative emotions
(e.g., irritability and anger).

D. Features of Exercise Programs: A healthy exercise program
takes the following into consideration:

1 How much: Experts recommend exercise at le
week, for 20 to 30 minutes per session.

2. Build up gradually: Too much too soon can be an additional
stressor that can be dangerous . A physician should be con-
sulted before begin g an exercise program by persons who:

Are over 30; most doctors recommend a stress electrocar-
diogram for persons over 40

Are obese (20 percent over ideal weight)

Have high blood pressure, arterial na_rro
cholesterol

. Contraindications: A doctor should be seen if
lowing develop:

Chest pain
Heart palpitations
Dizziness
Extreme difficulty getting brea Davis et al. 19E2

E. Exercise and disaster work: Because of the physical and psy-
chological stresses involved in disaster work, exercise is of the
utmost importance. Disaster workers should do the followLng.

1. Participate in a regular exercise program to matntain good
physical condition and health imd be able to mEmage the phys-
ical denwnds of the job.

2. Whenever possible, do warm-up exercises before periods of
intense physical activity. Even a few simple stre ches While
waiting or inactive can be helpful.

3. During extended periods of friactivity
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distances, or performing administrative duties such as
writing reports), perform whatever exercises are possible:

stretching, especially neck, shoulder, and back muscles

Isometrics, such as pushing hands together at chest level,
pushing feet firmly into the floor, pushing down on seat of
chair with hands (as though to lift self off the chair). and
contractLng and releasing muscles

4. During long disaster operations (several days or longer)
sure to exercise every day in one of the following ways:

Calisthenics to release muscle tension

Aerobics, such as joggLng on a break or after a shift, to
release tension and maintain stamina, health, and mood

rts to provide an outlet for tension and aggression

Exeresing with coworkers to build or sustain support
terns during long stressful disaster operations

5. Be sure to engage in some form of vigorous exercise (aerobics
or sports) within 24 hours of an operation or critical thcideat.

Nutrition

Emergency and disaster work places add d demands on the body,
thus increasimg the importance of good nutrition. The physical
exercise and strain of disaster work raises the body's need for
certain nutrients and at the same time depletes other nutrients. In
addition, emergency or disaster conditions Can drastically interfere
with eating and nutrition:

Workers may forget or disregard the need to eat, because of

Volume and urgency of tasks to be done

Stress, adrenalin, and "fight or fli eactions,
may mask or interfere with normal appetite signals

Distressing or gory sights, sounds, smells

Pond supplies may be temporarily diminished if transpor
tation is disrupted, stores and l'estaurants run low on stock,
etc. Workers and victims May aced to eat whatever is
available, with balanced nutritior fuk =realistic goal.



Food preparation may be difficult and time co
utilities are disrupted, leaving:

- Inadequate water for handwashing, cleaning, and c
food

- No fuel source for coong

Workers, in their desire to help, often see that victims eat
first, disregarding their own needs.

Coffee. donuts, and fast foods such as hamburgers and
french fries are often donated by relief agencies and local
franchise merchants.

Under ordinrary circumstances, the body needs some 40 to 60
nutrients a day to makaain health. Stress makes even more de-
mands on intake; certaLn nutrients are essential for the body to
function properly under stress. For example active or tense mus-
cles produce a high level of lactic acid; calcium is needed to
comteract it. A diet too low in calcium can leave an individual
feeling anxious irritable, and fatigued (Davis et al. 1982). Vitamin
C is essential in the ftmctioning of the adrenal glands, which help
keep emergency workers alert. Stress can also deplete body re-
serves and increase the need for such nutrients as protein, calcium,
and vitamins C. A, and B-complex (Brandon Sun 1983;
Charlesworth and Nathan 1984). Food alone will not make a person
healthy, but good nutrition combined with regular exercise, can
contribute to stress management and well-being.

A. Benefits of good nutrition: A good diet can help prevent or
control the following (Davis et al. 1982; Boston Women's
Health Collective 1984):

1. Physical conditions

Obesity
High levels of blood fats
Heart disease
High blood pressure
Stroke
Diabetes
Indigestion
Ulcers
Constipation
Dental caries.
Some cancers
Benign breast conditions



2. Psychological conditions

Depression
Irritability
Moodiness
Anxiety, nervousness
Headaches
Fatigue
Insomnia

B. &ale guidelines for good nutrit on: An ideal diet for everyone
does not exist. People's needs differ with age, body size, sox,
physical activity, heredity and conditions such as allerees or
pregnancies. Some general guidelines, however apply to good
nutrition.

The followirig guidelines were adapted from a variety of
sources (Davis et al. 1982; Boston Women's Health Collective
1984; Charlesworth and Nathan 1984). 'they are consistent with
the Dietary Guidelines for Americans of the U.S. De-
partments of Agricultwe and Health and Human Services
(1980). Wnile opinions and approaches to nutrition vary
experts agree that these recommendations are sound and sa.fe

1 Eat a variety of foods: Necessary daily nutrients include vi-
tamins and minerals, amino acids fron protein% essential
fatty acids from vegetable oils and animal fats, and sources of
energy (calories) from carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. Water
is also an essential nutrient. Most foods contahl a variety of
mutrients, but no food contains all the essential elements in
the amounts the body needs. Therefore, the greater the vari-
ety of foods eaten the better the likelihood that the body will
obtain a good balance. Daily selections from the following
fOod groups are recommended:

Vegetables nnd frtiits-4 s _

Bread, cereal, and grain productsr-4 servimp
Milk, cheese, yo 2 servir
Meat, poultry, fish. eggs. as-2 s

tan your ideal weight: Being overwei43ht increases an
_vidual's chance of developing such chronic conditions as

high blood pressure diabetes nnd heart disease. In addition it
places added stress on the body, can Interfere with one's
ability 'to cope with environmental stresses and piwsical de-
mands, and can affect one's self-esteem. Most sources agree



that a person's weight should be about what it is at age 20 to
25. The recommended readirigs listed under "Supplementary
Materials" at the end of this section provide maggestions for
weight loss programs for persons whose weight is above the
ideal level.

3. Avoid too much fat and cholesterol: Much controversy ezdsts
on the connection between fats, blood cholesterol, blood
pressure, and heart disease. Some people can consume diets
high in fats and cholesterol and still maintain a normal blood
cholesterol level, although the most widely accepted theory
states that saturated fats tend to elevate the level of cho-
lesterol in your blood_ High levels of blood cholesterol &re
associated with heart disease. In general, Americans eat far
more fat than is necessary: 45 percent of our calories are
obtained from fats, while a healthy diet should contain only 30
percent or less (Davis et al. 1982). Therefore, intrrke of the
following foods, which are high in saturated fats and choles-
terol, ohould be lindted:

Meat Luch as beef, lamb, pork, and pork products (e.g.,
sausages)

Chicken fat, meat drippings, lard

Eggs and organ meats

Butter and stick margarines

Coconut oil, palm oil, hydrogenated shortening

Whole milk, whole milk cheese, cream, ice cream

Products made from the above, such as pastries and gravy

4. Eat whole foods with adequate fiber: Processed, refined foods
have lost much of their fiber and nutrients. Whole foods such
as vegetables, frdts, grains, wid nuts provide energy, nutri-
ents, and fiber necessary to a healthy diet. Adequate fiber
intake can help control weight by absorbing fats and can re-
duce symptoms of .chronic constipation and other gastroin-
testinal disorders.

S. Avoid too much sugar: Sugar is a simple carbohydrate that
provides notlthig nutritionally except calories; it contains no
starch, fiber, vitamins, or minerals. Sugar can have dramatic
effects on the blood sugar level, especially for the three out of
five Americans who may be hypoglycemic or prediabetic
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(Davis et al. 1982). Eating foods high in sugar causes the blood
sugar level to rise, giving a boost in energy. The sudden sugar
then sthnulates the pancreas to produce insulin to counteract
the sugar in the blood. In many people the insulin depresses
the blood sugar to a level lower than before, causing such
symptonw as dizziness, irritability, depression, tremor, nausea.
anxiety. and more hunger pangs. The result can be both a
physical and emotional rollercoaster (Davis et al. 1982) To
avoid excess sugar:

Use less white sugar, brown sugar, raw sugar, honey, syrup.

Eat less candy, soft driras, ice cream, cooldes. etc.

Read food labels: Avoid those with sucrose, glucose, malt-
ose. dextrose, lactose, fructose, or syrups appearing first.

use fresh fruits or fruits caruied without sYnip-

6. Avoid too much sodium: Adults ki the United States comume
about 10 times the sodium they need, and most Americans
have developed a taste for far more sodium than is healthy_
Too much sodium is a major hazard for persons who have high
blood pressure.

Sodium is present in table salt, baking soda, baking powder.
monosodium glutamate (MSG), salty snacks, processed foods,
sandwich meats, condiments, sauces, pickled foods, and soft
drinks. Many medications, such as antacids, also contain so-
dium. Up to half an individual's sodium intake may be "hidden"
in preservatives and flavorings or as a naturally occurrins
ingredient in food. To avoid too much sodium, individuals
should:

cook with small amounts of salt; avoid saltths foods at
table.

Learn to appreciate the natural flavor a foods without salt.

Limit the amounts of salty foods eaten, including snack
foods, condiments and sauces, pLckled foods, and cured
meats.

Read food labels and beco
in sodium.

th those foods high

7. Avoid alcohol or use in moderation: Alcohol is high in calories
and contains few nutrients. It can deplete the system of B
vitamins and minerals, which are helpful in coping with stress.
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For persons who use alcohol, a lh-nit of one or two drinks a day
is recommended (Davis et al. 1982; Charlesworth and Nathan
1984).

8. Avoid caffeine: Caffeine is a stimulant. It affects the central
nervous system, chemically thducing a "fight or flight" re-
sponse in the body and making people nervous and edgy. It can
deplete the body of vitamin B and can create an artificial
sense of "energy" that interferes with appetite, good nutrition,
and getting needed sleep. For these reasons, individnAlg should
limit or avoid caffethe, especially when under stress. Caffeine
is contained in coffee, black tea, cola, and chocolate drinks.

9. The question of vitamin and m&leral supplements: Nutritionists
disagree on the need for supplementary vitamins and minerals_
Some say that a well-balanced diet provides all that are nec-
essary (Davis et al. 1982). In reality in the absence of an
obvious deficiency disease no one really knows the effects of
added vitamins and minerals (Boston Women's Health Col-
lective 1984).

Experts do know that no sthgle vitamin or mineral is most
important. They must work together, and taking large amounts
of any one nutrient will not help if a person is deficient in
others_ Those nutritionists who favor food supplements cite
the following facts (Davis et al. 1982; Boston Women's Health
Collective 1984):

Processed foods, such as white flour and sugar, are stripped
a many nutrients. "Enrichment" replaces only some iron and
B vitamins.

Supermarket produce is often grown in ral-depleted
soil picked before it is ripe, and held for long periods in
cold storage, lowerthg its nutritional value.

Chlorinated water Interferes with the absorption of vitamin
E.

Certain conditions or times of lffe require specific extra
vitamins and minerals: pregnancy and nursing; birth through
adolescence; after menopause.

People under stress require
especially the B vitamhts.

Certain drugs deplete the
the body's ability to absorb
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- People who smoke need about 120 mg. of vitamin
twice the usual amount.

- Aspirin affects folic acid absorption and depletes tisSues
of vitamin C.

Persons who have decided to take vitamtn and mineral mIP--
plernents should check to see what percent of the U.S. Rec-
ommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) the product contains.
It ts important not to take arbitrary megadoses of vitamins,
especially A and D, which can be harmfil.

C. Nutrition and disaster work: The following aiggestions may be
helpful to workers in sustaining energy and obtaining nutrients
during a disaster operation, especially one that lasts for sev-
eral days or weeks.

1. Eat regularly, even if not hungry. Develop a buddy system with
a coworker to remLnd each other to take breaks and eat.

2- Remember that it is as important for workers to eat as for
victims. Workers will be of little help to anyone if they run out
of energy, become excessively irritable, or get sick.

3. Eat four to five times a day, in small amounts. This will help
to avoid the body stress and physical symptorm of hypoglyce-
mia, will provide a more constant blood sugar and energy
level, and will help to avoid the discomfort of indigestion
caused by working hard on a full stomach.

4. Carry high-energy, nonperishable foods in purses or vehicles.
Fruit, dried fruit, granola bars, nuts, and trail mtx are good
sources of energy and nutrients.

5. Maintain an adequate fluid intake, especially if exposed to
heat. Carry water, juice, or fluids with electrolyte supple-
ments in a canteen or thermos.

6. Avoid caffeine, sugar such as donuts), and high-fat, high-
sodium fast foods. These may be all that are available for a
while; however, if the disaster continues for any length of
time, the nursing or food (mass care) supervisor should be
consulted to arrange:

Substitution of fruit and high protein snacks for donuts and
cookies

o Substitution of decaffeinated coffee, tea, hot wain bever-
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drhiks
ages, mineral water, fruit juices, and milk for coffee and so

7. Take a good vitamin and mineral supplement to be sure the
body is getting the nutrients it needs under less than ideal
dietary conditions.

Get away from the disaster scene for meals.

A break is needed from disaster stimuli and Interaction with
disaster victims.

A calm, relaxed atmosphere can aid digestion as well as
reduce muscle tension and other stress symptoms.

9. Eat with a friend or coworker. Inter action. support, and humor
can help to replenish workers emotiovally as well as physically.

[To complete this chapter, see Acti es 4-11 arid 4-12.]

Supplementary Materials

This section has presented some basic approaches to managing
stress. Many additional stress management techniques can be
helpful in dealing with stress symptoms. Detailed training on all
these techniques is beyond the scope of this manual. However the
recommended readings listed below discuss ways to understand
stress reactions, assess which are most problematic, and choose
specific techniques for managing particular stress reactions. Spe-
cific techniques covered include:

Progressive relaxation
Breathing
Meditation
Yoga
Imagination
Guided imagery
Self-hypnosis
Thought stopping
Refuting irrational ideas
Assertiveness training
Time numagement
Biofeedback
Nutrition
Exercbe
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Audiovisual Materials

The following materials are recommended to augment the lec-
twe material. Guidelines for their use are included in the appendix.

"Friends"
"Relations"
"Relaxation and Stress Management Program"
"Human Response to Disaster: Training Erierency Service
Workers

Recommended Readings

Charlesworth, E.A.. and Nathan, R.G. Stress Management: A Com-
prehensive Guide to Wellness. New York: Atheneum. 1984.

Dav, M.; Eshelman, E.R.: and McKay. M. The Relaxation and
Stress Reduction Workbook. Oakland. CA: New Harbinger
Publications, 1982.

Activities

Activity 4-1

Time required: 15 minutes.
Materials require& copies of sess and support system tests (may
be duplicated from training manual or ordered in advance).

This activity can help workers assess thefr current stress level
and support system. Have participants complete the stress and
s-upport aystem tests, then use the following questions for
discussion;

Was anything illuminating or surprising to you in doing
exercise?

What was the most useful thing you learned in doing the
exercbe?
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I First complete

LEVEL
Lcie eac

add the scores for each item

PERSONAL
(6) Serious !any or Mimes

(6) Alcohol, drug, or
emotional problem

(4) Muriage

(4) Death of close friend

(2) Trouble with friends or
neighbors

(2) Begin or end
training program

WORK & FINANCES
(6) Loa job. retired

(4) Sold or bought home

(2) Changed jobs. promotion

(2) Trouble with boss

SUPPORT iiMWORX STIMIGTH

netwoik strength sections below.

and put

FAMILY
(10) Death spouse

fandly member

(8)

(6)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(2)

(2) Moved to new residence

2 mon

a e

Divorce

Reconciliation or separation

Seri= Eine= or injury a
family member

Pregnancy or bixth

Family. wauments or trouble
with inlaws

Child enters or leaves home

RelatIve moves Into household

STRESS TOTAL:

Circle one response for each item. Then add the socres next to each
circle and pit the total in the box.

1. At work, how many persons do you talk to about a job hassle?
none (or not employed) (9) one or two (3) two or three (4) 4 or more (5)

2. How many neighbors do you trade favors with (loan tools or homehold items.
share rides. babysitting. etc.)?

none (0) one (1) two or three (2) four or more (3)

Do you have a spouse or perner?
no (0) several cafferent partners (2)
MArried or living with someone (10)

4. How often do friends and close famiAy members visit you at home?
rarely (0) about once a month (1) several times a month (4)
once a week or more (8)

5. How many frierbds or family members do you talk to about personal
none (0) one or two (6) three to five (8) six or more (10)

How Often do you participate in a social. comrmenity or sports groups?
rarely (0) about once a month (1) ,everal times a month (2)
once a week or more (4)

SUPPORT TOTAL:
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11 Below. draw a line acmis
mix% network strength fall.

STRESS
BAROMETER

If your STRESS LEVEL. score is:

LeM Ibmi 10:
You have a low stress level and
your We bas been stable in most
areas.

10-15:
You have a moderate stress
level end there biz been a lot
of rharlge In your We.

16 es more:
You have a high stress level
and there have been major
adjustments in your life.

SUPPORT
NerwoRa BAROMETER

HIGH

32

30

27

2
ODERATE

21-

lB

LOW

If your SUPPORT NETWORK score is:

Less than 15:
Your rapport network has low strength
and probably does not provide much
support. You need to consider making
more social contacts.

15-29:
Vow rapport network has moderate
strength and likels provides enough
support except during periods of high
stress.

30 Ix more:
Your support network has high
atrenth and it will likely maintain
yeur well being even &ring periods
of high stream.

Reprinted witb perndadon- Source. California Deparunent of Mental Health.
Copyrighted 1981. Ordering Information is in the appendix.
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Activity 2

Time quired: 20 minutes.

This exercise helps to identify stressful situations and some
possible approaches to managing them (Davis et al. 1982). Have
each individual mtuke a list of 10 current personal lffe situations
that cause srudety or distress. Include Emy situation that a person is
ltkely to encounter in the relatively near future. Be specific, in-
cluding the persons and the setting involved.

Rate the stressful experiences on a scale of zero to one hundred.
Total relaxation ts zero, and the most stressful of experiences Is
100. When the list is complete, have individuals ranit order their
items from least stressful to most stressful.

Have the participants examine their list of stressors and ask
themselveS the followimg questions:

Are there any demands I can eliminate or de
change to reduce my stress?

Have I prioritized my tasks in a logical way?

Am I managing my time effectively for get

I can

tasks done?

Is there anyone I should be talking to or working with to get
my tasks done ot reduce my stress?

Am relying on my support systems? How can I use them more
effecUvely?

Are there any stressful situations on the list that I would like
to learn to manage more effectively, e.g., by learnLng to be
more assertive, learning to be feel more self-confident,
learning to relax?

Activity 4-3

Time quired: 40 mLnutes.
Materials required: newsprint and pens.

Divide participants into small groups of about five each. Have
each group answer the following questions and record their results
on newsprLnt to report back to the large group. Allow about 20
minutes for the small group exercise and 20 minutes for large
group reporthig
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in your work as an emergency service or disaster worker, what
are some common thoughts that tend to "awfulize" the situ-
ation or predict the worst possible scenario? For example, "I
know there won't be enough food to take care of everyone in
the shelter" or "I know that mudslide is going to close the road
before we get all the equipment in."

What are some positive ways to deal with these irrational or
wmanted thoughts? Some common ways include:

- Distraction: focus on something you cm do, such as ring
as much equipment as possible before the road closes

- Thought-stopping or cognitive intervention: "Stop. That is
an irrational and unhelpful thought"

What are some thoughts you use as an emergency worker to
normalize the situation in your mind, or make it seem not so
bad? Emergency workers are very good at this, so make your
list as complete as possible. For example, "There's a lot of
property damage here, but at least no one died" or "It's only an
amputation. He's going to live. I've seen worse."

What are some of the unrealistic self-expectations that emer-
gency workers have in their mindssome of the shoulds,
ought-tos, and musts that they try to live up to? Think of
incidents or events when this ldnd of self-talk occurred:

I should have . .
If only I had . .
A good worker would have . . .
In such and moll a situation, a good worker should . .

When this list is complete, go down the list and discuss what is
umealistic or irrational about each item. How is each irra-
tional expectation problematic to you as an emergency work-
er? The pmpose of thia exercise is not to lower standards for
professional performance, but simply to see how unrealistic
self-expectations can cause undue stresS.

what are some of the positive things you give yourself men-
tally to help you through difficult situations? Again, emer-
gency workers axe very good at this, so make a complete list
to share with the group. Some common types of positive self-
talk that emergency workers use include:

- Giving yourself permission' to feel certain emotions: It's
normal to feel a little queasy. It will go away in a minute."

1 1 I
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- Giving yourself instructions or "talking yourself throug1P:
"Take a deep breath. More help is on the way. The first step
is to . . . next I'll do so and so."

- Substituting positive for negative self-statements: Instead
of "I should have . . _," interruptLng yourself and saying "I did
a good job with that. considering the lack of equipment."

- Giving yourself positive feeliback and reinforce ent:
"You're doing flixe." "You've done this a thousand times
before, it's a piece of cake for you."

Activity 4-4

Time required: 10 minutes.
Materials required: newsprint and pens.

Have participants give examples of inward and outward coping
strategies, using their own experience as emergency or mental
health workers. Examples might include:

Chcotiging the environment

Activities aimed at preventing, avoi
the stressor (Cohen and Ahearn 1980)

Problem-solvLng

Eliminating hazards, such as cleanup following

Rescue activiti aimed at reducisig rislo to life and heal

or maria

Recovery activities aimed at providing disaster victinw with
resources to rebuild and replace their losses

Chaliginz one's emotional respowe

Dowrigrading the experience (telling yo "it could have
been worse")

Redefining the experience (seeing the
nity to develop or use new skills)

"Working through" the experience to bring _it into manageable
bounds (talking about your experience to friends, in counseling,
or in debriefing)
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Activity 4-5

Time required: 20 minutes.
Materials required: paper and pencil, newsprint and pens.

Have each participant take out a blank piece of paper and apencil or pen. Ask them to think of one situation in their past thatthey considered to be a personal crisis, emergency or traumaticevent. Write it down on the paper. Next, ask them to write downthree (or more) actions, thoughts, beliefs, personal characteristic4
or strengths that helped them to deal with that crisis to cope, tosurvive it, to get through it. Have them reflect on how they usethose strengths and coping skills in current situations and in theirjobs as emergency workers. Allow about 5 minutes for individuals
to complete this exercise. Have participants share theh copingstrategies with the group. Record them on newsprint so that allparticipants can see and think about effective cophig techniques.

Ask participants to think about their work and their roles as
emergency/disaster workers. Ask them to identify any additionalstrategies they use to cope with the demands and stresses of thejob that have not already been identified in previous activities. Thestrategies may be problem-focused or emotion- ocused. Recordthem on the newsprint.

Activity 4-6

Time reauired: 10 minutes.

Have participants get comfortable in their chairs and close thefr
eyes. Guide them through a body inventory starting with their toes.feet, and legs, and continuing through their arms, stomach back,
shoulders, neck, forehead. Ask: What do you feel? Are they cold?
warm? tense? relaxed? Is there any pain?

When they have finished, have participants open their eyes. Askthem to thina about any life situatiorm that may be causing tensionfor them and anything they might want to do to change thesituation.
This exercise helps participants to recognize not only where theystore tension, but also to recognize when they are experiencingstress.



Activity 4-7

Time revired: 20 minutes.

The following questions were developed by the California De-
partment of Mentg Health as part of the "Friends Can Be Good
Medicine" campaigp to promote social support networks and mental
health. Divide the class h-ito small groups of about five partici-
pants. Give each group one or two of the following questions to
discuss. Allow about 10 minutes. then have the large group recon-
vene. Have each small group report their responses to the questions.

What is the nature of a health-promoting personal relationship?

Mat is the nature of a health-destroying personal
relationshIp?

What are the barrie PPortiv_ relationships?

Why in our lives when we need others the most do we often
pull away and withdraw into ourselves?

What makes personal commitment so diffi

How do we renew personal relationsMps?

What can organizations do to encourage personal relationships
that are health promoting? (California Department of Mental
Health 1982)

Activity 4-8

Time equired: 20 mLnutes.
Materials required: paper and pencil.

Have each person take out three pieces of paper and a pencil or
pen. Have each person complete the following exercise individ-
ually. Allow time at the end of the exercise for people to share, if
they wish, things that they discovered or learned.

1. Draw a circle Ln the center of the arst piece of paper. In it.
write your name. Next draw smaller ckcles around the big
circle. These circles can vary in size. They represent members
of your support group. Mir& about the persons with whom you
have the strongest and closest bonds and begin filling in the
various circles with their names. Jot down names as they come
to mind: people you have warm feelings for; people you feel
comfortable with; people you would !Ike to talk with if you
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were having a hard time; people you would enjoy sharing a
meal with and people you would enjoy receiving a letter from.
Don't worry about being "fair" or reasonable or logjcal--this
exercise is for you alone. Think of places you have lived and
friends you have had there. Think of friends from work, school.
or political or religious groups you may belong to.

2. As you list friends' names, you may find yourself wishing you
were in closer touch with some of them. If so. list those names
on a second sheet of paper. This list might include old friends
you have not seen in a long time or new friends you'd like to
get to know better.

3. There may be some people for whom you find yourself feeling
a special affection. Y31.1 may feel you want to do something
particularly nice for themwrite them or phone them or even
buy them a little treat or present. These may be people who
have been important to you in ways that you feel deeply but
maybe have not been able to express. Writes these friends'
names down on the third piece of paper.

4. When you have finished diagramming your social support sys-
tem, take a minute to review each name and remember the
kinds of support you have exchanged with that person.

Decide what use to make of your diagram and two lists. Is
there someone you would like to be in touch with or send a
message to right now? Anyone you would like to share this
exercise with? What would be a good WI-1g to do with your
diagram? Put it on your bulletin board or in your wallet? Pull
it out and review it when you are feeling low?

6. This exercise can be modified to diagram support groups in
specific settings, such as the work environment. Fill the
circles with names of people with whom you have supportive
relationships in that environment. Ask such questions as: Is
there anything I would like to do to improve my relationship
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with any of these people? Are there an,y people in my work
environment who are not in these circles that I would lace to
have as a support? How can I go about establishing that
relationship?

Source: Ferguson, T. Your support group. In: Califorrda Department
of Mental Health. Friends Can Be Good Medicine. San Francisco:
Pacificon Productions, 1981. Copyright 1981. Reprinted with per-
mission. Ordering information is in the appendix.

Activity 4-9

Time required: 15 minutes.

There are three basic ways to find social support:

To wait until it is giv
To ask for it
To give it

Divide participants into three small uoups. Assign each group
one of the above approaches. Have them discuss the pros and cons
of each approach. Suggest discussing the following:

What is the hardest about that approach? easiest?

What are the benefits? drawbacks.

Share any personal experiences you may have had with using
such an approach.

Have each small vow report back to the whole when the class
reconvenes.

Activity 4-10

Time requ red: 10 minutes.
Materials required: individual copies of chart: pencil.

Have participants individually fill out the following chart. Put
the names of family, friends, and coworkers in the appropriate
boxes across the top of the chart. Then c.heck those whom you can
tell about important needs, feelings, and events in your life. The
total number of checks at the bottom of each column should give
you an idea of those you trust and those you could learn to trust
more. Use the totals to think about relationships you might want to
work on or improve.
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Made a mistake?
Had a serious illness?
Felt very angq?
Were overlooked for promotion?
Had financial thfficAilties?
Wanted to have an mfar?
Felt lonely, depressed and hopeless?
Were lonely?
Were deciding to quir your lob?
Wzited a divorce?
Knew your mother was dynig?
If you felr someone hurt vour

TOTAL
teelmes3

Source; George, S. Whom would you tell if you. . . . ; California
Department of Mental Health. Friends Con Be Good Medicine. San
Francisco: Pacificon Productions, 1981. Copyright 1981. Re-
prisited with perndssion. Ordering information is in the appendix.
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Activity 4-2 1

Time required: 1 hour.
Materials required: part I of this monograph; ne
the following chart.

d p

Divide participants filto three groups Assign each group one of
the three dkaster case studies presented in the first half of this
monograph. Have participuits in each group read their assigned
disaster case s

Group 1: Kansas City hotel disaster

Group 2: Louisiana floods

Group 3: Flight 90 crash

Do not have participants read the dUcussion following each case
study-

Distribute to each group the following chart. Have them fill in
the name of their assigned disaster at the top of the chart. Then1
have each group fill in the three columns, listing event, occupa-
tional. and organizational stressors and possible approaches to
managing stressors for their particular disaster. Have a participant
record each group's results on newsprint. Allow about 30 minutes
for this portion of the exercke.

When charts are finished, allow individuals to read the discussion
following their dkaster kJ the text. Let them fill in anY 843s In
their charts.

Reconvene as a large group and have a reporter from each small
group present findings using the newsprint charts. Allow about 10
minutes for each small group report. Have groups compare dif-
ferences and similarities among stressors for the different types of
disasters. Discuss possle approaches to management of stressors.
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Activity 4-12

Time required: 10 minutes.
Materials required: individual copies of Self
diagram: Pencil.

Self Analysis Profile

Profile and

The following items represent one way of categorizing a person's
well-being. To complete the profile read each of the questions
below and score the item as follows:

Next to the question put a "1" if you rate yourself poor, "2" if
you rate yourser average u3 if you rate yourself excellent.

Emotional Category

1. How do you feel about yourself; how satisfied are you with
who you are?

2. How accepting of others are you; can you respect people who
view life differently?

Are you sensitive to your own emotional fe do you
permit them to tell you about yourself?

12kysical Category

4. Are you familiar with yow body; are you sensitive to
messages which it sends?

Do you properly exercise your muscles; do you physically
exert yourself in a regular routine of fitness?

6. Do you maintain a balanced diet; do you avoid excessive
consumption of substances known to be hazardous to your
health?

Social Category

7. Can you express yourself in public; are you able to com-
mmicate your thoughts and feelings to your friends?

8. Do you exert the enerpy required to establish and
friends; do you take the necessary time?

9. Are you actively involved in your community; do you think
and work an problems confronting you and your neighbors?
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Spiritual Category

10. Are you engaged in reaching yo
do you have a sense of purpose?

ders ife;

11. Are there ideas or activities or people that are of
tionable value to you; can you truly give of yourself?

12. Do you spend time with yourself; can you blot out the noise
and distractions of daily living?

Using your answers on the last page to guide you, you can create
a graphic picture of your wellness. Each numbered pie-shaped
segment of the circle below corresponds to the sa _le numbered
question on the preceding page. (They are divided into quarters
representing four major dimensions of wellness.) Color in an
amount of each sesment correspondins to your ans-csler in the
question with the same number. The inner excle corresponds to a
score of 1. the middle one to a score of 2, and the outer circle to a
score of 3. You don't need to restrict yourself to these etitegories .
however, and can fill in any amoimt in between. You may we dif-
ferent colors for each section if you like.

Source: Hammond. J., and Taylor, R.L. Self analysis profile. In:
California Department of Mental Health. Friends Can Be Good
Medicine. San Francisco: Pacificon Productions, 1981. Copyright
1981. ReprLnted with permission. Ordering fird-ormation is in the
appendix.
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Section 5

Helping the Helpers: Interventions

Introduction
This section will discuss approaches that may be helpful to

workers and managers in dealing with disaster-related stress. It
will suggest interventions that may be helpful before, during, and
after a disaster.

The suggestions presented here are guidelines_ No single sug-
gestion will work for all people at all times. However, these ideas,
in addition to those identified by ,....ourse participants earlier in the
training are based on a wealth of experience and wisdom from
disaster workers.

Predisaster Interventions: Prevention

Some of the most important stress management interventions for
disaster workers take place predisaster. These activities are im-
portant in preparing workers for what they will likely encounter in
the disaster situation. Preparation by both the hidividual worker
and the organization call help minimize the effects of stress when
it occurs, and can help individuals and the orgardzation cope with
stress in a more efficient maxmer. The following are some useful
predisaster interventionz.

Collaborative Relationship Between Emergency Services
and Mental Health

A predisaster collaborative relationship can make training
available for emergency workers in the mental hedth aspects of
theh work so that they can anticipate and effectively deal with
their own mental health needs and those of victims. Such pre-
disaster planning between mental health and emergency services
also paves the way for effective collaboration during and after a
dbaster. (See section 1, "Before the Training Begins: Collaboration
Between Mental Health and Emergency Services.")
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Orien ation and Training

Training on the mental health aspects of emergency workers'
jobs, both routine and in disaster should be given as part of work-
ers' initial on-the-job orientation and ongoing service tr
Such education can prepare workers for the stresses they may
experience in the work, decrease their vulnerability, and Lncrease
their effectiveness in dealing with job-related stresses when they
occur.

Disaster Planning, Training, and Drills

Every worker with a potential role in a disaster should be thor-
oughly oriented to that role in the organization's disaster plan.
Mental health personnel should regularly be included in each orga-
nization's disaster drills. Even disaster drills generate stress symp-
toms in those who participate. The interventions discussed in the
rest of this section, including debriefing can all be practiced
effectively in a disaster drill.

Predisaster Personal Emergency Preparedness Plans

Having a personal and family emergency plan will help individ-
uals to cope with whatever emergencies may occur while they are
at home. Every emergency worker should be familiar with hazards
and potential emergencies inherent in the local geographic area,
and should have contLngency plans for self and family. This is im-
portant not only to the safety of the family but also to the
availability of the worker for disaster assignment. The more
quickly things can be taken care ,3f at home, the more quickly the
worker can report to work relatively free of family worries.
Similarly if the worker is at work when a disaster occurs, peace of
mind and concentration will be enhanced ff the person's family is
prepared and able to cope_

Every family emergency plan should include the following:

A home inspection to identify hazards and eliminate them

A plan for dilTerent types of emergencies that might occur in
the area such as tornado, hurricane, earthquake or hazardous
materials spill; training for what to do before, during, and
after each emergency

A home fire safety plan, including smoke detectors, fire ex
tinguisbers. and preplanned escape routes

An evacuation plan: what to take, where to go, whe e to meet
or reunite
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A plan to care for children, individuals needing assistance
ill or those with disabilities), and pets

Training of every capable family member in how to turn off
utilities and in first aid

Promfrient posting of emergency phone numbers

Emergency supplies and equipment should include the followthg:

Food and water for 72 hours; include special diets, infant
formula, and pet food

Portable radio, flashlight, and batteries

adequate supply of prescription medications, prescrip
es, extra batteries for hearing aid, etc.

Ffrst aid Idt

Blankets or sleeping

Sanitation supplies

Fire extinguisher

Sanitation and personal hygiene supplies

Alternate lighting: camping lantern, candles, matches

Safety equipment: hose for firefighting, heavy shoes and
oyes, work clothes

Tools

Cooklig supplies: charcoal, 5terno, camp stove

It is a good idea to establish a mutual aid system within the
neighborhood. With a bit of preplanning neighbors can arrange to
look out for and assiat one another In times of emergency pooling
supplies as well as skills. Many neighborhoods develop emergency
preparedness plaw as part of the Neighborhood Crime Alert net-
work. Such a mutual aid arrangement can give emergency workers
increased peace of mind about their families' welfare.

In addition, every worker who is likely to be called out on emer-
gency assignment on short notice is wise to have an emergency bag
prepacked. Supplies should be tailored to the nature of the worker's
usual type of assignment. If the assignment is likely to entail any
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of
g'

away from home, the bag should incl. _e the

Clothes, including sturdy shoes and clothes for inclern
weather

Glasses and medics ons (inclunover-the.coia
for personal stress reactionsantacids, aspirin,
medicine, etc.)

Personal hygiene supplies

Paper and pens

Forms or supplies necessary to the worker's diswter
assignment

Sleeping bag

cash and important identification, including offi
fication to allow access hito restricted areas

Change for pay phones (these circuits usually work when other
phone ltnes are out of service)

A picture of one's family and at least one comforting object
from home

A good book, a deck of cards, crossword puzzles

Excellent materials on home emergency preparedness and emer-
gencies specific to a even geographic location are available at
local chapters of the American Red Cross. local Offices of Emer-
gency Services, or the regional office of FEMA-

Interventions During the Disaster

The following are suggestions for management o_ worker stress
during a disaster operation:

Suggestions for Line Workers

A. Develop a "buddy" system with a coworker. Agree to keep aneye on each others' fimctioning fatigue level, and stress
symptoms. Tell the buddy how to know when you are getting
stressed ("If I start doing so-and-so, tell me to take a break").
Make a pact with the buddy to take a break when he or she sug-
gests it, if the situation and command officers allow_
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B. Encourage and =ippon coworkers. Listen to each others'
feelings. Don't take anger too personally. Hold criticism =lees
it's essential. Tell each other "You're doing great" snd "Good
job." Give each other a touch or pat on the back. Bring each
other a snack or something to drink.

C. Try to get some activity and exercise.

D. Try to eat frequently, in small quantities.

E. Humor can break the tension and provide relief. Use it with
ewe however; people are highly suggestible Ln disaster situ-
atiens and victims or coworkers can take things personally and
be hurt if they are the bnmt of "disaster humor."

F. Use positive "self-talk," such as "I'm doing fin "
the skins I've been traimed to use."

tt

G. Take deep breaths, hold them, then bkw out forcefully
(Mitchell, impublished paper).

H. Take breas if effectiveness is diminishing, or if asked to do so
by commanding officer or supervisor.

On long exits away from home, remember the following:.

1. Try to make your living ace =iodations as personal, com-
fortable and homey as possible. Unpack bags and put out
pictures of loved ones.

2. Make new friends. Let off steam
(0' Candi= 1983).

3. Get enough sleep.

4. Enjoy some recreation away froi
lahan 1983).

coworkers

se e (O'Cal-

5. Remember things that were relaxing at home and try to do
them now: rake a hot bath or shower, if e; read a
good book; go for a nm; listen to music.

6. Stay in touch with people at home. Write or can often
(O'Calla.han 1983). Send pictures. Have family visit if at all
possible and appropriate.

7. Avoid excessive use a alcohol.
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8. Keep a journal; this will make a great story for grandchfldren.

Suggestions for Supervisors

A. During the alarm phase, provide workers with as much factual
information as possible about what they will find at the scene.
Provide this information via radio commurdcations or in the
form of a quick briefing as new persormel arrive at the scene.
This forewarning can help personnel gear up emotionally for
what they may find.

B. Try to get information for workers about the locati
well-being of thefr family members.

C. Remember that early identification and intervention of stress
reactions is the key in preventing worker burnout. Review lists
of stress vmptoms; remember that multiple symptoms in each
category indicate that worker effectiveness is dim

D. Use mental health assUtance in field operations if plans have
been made to do so. Mental health staff can observe workers'
fimctioning. support workers, and give advice to command
officers about workers' fatigue levels, stress, reactions, and
need for breaks (Mitchell 1983b).

E. Check in with workers by agidng. "How are you doing?" Assess
whether verbal response and worker's appearance and level of
functioning jibe; i.e.. workers may say they are doing "fine," but
may be exhibiting multiple stress symptoms.

F. Try to rotate workers between low-stress assignmen ch as
staging areas), moderate-stress assignments, and hi tress
tasks (Mitchell, unpublished paper).

G. LAnit workers' time in high-4tress assignments (such as triage
or morgue) to an hour or so at a thme, if at all possible. Pro-
vide breaks, rotation to less stressful assignments and per-
sonal support.

H. Ask workers to take breaks if effectiveness is diminishing;
order them to do so if necessary. Point out that the worker's
ability to function is diminishing due to fatigue and that you
need him frmetioning at his full potential to assist with the
operation. Allow worker to return to scene if he rests and his
functioning improves.

I. On breaks, try to provide workers with the folio

1. Bathroom facilities
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2. A place to sit or lie down away from the scene; quie
alone

3. Food and beverages

4_ Shelter from weather, dry clothes, etc.

5. An opportimity to talk about theLr fee
chaplain, or mental health staff can assist

Interventions After the Disaster

coworkers,

The following guggestions may be useful in the first hours, days.
and weeks following a disaster.

Suggestions for Line Workers

A. "D This may happen quite spontaneously, or may be an
organized staff meeting immediately following an incident or
operation. It is ail informal debriefing in which persormel can
begin to talk about their thoughts and feelings about the in-
cident. It may happen over coffee or cleaning of equipment.
The key is to keep the tone positive and supportive. No one
should be criticized for how they feel or how they functioned.
Team members and leaders should check on each others' well
being and provide support to those who seem to be hardest hit
by the incident (Mitchell 1983a).

B. Attend a debriefing if one is offered; try to get one org
it is not offered (Mitchell. =published paper).

C. Talk about feelings as they arise. and 1Lsten to each o
feelings.

D. When listening, try to keep war stories to a minimum. It doesn't
really help to hear that once-upon-a-time someone went
through something worse (Mitchell. =published paper); it
doesn't help to hear Kit could have been worse, so quit your
complaining."

E. Don't take =ger too personally (Mitchell, =published paper).
Is a normal feeling after a traumatic event, and it

sometimes gets vented at coworkers inadvertently.

F. Recognition is important; coworkers should receive appreci-
ation land positive feedback for a job well done.
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G. Eat well and try to get adequate sleep in the
event.

H. Relaxation and stress management techniques are helpful.
I. Maintaining a normal routine and "taking care of business" help

mairitain a sense of order and accomplishment.

J. The transition back into home and family life can be difficult
after a disaster or critical incident. Workers shoiad tell the
family the story of what happened, hicluding what the workersaw and did. Showing pictures, videotapes, or newspaper
articles of the event can help. Workers should also encourage
their families to tell what it was like for them in the worker's
absence; families need to tell theb- story. too.

Suggestions for Supervisors

A. Arrange a debriefing for all work
(see below).

crc involved in

B. Line personnel should have an opportmity to participate in a
critique of the event. Ofte.,,, a critique is limited to officers
and supervisors, but line staff participation can assure that
workers are recognized for their contribution to the operation.
Also, their viewpoints are valid and valuable input toward
improving operations the next time around.

C. The organization can help workers and their families by set-
thig up a meeting to provide them with information about theevent., as well as education about normal stress reactions in
workers and the potential effects of such stress for the family.

D. Formal recognition by the organization of a worker's partic-
ipation in a disaster operation can mean a lot. A letter in the

persormel file, or a certificate of appreciation for
contribution to an unusual and important Job, lets the workerknow that his participation meant something Workers who
remained at the office or station "minding the store" during the
disaster should also receive recognition ; their contribution was
also essential.

E. Managers and supervisors should plan for the letdown their staff
may experience. It may be helpful to go over the list of stress
reactions in a staff meeting and discuss them. Emphasize that
they do not imply weakness or incompetence; it iS similar to
beins womded in action (Mitchell, =published paper).
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F. If workers' reactions are severe or last longer than 6 weeks.
encourage them to use professional assistance. Again, it does
not imply weaknessit simply means that the event was so
traumatic it has had a profound effect on the thdivioUal.

Debriefingi

A debriefing is an organized approach to the management of
stress responses following a traumatic or critical incident (Mitchell
1983b). It is a specific, focused intervention to assist workers in
dealing with the intense emotions that are common at s-uch a time.
It also assists workers by teaching them about normal stress re-
sponses, specific skills for coping with stress, and how to provide

pport for each other.
A debriefing involves a one-to-one or group meeting between

the worker(s) and a trained facilitator. Group meetings are recom-
mended. as they provide the added dimension of peer support.

A debriefing is not a critique. A critique is a meeting in which
the incident is discusse& evaluate& and analyzed with regard to
procedure% performance and what could have been improved upon.
A critique is a valid and important meeting. It can help workers to
sort out facts, get questions answere& and plan for what to do in
the future. A debriefing has a different focus: that of dealing with
the emotional aspects of the experience.

It will not work to combine a critique and a debriefing in the
same meeting. The goals and focus of the two meetings are en-
tirely different. If an attempt is made to combine them, personnel
may be much more comfortable analyzing logistics of the operation
than dealing with the feelings involved and the critique is all that
occurs.

The basic ground rules for conducting a debriefing follow.

Who Should Attend

Everyone who participated in the incident should attend, unless
the group is too big. in which case it can be split into smaller
groups. Multidisciplinaxy groups with police, firefighters, para-
medics and EMTs emergency room nwses, etc are good; they
bring together the whole "team" (Mitchell 1983a. b). Command
officers and line staff should participate in the same debriefing.
The media should be excluded if they are wishing only to observe;
if they were part of the traumatic incident, they should participate
in the debriefing as a participant observing confidentiality like all
other participants.
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Mandatory vs. Optional Debriefings

Opinions vary as to whether debriefings should be mandatory.
Many departments are moving Ln the direction of maldng debrief-
Ings routine and mandatory after any critical incident. This policy
gives personnel the message that (1) the organization is concerned
for workers' well-being, and (2) the debriefing is a natural and
routine procedure, with no stigma attached. When debriefings are
not mandatory, personnel who might benefit may not attend, due to
fears of being labeled "weak."

Who Conducts the Debriefing

The debriefing should be conducted by an experienced mental
health facilitator. A professional facilitator is recommended be-cause the emotions expressed in a debriefing may overwhelm an
untrained facilitator (Mitchell 1983b). The facilitator should be
skilled in group dynamics and conummications, use a crisis inter-
vention approach, have a good knowledge of stress response syn-
dromes and interventiorm, and be well-versed in operational pro-
cedures of emergency service organizations (Mitchell 1983a).

When a Debriefing Should Be Held

The best time to hold a debriefing is about 24 to 48 hours after
the incident. Prior to that time, workers may still be emotionally
"numb," either from the shock of the incident or because their
feelings are still being suppressed. Workers are also in the process
of intellectually restructuring the incident, often trying to figure
out if they operated "by the books" (Mitchell 1983b). At the 24- to
48-hour period, emotions are often surfacing in an intense form .
and this is a good time to deal with them. Effectiveness diminishes
with the passage of time between the event and the debrief-mg
(Titchner 1982). Every effort should be made to conduct the de-
briefing within 6 weeks of the event. However, successful de-
briefinzs have been conducted up to a year or more after a trau-
matte incident.

How Long a Debriefing Should Take

Usually, 2 to 4 hours should be allowed for a debriefing. In some
situations, it may take longer. It is usually wise to block out a
morning or afternoon to devote to the debriefing.

An outline of the format for conducting a debriefing is presented
in part I of this monograph. The audiovisual materials and recom-
mended readings cited under "Supplementary Materials" at the end
of this section will provide detailed material for trainers or par-
ticipants who wish to conduct debriefings.
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Followup, Referral to Mental Health Resources, Counseling

Each organization should have some means of monito in-
dividuals' recovery from traumatic events or incidents. This may
take place as a routine followup meeting (group or individual) with
Me debriefing facilitator, meeting between supervisor and em-
ployee, or routine medical check with the employee health nurse or
physicIan. The purpose of the followup is to aEow the worker fur-
ther opportunity to talk about his/her feelfrigs about the incident
and also to assess with the individual whether the symptoms twe
diminishing. A good time to do a routine followup is about a month
to 6 weeks after the event.

If workers are still having difficulty with stress symptoms at
that thne, a routine referral to a mental health counselor should be
suggested. The organization should have a preestablished plan for
referrals to counselors who are knowledgeable or specialize in
working with emergency service personnel. Fee arrangements
should be preestablished. The ideal arrangement is for mental
health services to be available to emergency workers through their
prepaid eniployee health plan. Many plans do not provide this
coverage, and personnel are often angry if they find that they must
pay for counselinz services out of their own pocket, when the
trauma was a work-related event. This can produce a real barrier
to personnel obtaining the services they need to remain functional
and productive on the job.

Section 1 of this manual identified some of the barriers that may
inldbit personnel from using mental health services. Often, they
may simply lack knowledge about the process of counselIng and
what it entails. They should know that most counselors prefer to
work with emergency workers in a short-term, active approach.
Counselors oftun use specific techniques aimed at symptom re-
duction. They usually do not use long-term, psychomalytic ap-
proaches. Occasionally, depending on the nature of the problems,
marital or family therapy may be suggested. [See Activity 5-1.]

Prevention of Burnout

Burnout is an end product of unmitigated stress. The ultimate
goal of this manual has been to help emergency workers learn ways
to cope with stress in order to prevent burnout. However, although
this text has dealt primarily with disaster, emergencies, and trau-
matic stress, many other factors and stressors contribute to burn-
out for emergency service workers.

Most experts emphasize a two-pronged approach to prevention
of burnout:
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1. Taking care of yourself: developing a healthy lifestyle, dealing
with stress as it occurs, taking advantage of opportimities for
growth and professional development tryhig to see situations
as a challenge rather than a threat

2. Dealing with the environment: eliminating stressors where
possible. identifying problems, developing an action plan to
solve problems setting realistic goals settfrig priorities fol-
lowing tlwough on goaL, and plans, recognizing accomplish-
ments and feeling good about them

Survivors

Emergency and disaster workers we highly motivated and highly
ained individuals_ They perform strenuous, stressfa and often

dangerous work_ They seek to ease the suffering-of victhns. At the
same time they put themselves at high emotional risk for stress
reactions that may be harmful to themselves, their work life and
their family life.

This monograph has presented material to assist workers in
dealing with the stresses that are a part of their work. At the same
time, it is important to remember and give recognition to the
inherent sVengths and qualities of the people wto do this work.
They embody the traits of the survivor personality:

A sense of commitment to and involvement in life
commitments, clear values, and things they believe in

Paradoxical traits of gentleness and strength, trust
caution self-confidence and self-criticism dependence

independence. touglmess and sensitivity

A feeling of contml over their circumstances, and the
liWiess to admit what can't be controlled

The ability to see change as a challenge, not just a threat; the
comirdtment to meet challenges in a way that will make them
stronger persoro (Kessler 1984).

Emergency and disaster workers are survivors. They can see both
the positive and negative sides of any situation. They Ince to chal-
lenge themselves. They intend to surviveand to do so in good
form (Kessler 1984).

In the words of Thomas Drabek (1984). noted sociologist who has
contributed tremendously to our understanang of disaster and
disaster recovery. "People do climb mo-
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Supplementary Materials

Audiovisual Materials

The following materials are recommended to aument the lec-
ture material. Guidelines for thefr use are fricluded Ln the appendix.

"Burnout"
"Conducting Critical Stress Debriefings for Emergency For-
sound"

Recommended Readings

Mitchell, J. T. When disaster strikes. . . The critical incident
stress debriefing process. Journal of Emergency Medical Services
8:36-39, January 1983.

Activity

Activity 5-1

Time required: 15-20 minutes.
Materials require& newsprint and pens or blackboard and eh

Have participants develop two lists on newsprint or on the board.
One list will include any negative thoughts, phrases, images, or
ideas that come to mind when thinking of using mental health
services. Typical examples include "crazy." "weak." and "psychot-
ic." The second list will include positive thoughts, phrases, images,
or ideas that come to mind when thinking of using mental health
services. Some examples might include "healthy," nheal3ng," and
"working through things."

The key to this exercise is for the trainer to allow ample dLs-
cusalon time to bring out all balms that might constitute barriers
to personnel using mental health services, and to provide factual
information to address questions and concerns.

Ask the &roup such questions as 'What concerns would you have
about using mental health cmmseling?" "What do you think would
keep you from usinz such services?" Besides concerns about image
and stigmatization, personnel often have concrete questions about
the procedure or process of counseling, fees, what records will be
kept on them, confidentiality, and whether mental health treat-
ment will impair their opportunities for promotion.

If a preestablished plan esdsts with a mental health center or
group for providing these service% it may be a good idea to have a
couraelor from that group, as well as a member of the or
tion's top management team, present for the discussion. in order to
accurately answer questions and allay amdeties and fears.
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Appendix

AUDIOVISUAL AND PRINTED
MATERIALS

Films and Tapes
Burnout
Conduetfrig Critical Stress Debriefings for Emerg

Personnel
Disaster Sights and Sounds
Friends
Human Response to Disaster: Trahdrig Emergency

Service Workers (and Disaster Response
Personnel: Stress and Coping Techniques)

The Hyatt Disaster: The Hidden Victim
Managing rlress, Part I: The Time Bomb Within
Relations
Relaxation and Stress Management Program

Brochures
Can Friends Help You Stay Well?
Friends Can Be Good Medicine



Burnout."
Produced and directed by J. Gary Mitchell and John McDonald.
MTI Teleprograms, Inc. 26-mh-mte videocassette, $5".

Oriented toward workers in the helping professions (human
services, health services, police departments), this videotape de-
fines burnout, lists stresson contributing to it, and describes its
symptoms. Scenarios are "cute" but accurate in portraying the
burnout syndrome. The videotape provides good, realistic sugges-
tions for preventing and dealing with burnout.

Suggestions for use: Much useful information is acted out in the
scenarios and could be missed without good observation. The tape
may be enhanced by having class members act as observers, re-
cording the following points for discussion after the videotape:

What do you observe as stressors contributing to burnout in
scenarios?

What do you observe
the scenarios?

ptorns in the c

What do you see as healthy resporaes to stress In the sc

What changes might be made in the organizational setting to
reduce the stresses on workers?

What do you =perience as stressors contributing to burnout in
your own job and/or organization?

What signs of burnout have you experienced in yourseil or your
coworkers?

What approaches do you find helpful?

What changes in your work setting might help to reduce the
potential for burnout? How might you work toward such pos-
itive chariges?

For rental or purchase, contact:

MTI Teleprograms, Inc.
3710 Commercie Avenue
Northbrook, IL 60062
(800) 323-6301
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"Conducig Critical Stress Debriefings for Emergency Personnel.
Jeffrey Mitchell, Ph.D., Emergency Health Services Program.
University of Maryland. Catonsville, MD. One 90- and one 60-
n*Lute audiotape cassette.

This lecture was presented at the Second National Conlerence on
the Treatment of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Chicago. IL,
1983. It is oriented toward mental health professionals who will be
working with emergency service workers. Rich with wocdotal and
clinical example% it outlines the history of critical incident stress
and common reactions and symptoms experienced by emergency
workers. It also detoils the technique of debriefing.

Suggestions for use: This audiotape is emotionally moving and an
excellent vehicle for helping individuals understand the experiences
of emergency workers. All or selected parts of the tape can be
used. The tape will be most effective if combined with discussion
of such questions as:

How did you feel as you listened to the incidents presented in
the tape? What would have been most difficult or stressful for
you in any of the situatiorm presented?

As an emergency worker, have you had experiences sirrdlar to
those dcscribed in the tape? What were your personal experi-
ences and reactions? What copLng techniques did you find most
helpful? Have you ever been involved in a debriefing? Was it
helpful? Why or why not?

As a men al health worker, how do you think you might have
intervened in any of the incidents? What do you think it would
be like for you to provide mental health services during or
following these incidents? How would yen deal with your own
feelings of stress in helping these workers?

For purchase, contact:

SERCO Marketing
6100 Wayne Avenue
Dayton, OH 45410
(800) 654-2400 or in Ohio (513) 223-0012
Tape #M. Price: $10.50.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
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Disaster Sights and Sounds.
American Red Cross. 8-minute fil

This film shows actual scenes from various disasters, including
flood. tornado, and hurricane, with disaster workers farictioning In

arious settings.
Suggestions for use: The film is useful for establishing mood and

atmosphere for training about disaster. It can be used to help
trainees identify with both disaster victims and disaster workers
when the followins suggestions are made prior to viewing the film:

Let yourself identify with the experience of individuals in the
film. See who you identify with most strongly.

Pay particular attention to the disaster workers in the film.
What do you think it would be like to be in the various roles
portrayed in the fihn?

Followins the film, these questions flight be used for discussion:

Which scenes in the film efected you ? What were your
feelings as you watched those scenes?

Who did you identify with in the film? What do you imagine it
would have been like for you to be in their place?

What disaster workers did you identify with ti the film? What
do you ad:* it would have been like to be in their roles?

For purchase, contact:

General Supply Office
American Red Cross
17th and D Streets, NW
Washington. DC 20006
Stock #321535
Price: $57.00

For rental, contact local chapter of American Red Cross to see
if film is available for lease.
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"Friends."
State of California Department of Mental Health. 9-minute film.
16 mm.. 34" video, 3C" VHS. beta.

Documentary and dramatic sequences in this upbeat film em-
phasize the importance of friendships in times of high stress. It
hiterweaves comments from professionals of all ages about the
vidue of friends. It also contains a brief discwsion of the medical
evidence regarding health and social support networks.

Suggestions for use: This film is useful in raising awareness of
the relationship between social support and health. The message is
straightforward and positive and does not dwell on the complexities
of relatiowhips. This film is appropriate for triggering di-scussion
and can be used in conjunction with activities from the booklet
Friends Can Be Good Medicine.

For rental or purchase. contact:

California Department of Mental Health F
1600 9th Street
Sacramento. CA 95814
Price: California resident: Free loazil$75.00 purchase

Non-California resident: $50.00 rentalf$150.00
purchase
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"Human Response Traisdng Emergency Service
Workers."

Diane Garaventa Myers, William T. O'Callahan, and Jack Punier.
Produced by the National IrLstitute of Mental HeMth and State of
California Department of Mental Health in cooperation with the
Federal Emergency Management Agency. Six 20-minute video-
cassettes, %".

This series of videotapes provides a comprehensive overview of
mental health issues in disaster. It was designed to assist mental
health workers, emergency service workers, and disaster workers
from volimtary disaster relief agencies in widerstanding and meet-
ing the psycholoecal needs of disaster victims and workers. The six
videotapes cover the foil es:

1. Understanding Disaster and Disaster-Related Behavior

2. Impact and Rescue Phases: Issues and interventions

3. Early Recovery Phases: Issues and Interventions

4. Late-Phase Recovery (2 Months to I Year): Issues
terventions

5. Children and

6. Disaster Response Personnel: Stress and Copirtg Techniques

Suggestions for use: For mentad health, emergency, or disaster
workers with limited lmowledge of the mental health aspects of
disaster, this series of tapes provides basic information and ap-
proaches. It is recommended that each tape be viewed separately,
followed by discussion of workers' questions, concerns, and the
like. Specific suggestions for the tape on "Disaster Response Per-
sonnel" follow.

Disaster Response P S Coping Te qu

This videotape will provide trainers with an overview of stress
and copirtg techniques for emergency workers. It discuss= stressors
affecting disaster workers types of accidents that are especially
critical or traumatic phases of worker reactions to emergencies .
stress symptoms for workers during and after frnpact and helpful
mental health interventiora. It emphasizes and details the tech-
nique of debriefing.

Suggestions for use: This videotape cm be used as a whole or in
sections to provide introductory lecture material for both mental
health and emergency workers. It cem be enhanced by
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asldng trainees to tap their
may be useful for discussion:

The foUoi

What types of events or incidents have you found to be most
stressful.

What are your usual stress reactions in emergen

What coping techniques have you found most helpful? least
helpful?

Have you ever been involved in a de
Why or why not?

it helpful?

For rental or purchase, contact the State department of mental
health Each State has a complete set of these videocassettes. The
lectures are in the public domain and may be reproduced as needed.

For further information, contact:

Center for Mental flealth Studies of Emergencies
National histItute of Mental Health
Room 6C-12
Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville. MD 20857
(301) 443-1910
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"The Hyatt Disaster: The Hidden Victim.
Produced by Margaret S. Miles, School of Nursing, University of
Kansas Medical Center. and Alice S. Demi. Medical College of
Georea. 51-minute videocassette. %".

Victims of the 1981 skywalk collapse at the Hyatt Regency Hotel
in Kwisas City discuss their reactions to the disaster. A television
news reporter an employee of the hotel a husband and wife who
were guests at the hotel, and an emergency medical technician
share their feelings about the events that took place at the scene
and in the year following the dtsaster. Ways they coped with their
feelings are discussed. Dr. Margaret Miles. University of Kansas
School a Nursing, conducts the thterviews_

Suggestions for use: This videotape is quite long. Its effective-
ness may be enhanced by using selected portions to illustrate spe-
cific training points. The hrterviews with the news reporter and the
EMT are most useful in illustrating reactions of workers attempt-
ing to ftinction at the scene. Interviews with the hotel employee
and guests are excellent case studies of victim response and recov-
ery. Discussion of tape segments might include such questions as:

What were your feelings as you listened to the persons inter-
viewed? What would have been most difficult or stressful for
you if you bad been in their positions at the disaster?

What stress reactions and symptoms did !,-ou hear the inter-
viewees describe? What coping techniques were most helpful
to them?

As a mental health worker, how
intervened at the scene?

you might have

Following the disaster, what interventions or programs would
you implement to assist workers? How would you go about
developing these?

How might you have made contact and assbted
interviewed in the tape?

How would you deal with your own feelings and reactions to
assisting these workers and victims?

For rental or purchase, contact:
The Educational Resource Center
Room 0004. Orr-Major Hall
39th and Rainbow Boulevard
The University of Karaas Medic_
Kansas City, KS 66103
(913) 588-7343
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"Managing Stress, Part It The Time Bomb Within.
Howard Baumgartel, Ph.D., Organizational and Personal Psy-
chology Graduate Provam, University of Kansas. A Centron
Production. 14-minute videocassette, %".

This short film provides a comprehensive overview of stress,
including a histnri of the stress response syndrome and physiolog-
ical and emotional responses. It emphasizes work-related stress
and accurately and realistically portrays stressors. It also outlines
short- and long-term results of stress on health and relationships.
The film describes positive methods of managing stress, empha-
sizing exercise, nutrition, support groups, and changes of pace.

Suggestions for use: The videotape is brief and succinct and
ould be a good stimulus for discussion of such points as:

What stressors presented in the tape did you most identify
with? How are they related to your own work role and re-
sponsibilities? What stressors exist in your work that were not
brought out in the tape?

What suggestions for dealing with stress seemed most relevant
to you? least useful?
have you fouild helpful?

For rental or purchase, contact:

What other coping mechatlisms

Organizational and Personal Psychology Grad te Pro
University of Kansas
Kansas City, KS
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"Relations." State of California Department of Mental Health.
24-minute film. 16 mm., %" video. %" VHS. beta.

This film explores the complexities and paradoxes encountered in
trying to make and maIntain supportive personal relationships. It
contains a variety of Improvisational sketches drsunatizins dif-
ferent relationships: amons men in a men's support group; in a
professional peer group; between husband wid wife, brother and
sister man and machine; and in romantic and platonic friendships.
Ed Amer and Avery Schreiber play various roles.

The film at times raises the darker side of relationships, illus-
trating that they can be complex and paradaidcal and therefore
difficult to achieve and maIntaLn. It emphasizes that barriers to
social support are easier to surmount when they are illuminated.

Suggestions for use: This film is excellent for stimulating dis-
on about the difficulties in establishing and maintaining

healthy, supportive relationships. Each scene has multiple inter-
pretations. The film can be shown in its entirety, but it is mast
effective in short segments allowing for intermittent audience
discussion. It is not effective without a discussion. 'Me film comes
with a Discussion Leader's Guide that gives background informa-
tion on the film's purpose, the underlying themes in each scene .
and discussion topics. It is appropriate for use in staff development
of helping professionals, in human relations classes, and in estab-
lishing support groups or support networks.

For rental or purchase, contact:

California Department of Mental Health Film Library
1600 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Price: California resident: Free loan/$185 purchase

Non-California resident: $50.00 rental; $370.00
purchase
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"Relaxation and Stress Management Program."
Three audiocassettes and a 52-page guide to stress Management

The cassettes include musical and envhonmental backgrounds.
The accompanying guide includes a step-by-step approach to stress
management. Tapes include the following topics:

Tape 1: Pro essive Relaxation and Deep Muscle Relaxation

Tape 2: Autogenic Relaxation: Arms & Hands and Legs & Feet

Tape 3: Visual Imagery Relaxation and Image Rehearsal Practice

Suggestions for use: The tapes and guide may be used in class-
room instruction or for individual, self-guided instruction to stress
management.

For purchase, contact:

Stress Mmagement Research Associates. Inc.
P.O. Box 2232-B
Houston, TX 77251
(713) 890-8575
Price: Complete set: $34.95 plus $1.50 postage and lumdling

Individual tapes: $12.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling
Available for 15-day, money-back trial period.
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"Can Friends Help You Stay Well?"
Three-page brochure.

This self-assessment brochure helps individuals ascertain their
current levels of stress and the strengths of their support networks.
The brochure takes 3 minutes to complete and provides individuals
with gwaphic illastration of the relationship between their personal
support systems and their stress levels. It may suggest that an
individual needs to strengthen hisiber support system.

Suggestions for Use: Designed for individual use, this is a usefla

tool for motivating people to pay attention to their personal rela-
tionships.

For purchase, contact:

California Departm t of M
Publicatiora Unit
P.O. Box 1015
North Mghlands, CA 95660
Stock #7540-956-1018-9
Price: Available only in bulk orders of 50 copies

$11.00 per order (includes tax, postage, and
handling)
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"Friends Can Be Good Medicine."
64-page booklet. 8%x11, two-color.

This booklet provides activities and readings on the multiple
aspects of relationships. Sections include: What is social support?
How can I recognize it? When do I or my family or friends need it
the most? How do I get it? How does anybody get it?

Suggestions for use: The booklet contains self-assessment tools
as well as homework, which can then stimulate classroom discus-
sion. hidividuals may apply information to current personal situa-
tions such as job stress, divorce, etc.

For puxehase, contact:

California Department of Mental H alth
Publicatiorm Unit
P.O. Box 1015
North Highlands, CA 95660
Stock # 7540-956-1011-6
Price: Available only in bulk orders of 10 copies

$10.00 per order (includes tax, postage, and
handling)

_DVERNMENT PUNTING OFFICE I85 973/40007
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